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Abstract
Selective laser melting is one of the most promising additive manufacturing technologies,
thanks to its capability to manufacture complex shaped parts with good dimensional ac-
curacy and high mechanical performance. In recent years, this technique is starting to be
adopted for the production of end-use parts, addressing high quality requirements.
To achieve the desired quality of the final product it is necessary to optimize the process
parameters, possibly by reducing the build time needed for its production. However, the
currently available process optimization methodologies are very time consuming and there
is a lack of standards.
The aim of this work is to develop an automatic, reliable and objective process opti-
mization technique, which can be employed to find optimal parameters combinations for
di↵erent process conditions.
Therefore, it has been developed an experimental approach, based on single tracks analysis
and on 3D benchmarks characterization. The main novelty of this optimization method is
the automatization of samples analysis, which entailed the adoption of innovative surface
metrology techniques and of novel algorithmic frameworks developed in MATLAB envi-
ronment.
According to the novel method, the e↵ects of laser power (P ), scan speed (v) and laser spot
size (ds) have been investigated for the two most used materials; the extra-low-interstitial
grade of Ti6Al4V alloy and the 316L stainless steel. Hence, P -v optimal combinations
has been defined for each spot size level investigated, finding a first optimal region in
single tracks analysis and then identifying the optimal parameter set for 3D components
production.
This methodology has allowed the definition of multiple optimal parameter sets in an au-
tomatic way, limiting time and material waste. Therefore, it can be adopted in all existent
production strategies that require more than one process parameter set and could allow
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In recent years, metal additive manufacturing (Metal AM) technologies has drawn much
attention as they combine high design freedom with the excellent mechanical performance
of metal alloys. Among them, powder bed fusion (PBF) processes are the most used
techniques in industry and, in the last decades, it has been done plenty of research. In
particular, selective laser melting (SLM) is highly appreciated as it allows to produce high-
performance components with good dimensional accuracy and with a better surface finish
than other available AM technologies. Despite extensive work done so far by researchers
and industry, there are still many improvements to be made and new materials still need to
be developed. It should be remembered that this technology was released just two decades
ago. Therefore, the process optimization still plays an important role today and various
methodologies can be found in the literature. However, the complex physics inherent in
SLM process poses great challenges in identifying general rules that interconnect process
parameters, the melting process and the resulting properties of the fabricated components.
For this reason, many authors based their optimization method on experimental investiga-
tions, relying on a design of experiments (DoE) approach. Although the obtainable results
are consistent, the main issues of this methodology lie in the long time for production and
analysis of the data and the material consumption. Another problem is related to the lack
of standardised methods to objectively evaluate the process outcome. Indeed, each author
defined his own methodology, making it often di cult to compare the various studies. To
overcome to some extent these criticalities, an automatic, reliable and objective process
optimization method has been developed in this work. Basically, the presented method-
ology was based on an experimental approach, which included both single tracks and 3D
benchmarks production. Then, an advanced characterization of SLM surfaces has been
carried out through the adoption of optical surface metrology techniques. In addition,
some novel algorithmic frameworks were developed in order to automatize the specimens
analysis and objectively find the optimal parameter sets for various laser spot diameters
and di↵erent materials. Hence, various novel quality descriptors, for both single tracks
and 3D benchmarks, were proposed, making the parameters optimization more repeatable
and quantifying some geometric aspects that are complementary to the classical outputs
considered in the literature.
Therefore, this dissertation is structured as follows:
• Chapter 1: The first chapter provides a brief introduction to metal additive man-
ufacturing, focusing on the main two powder bed fusion processes. The AM process
chain is then discussed, and the main advantages, limitations and applications of
metal AM are briefly reported;
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• Chapter 2: The second chapter is dedicated to selective laser melting, reporting an
extensive state of the art. In this chapter are discussed: Laser technology, powder
properties, process parameters and the main physical phenomena that occur during
SLM production;
• Chapter 3: The third chapter describes a preliminary investigation on small laser
spot size. In this work, a complete characterization of single tracks is presented.
Although the experiments were carried out in an operational condition which has
been never investigated before, the characterization method was developed referring
to the main works found in the literature;
• Chapter 4: The fourth chapter gives a general description of the novel optimization
method found, providing all the information necessary to introduce the following
chapters. In addition, a section has been dedicated to introduce the optical metrology
techniques adopted for specimens analysis;
• Chapter 5: The fifth chapter shows the algorithmic framework for automatic single
tracks analysis. There is an extensive description of each step carried out, as well as
the discussion of the obtained results;
• Chapter 6: The sixth chapter extensively describes the framework for 3D bench-
marks characterization, involving various quality descriptors (some of which are
new). Lastly, an overall quality factor has been proposed and optimal parameter
sets have been determined for each material investigated.
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Chapter 1
Metal AM - Powder-Bed Fusion
Processes
Everything you can imagine, the
nature has already created it.
Albert Einstein
1.1 History of Additive Manufacturing
Figure 1.1: Alture in the painted desert in Arizona (US). The fine grained rock layers
that make up these mountains contain abundant iron and manganese compounds which
provide the pigments for the various colors of the region [73].
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The general term “Additive Manufacturing” (AM) refers to all those technologies that
create physical objects by successive addition of material, on the basis of a geometrical
representation. More specifically, in 2015 the ISO/ASTM standards define AM as the
“process of joining materials to make parts from 3D model data, usually layer upon layer,
as opposed to subtractive manufacturing and formative manufacturing methodologies”
[50].
Although the idea of additive manufacturing (AM) is thought to have originated about
150 years ago (with proposals to build freeform topographical maps and photosculptures
from 2D layers [48]), it can find an even older foundation. If we think about how sedi-
mentary rocks are made, they are composed of layers [74]. Layers of organic or inorganic
material deposited by exogenous agents (water, wind, ice, etc.) and cemented by chemical
reactions between minerals and water. This very slow process has been happening before
our eyes every day for millennia.
However, the development of modern AM processes historically began in 1951 with the
patent of John Otto Munz, concerning a system very similar to the present-day stere-
olithography.
Between the 1960s and 1970s many concepts and patents concerning AM technologies were
filed, thanks to research e↵orts and the development of computers, CAD/CAM systems,
numerical control machine tools, new materials and commercial availability of lasers. The
main patents filed were Swainson’s 1968 patent on photopolymerization, Ciraud’s 1972
patent on powder bed fusion technology, Nakagawa’s 1979 patent on sheet lamination and
in the same year Housholder deposited one on selective laser sintering (SLS) [48, 130].
Although interest in AM technologies was high, no commercial solutions were achieved at
that time. The main problems were the excessive cost of laser technology, the insu cient
calculation power of computers and the printer production time was very high [41].
It was not until 1986 that Charles Hull and R. Fried founded 3D Systems company and in
1987 launched SLA-1, the first commercial AM production system based on stereolithog-
raphy [126].
In the following years, an increase in patents filed and publications on AM techniques oc-
curred and, new technologies were available on the market, such as fused deposition mod-
elling (FDM) produced by Stratasys, laminated object manufacturing (LOM) produced by
Helisys and selective laser sintering (SLS) produced by DTM. A metal-processing version
of the latter technology was marketed by EOS (Germany) in 1995.
Metal powder-bed fusion technologies (full melting) were patented in the late 90s: the
selective laser melting (SLM) technology patented by the Fraunhofer Institute (Aachen
- Germany) in 1995 and, the electron beam melting (EBM) technique patented by the
Swedish company Arcam in 1997. These two production systems were subsequently re-
leased in 2005 and 2006 respectively [126]. Thanks to the increasing interest in AM and
the expiration of older patents, with the new millennium there has been a considerable
expansion of available AM systems, opening the market to competition. Since the 1980s,
continuous innovation and improvement of processes and products have enabled the evo-
lution of AM applications, which has occurred in four phases [112]:
• Rapid Protyping
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• Rapid Tooling
• Rapid Manufacturing (or Direct Manufacturing)
• Home Fabrication
Therefore, it has moved from the production of conceptual or functional prototypes, to
the manufacture of fixtures and tools, and then to the production of final parts. The latter
phase is of great impact in many industrial sectors, such as aerospace, military, medical,
dental, etc.
On the other hand, the home fabrication is similar to rapid manufacturing, but it involves
consumers (or end-users) manufacturing objects themselves using 3D printing equipment
they have at home. This last step is happening right now thanks to the significant reduction
in the prices of commercial hobby printers (mainly FDM printers, but also photopolymer-
ization technology can be bought cheaply).
The evolution of AM applications is making Additive Manufacturing a design paradigm
in addition to a means of production.
Figure 1.2: Cover picture of The Economist (february 10, 2011) [129].
1.2 Available Metal AM Technologies
Nowadays there are many 3D printing technologies, some of which have di↵erent business
names that define the same production principle. However, the international ISO standard
has provided clarity by defining the seven families of existing AM processes: binder jetting,
directed energy deposition, material extrusion, material jetting, powder bed fusion, sheet
lamination, and vat polymerization [51].
In addition to these process categories, there are production systems that integrate AM
techniques (hybrid technologies) or combine them with other processes creating longer
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multi-stage process chains. For example, molds can be produced by alternating printing
and machining operations, parts can be printed to near net shape and then post-machined,
features can be printed on top of formed components, and parts can be embedded within
printed objects [130].
As can be seen in Figure 1.3, only four of the seven available technologies allow metal
processing:
• Powder Bed Fusion (PBF) - A heat source selectively fuses regions of a powder
bed;
• Direct Energy Deposition (DED) - A focused heat source is used to fuse mate-
rials by melting as the material is deposited;
• Sheet Lamination (LOM) - Sheets of material are bonded to form an object;
• Binder Jetting (BJ) - Liquid bonding agent is selectively deposited to join powder
material;
Of these, the first two metal AM processes (PBF and DED) are the most used in industry,
so much so that metal AM is often broadly classified in these two groups [12, 31] (Figure
1.3). In addition, both can be further classified according to various criteria.
Figure 1.3: AM technologies for metal components [31].
As the topic is very broad, the following will briefly describe only the PBF technologies
(which contain the technique examined in this dissertation).
The main classification criterion for PBF technologies is the energy source, which can be
of two types: laser based or electron beam based [12, 31].
Regardless of the energy source, PBF processes generally occur in an inert atmosphere
or in partial vacuum to protect powder and molten material from oxidation. A coating
mechanism or roller takes the processing material from the powder feeder and deposits a
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thin powder layer (called powder bed).
According to the geometry of the first cross-section of the part (first layer), afterwards an
energy source selectively melts the already laid powder. When the first layer is scanned,
the build platform goes downward by a defined layer thickness and the coating system
deposits another powder layer. This cycle is repeated layer-by-layer, until the complete
3D object is produced. At the end of the process, the component is immersed in the
unprocessed powder and the part is not visible until the latter is removed [12].
This basic description of the manufacturing process refers to each powder fusion tech-
nology. Clearly each technique has its own features and will be briefly discussed in the
following paragraphs.
1.2.1 Laser Powder Bed Fusion (LPBF)
The first LPBF technology developed was selective laser sintering, which was originally
used for the production of plastic prototypes by exploiting a point-wise laser scanning
technique. Over the years, this approach has been extended to other materials, such as
metals and ceramics, and many technically di↵erent variants have been developed. Each
new PBF technology developer introduced its own terminology to name the process (most
popular names include the word “sintering” or “melting”), leading to ambiguities.
Uncertainty about terminology is linked to the existence of four di↵erent fusion mecha-
nisms: solid state sintering, chemically induced binding, liquid phase sintering and full
melting (Figure 1.4). On the basis of powder characteristics and of energy input utilized,
each PBF technology can adopt any mechanism, often even more than one [38].
Figure 1.4: PBF processes binding mechanisms [38].
The first fusion mechanism, solid state sintering, refers to the classic meaning of sin-
tering, which is the fusion of powder particles without melting at elevated temperatures
(generally between the half of absolute melting temperature and the melting tempera-
ture). The main mechanism behind sintering is matter di↵usion between packed powder
particles, which causes the typical sinter necking. To achieve very low porosity of the
resulting material, long sintering time is required. Accordingly, only few PBF techniques
use solid state sintering as a primary fusion mechanism.
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Chemically induced binding is the second fusion mechanism, and it’s based on thermally
activated chemical reactions between two types of powders or between powders and gas
atmosphere to form a by-product which binds the powder together. Generally, the mate-
rials involved in this fusion mechanism are ceramic powders (SiC, ZrB2, AlN , etc.), and
the resulting component is characterised by high part porosity. Thus, post-process infil-
tration or high-temperature furnace sintering is often needed to achieve better mechanical
performance. However, the use of chemically induced binding in commercial machines is
limited by these post-processing operations, as they’re expensive and time-consuming.
The third mechanism is the liquid phase sintering, or partial melting, which consists of
melting a portion of constituents within a collection of powder particles, while another
portion remains solid. There are many ways in which this mechanism can be utilized in
PBF processes:
• Separate particles – A combination of binder and structural powder particles are
mixed together and then processed;
• Composite particles – Both the binder and the structural material are contained
within each powder particle;
• Coated particles – Structural powder particles are coated with the binder material;
• Indistinct mixtures – No distinct binder or structural materials are present. In
metals, this is possible by melting smaller powder particles and the outer regions of
larger ones without melting the entire structure, or by melting only lower-melting-
temperature constituents in an alloyed structure (this was the method used in the
early EOS Direct Metal Laser Sintering machines).
The latest fusion mechanism, as well as the most commonly associated with PBF tech-
nologies for metal alloys processing, is full melting. During the process, the energy source
completely melts the material to a depth greater than the layer thickness. Therefore, also a
portion of the previously solidified layer is re-melted, creating a well-bonded, highly dense
and high-performance part [38]. Indeed, rapid melting and subsequent rapid solidification
lead to unique mechanical performance of the components, which are di↵erent from those
of cast or wrought parts and, in many cases, are more desirable.
The most common commercial LPBF processes that make use of full melting are “Selec-
tive Laser Melting” (SLM), “Direct Metal Laser Sintering” (DMLS) and “Laser Cusing”
(“Cusing” comes from the abbreviation of the term ”concept” and the word ”fusing” [12]).
This dissertation will focus on these technologies that can fully melt metal powder mate-
rials by using a laser energy source. From now on, these processes will be referred to as
SLM. A representative scheme of the SLM technique is shown in Figure 1.5.
Most of these processes use one or more fiber lasers of 200W to 1kW as energy source to
melt the powder material. The output laser beam is diverted to the powder bed through
a galvanometric mirror system, whose inertia may limit the scanning speed during the
process. Depending on the material and the process parameters (e.g. laser power, scan-
ning speed and beam spot size), the dimension of the melt pool can vary between 0.1 and
0.5mm. So minimum feature size is around 0.1÷ 0.2mm. The accuracy of the process is
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Figure 1.5: Laser-based powder bed fusion technology [138].
approximately 0.1mm, while the surface roughness of the components produced can vary
between 4 and 11µm, depending on surface slope relative to the growth direction [12].
Another parameter that a↵ects the parts quality is the layer thickness, which can vary
between 20 and 100µm, depending on the size and distribution of the powders (generally,
particle fraction varies between 10 and 60µm [139]).
Because of rapid heating and cooling of the powder layer, the produced parts are character-
ized by residual stresses. To reduce thermal gradients during the process, many machine
manufacturers have developed powder preheating systems, such as special build platforms
with heating elements inside that can bring powders to 100÷ 200 C. Nevertheless, a post
heat treatment of produced parts is typically required.
In general, the build chamber is provided with inert atmosphere of argon gas, reaching
oxygen values of 0.1% during production. For nonreactive materials, also nitrogen gas
can be used. As will be discussed below, limiting the oxygen content during production is
critical to achieve high-performance components.
Dimensions of a medium-sized machine is 250x250x325mm3, so producible components are
medium-small sized. The largest industrial machine currently reaches 800x400x500mm3
(Concept Laser X Line 2000R) with multi-laser technology [37], but the cost of these ma-
chines is still very high.
Finally, LPBF processes are generally characterised by low build rates of 5÷20cm3/hour.
However, using the latest versions of multi-laser technique, it is possible to achieve build
rates up to 100cm3/hour [12].
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1.2.2 Electron-Beam Powder Bed Fusion (EPBF)
Another PBF process is electron beam melting (EBM) in which the powder bed layer is
selectively melted by an electron beam in a vacuum chamber. A representative scheme of
the EBM technique is shown in Figure 1.6.
Figure 1.6: Electron-beam-based powder bed fusion technology [6].
The main characteristic of EBM is the energy source: a heated tungsten filament emits
a stream of electrons moving near the speed of light. The electron beam is then focused
and deflected magnetically by the focus coil and the deflection coil.
Since magnetic coils have an almost immediate response, an electron beam can be moved
instantaneously (1 ÷ 10km/s max speed) from one point to another without needing to
traverse the area in-between [38]. The resulting high scanning speeds allow the EBM
technology to reach high build rates, up to 80cm3/hour.
Generally, an EBM energy source ranges from 1 to 3kW : when the voltage di↵erence is
applied to the heated filament, the electrical energy is converted into the electron beam
very e ciently. When electrons come in contact with the powder particles, their kinetic
energy is converted in thermal energy and the powder bed melts.
The melt pool size varies from 0.2 to 1.2mm depending on the material and the process
parameters, such as beam current and scan speed. Consequently, the minimum feature
size and accuracy are generally worse than SLM (100µm and 0.2 ÷ 1.2mm respectively).
Even the achievable surface roughness of produced parts is high; Ra ranges typically from
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Manufacturer Model Energy Source Build Volume [mm] Build Rate [cm3/hr] Scan Speed [m/s]
EOS EOS M400 1 kW fiber laser 400 x 400 x 400 NA 7
EOS EOSM280 / M290 200 W or 400 W fiber laser 250 x 250x 325 5÷20 7
SLM Solution SLM 500HL 2x400 W lasers and 2x100 W lasers (optional) 500 x 250 x 325 Up to 70 Up to 15
SLM Solution SLM 280 400 W and 1000 W (optional) lasers 280 x 280 x 350 20÷35 Up to 15
Concept Laser M2 Cusing 200 W or 400 W fiber laser 250 x 250 x 280 2÷20 7
Renishaw SLM 500 200 W or 400 W fiber laser 250 x 250 x 300 5÷20 7
ARCAM Q 10 3000 W elctron beam 200 x 200 x 180 Up to 80 1000 max
ARCAM Q 20 3000 W elctron beam 350 x 380 Up to 80 1000 max
Table 1.1: Features of di↵erent PBF machines [12].
50 to 200µm [12].
To avoid deflections due to the interaction of electrons with gas atoms at atmospheric
pressure, the whole process takes place under high vacuum. Another characteristic of
EBM is that the powder bed must be conductive to absorb electrons. Therefore, only
powders of conductive materials, such as metals, can be used. Because of repulsive forces
of neighboring negatively charged particles, the mean powder particle size is generally
higher in EBM with respect to SLM (varies from 50 to 150µm). Thus, the layer thickness
has higher values, ranging from 50 to 100µm [139].
With respect to thermal stresses, the parts produced with EBM technique are character-
ized by residual stresses (similarly to SLM), due to the rapid heating and cooling of the
powder layer. However, by scanning in two stages the powder bed, it is possible to reduce
thermal gradients very e↵ectively [12, 38]. Indeed, by defocusing the electron beam and
scanning very rapidly the entire powder bed, it can be preheated evenly to any pre-set
temperature (typically 700÷ 1100 C [139]).
After the pre-heating stage, a low current beam with low scan speed is used in the melting
stage. Thanks to this strategy, it is possible to significantly reduce the thermal gradients
and therefore also the residual stresses within produced parts (generally, no post heat
treatment is required).
Typical build volume of an EBMmachine can vary between 200x200x180mm3 and 350x380mm3
(ØxH). Hence, the dimension of parts that can be produced by this technology is medium-
small. Details of some PBF machine models are given in the Table 1.1.
1.2.3 Comparison Between SLM and EBM
SLM and EBM technologies are both based on the PBF technique, but there are some
substantial di↵erences that can be summarized as follows:
• Thanks to the almost instantaneous response of magnetic coils, EBM has in general
higher build rates with respect to SLM. For instance, in the production of truss-
like structures (lattice structures), the immediate electron beam motion from one
location to another can considerably speed up the component fabrication [38];
• On the other hand, the use of an electron beam does not allow to achieve the same
dimensional accuracy as a laser, and even the surface quality is much lower [12];
• In EBM, the process takes place under high vacuum, which reduces thermal convec-
tion, thermal gradients, and avoids contamination and oxidation of the melt pool
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and the powder bed. In contrast, SLM uses an inert gas environment that avoids
the oxygen content in the process chamber and removes the vaporized powder con-
densates;
• Another di↵erence relates to the preheat systems that these technologies use. In the
SLM, the preheating temperature of the powder bed is generally low and therefore
the parts undergo strong thermal gradients during the process. Thus, thermal post-
treatments are needed to reduce residual stresses. On the other hand, in EBM the
pre-set temperature is much higher (thanks to the pre-heating scanning stage) and
no thermal post-treatment is needed;
• The pre-heating stage of EBM allows to hold powder particles together, which can
act as support structures for overhanging surfaces. Thus, in EBM less supports are
needed with respect to SLM;
• Moreover, by maintaining the powder bed at an elevated temperature, the typical
EBM part microstructure is characterized by larger grain size than SLM one. This
clearly has an e↵ect on mechanical properties, which are slightly di↵erent for the
two technologies. The tensile strength of SLM samples is typically greater than the
one of EBM samples; whereas the ductility is lower.
Both technologies have advantages and disadvantages, but the most common technique
currently is SLM, due to its better accuracy, flexibility and lower machine cost with respect
to EBM.
1.3 AM Process Chain
As mentioned above, there are many AM technologies available and each has its own
operating principle. However, each of these techniques has in common a general process
chain, which can be seen in Figure 1.7. The main steps of the work flow will be clarified
in the following paragraphs.
1.3.1 Input Data
Each metal additive manufacturing process starts with a virtual CAD 3D model [29, 130].
Generally, a product idea can be modelled directly using any CAD software. Due to the
typical geometric complexity of AM parts, there is a growing interest in free-form mod-
elling software, although classic feature-based modelling is often used (whose principles
are related to subtractive technologies).
The AM chain can also start from a set of 2D images like those obtained from medical
computed tomography (CT) scans. The stack of CT images is typically stored in Digi-
tal Imaging and Communications in Medicine (DICOM) format, which is a standard for
handling, storing, printing, and transmitting information in medical imaging [91]. The
3D reconstruction consists in transforming rectangular or cubic (voxel) data into curved
data [89]. All images are filtered first, reducing noise and increasing both sharpness and
contrast (image enhancement).
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Figure 1.7: AM workflow from product idea to actual component [130, 29].
After that, a classification algorithm solves alignment issues between slices (2D images)
and, through a segmentation algorithm, the digital image is partitioned into multiple seg-
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ments (set of pixels). By doing so, the contours of the 3D object are detected and with a
surface extraction algorithm (contour-based surface reconstruction, marching cube, etc.)
the entire 3D surface of the scanned part is reconstructed [67].
Over the past decade, thanks to the increase in power and resolution of X-ray systems,
computed tomography has also been used for industrial metrology. In addition to quality
control, industrial CT devices can reconstruct both the internal and external geometry of
an object without the need to cut it through and destroy it [66]. Although these systems
dovetails very well with AM, they have limitations due to the high cost of the machines
and the materials that can be scanned: low-density materials (plastic, lightweight alloys,
titanium, etc.) can be easily scanned, while high-density materials (steel) require very
powerful sources and radiation penetration may be limited.
Input data for AM processes can also be obtained via optical metrology, by scanning a
physical model. This approach is the basis of reverse engineering and can be done with
di↵erent technologies, such as 3D laser scanners, fringe projection, focus variation, etc.
Regardless of the adopted technique, the external surface of the physical model is digitized
by points; during scanning phase, the metrological tool saves a large set of points in space,
which define the surface of the scanned object. The point dataset, called “point cloud”,
contains the X, Y and Z spatial coordinates of each single point.
After point cloud acquisition, there are several algorithms to transform the point dataset
in a triangulated surface (e.g. Delaunay triangulation).
These facet models are the ones required in AM processes. Indeed, even if the CAD
model is a volumetric model, it must be converted to a triangular mesh (tessellation).
The quintessential format for AM is the STL, which is the STereoLithography format or
Standard Tessellation Language that was developed by the 3D Systems in the 1990s [38].
An STL file describes the triangulated surface by the unit normal and vertices (ordered
by the right-hand rule) of the triangles, using a three-dimensional Cartesian coordinate
system (Figure 1.8(a)). The higher the resolution of the STL file, which means the more
triangles that discretize the surface, so the better the quality of the model [29]. Nowadays
any CAD software allows files to be saved in STL format and in the export phase it is
possible to set the triangulation resolution. Nevertheless, increasing the resolution above
a certain value is also not recommended, as it brings no additional benefit: very small fea-
tures cannot be produced with AM, so the size of the file will be unnecessarily increased,
making it more di cult to handle in the next steps of the process chain.
1.3.2 Build Job Preparation and Slicing
Once the STL file is ready, it is possible continue the AM process chain with the build
job preparation. The first operation consists in STL model correction: conversion from
CAD to STL format may result in errors in the model, especially for objects with complex
shape (large number of triangles).
An STL file is producible if each triangular facet obeys the following rules [53]:
• Vertex to vertex – Each facet must share one, and only one, edge with each of its
adjacent triangles. In other words, each edge is connected to exactly two faces;
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(a) Examples of STL model resolution [1].
(b) STL file structure. (c) STL discretization error [16].
Figure 1.8: STL file features.
• Facet orientation – The orientation of each facet is specified in two ways, which
must be consistent. Firstly, by convention, the direction of the normal vector is
facing outwards of the 3D object. Secondly, the vertices are listed in a counter-
clockwise-order when looking at the object from the outside.
This way the surface of the facet model is perfectly closed (watertight) and without
any ambiguity. Typical errors that a↵ect STL files are [53]:
• Reversed normal vector – the direction of the normal vector of a triangle is facing
inwards of the 3D object;
• Holes – the facet model has missing triangles;
• Overlapping facets – two or more triangles intersect with each other;
• Degenerate facets – a geometrical degeneracy of a facet occurs when all of the
facet’s edges are collinear, even though all its vertices are distinct;
• Non-manifold conditions – when a model is composed by two tangent parts (e.g.
model obtained from a Boolean union), it is possible that during tessellation one
edge (or more) is shared by more than two adjacent facets (non-manifold facet).
Several software, such as Magics RP developed by Materialise (Belgium), are available to
fix these errors automatically or even manually. So, it is good practice to check the STL
models, avoiding issues in the next steps.
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Figure 1.9: Typical STL errors [53].
After STL model correction, the part to be printed has to be oriented and positioned on the
virtual build platform in the most suitable way for production. For industrial applications,
the criterion of minimum production time is typically sought, but it must be taken into
account that the component orientation has also an influence on part surface quality and
mechanical properties. For instance, the parts produced with some AM processes have a
highly anisotropic microstructure, resulting in a di↵erent mechanical behaviour depending
on the part orientation with respect to the growth direction. Typically, components result
weaker along the growth direction [29]. In many technologies, also surface roughness is
orientation dependent: e.g. in LPBF, the overhanging surfaces have a worse quality due
to the presence of partially fused particles that adhere to the surface [16].
So, it is important to consider these aspects when orienting a component on the build
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platform.
Furthermore, it is quite common to produce more than one component during a single
printing process. A copy function can be used in case of multiples of the same component,
or completely di↵erent STL files can be loaded. Some applications may require also linear
scale function to slightly reduce or enlarge part size to account for shrinkage or coatings
[38].
These tasks can be done in the specific AM machine’s software, or with generic software
such as Magics RP, where the specific virtual build platform can be loaded.
If necessary, additional support structures may often be added after the part positioning
and orientation. These structures are necessary when the part to be produced is unable to
withstand stresses inherent within the manufacturing process [54]. In particular for metal
PBF processes (but not only) this is a limit of potential design freedom o↵ered by AM.
Geometrical limitations regard downward facing (overhanging) surfaces; beyond a critical
overhang angle, part features cannot be printed with the desired quality. The critical angle
is typically about 45  [68]. Therefore, the main functions of support structures are [54]:
• Withstand to deformation or even collapse of processed material caused by gravity
during the manufacturing process;
• Mitigate the e↵ects of thermal gradients generated during production, especially for
metal AM. Thermal distortions may lead to cracks, curling, sag, delamination and
shrinkage. In other words, supports play the role of both heat di↵user and rigidity
enhancer;
• Anchor the part to the build platform. In some cases, this may balance the part to
be produced during the process;
• In PBF, they stop any layer shifting during the re-coating phase.
Although support structures can be very useful and often essential, their presence leads
to feedstock material, time and energy waste [54]. This is because adding supports means
the addition of material to the produced part, which will have to be removed during post-
processing operations (often manually). Therefore, processing more material requires more
build time and energy consumption. Furthermore, post-processing may significantly a↵ect
the final cost of the produced part and, after supports removal, the overhanging surface
may have poor surface finish.
Limiting the use of support structures, it is possible by e ciently orienting the part, min-
imizing overhanging surfaces. In many cases, actions can be taken on component design,
making support structures an integral part of the component. Although it is not always
permissible, part modifications can make the component fully self-supporting without
strongly a↵ecting performance. This is the concept of “permanent support structures”
[68].
In addition, a huge number of supports types exist for every need, and several optimiza-
tion approaches have been developed to minimize the volume of material used for support
structures. Some support structures examples can be seen in Figure 1.10.
Once finished the build job preparation, all elements present on the build platform can
be sliced. The latter term suggests what happens during this operation: all STL models
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(a) Detailed image of support structures on
an SLM Solutions 3D metal print [123].
(b) Tree-support structures applied to an
SLMed component [35].
Figure 1.10: Examples of support structures.
(a) Slicing example of an impeller model [36].
(b) Staircase e↵ect due to slicing process
[49].
Figure 1.11: Slicing process.
(and their supports), that were previously placed and oriented on the build platform, are
literally sliced into thin layers by an algorithm. The traditional slicing method separates
the STL model along a predefined direction (orthogonal to the build platform) with a
series of parallel planes (see Figure 1.11), generating the build part instructions for the
AM machine. The smaller the layer thickness, the more accurate the component; however,
production time also increases (more layers need to be built).
During the slicing setup, some software allow to set other process parameters, including
fill patterns, speed, temperatures, material, etc. [29].
Although the most widely used method in AM is the traditional one, there are also other
approaches. For instance, the traditional method can be further divided into basic slicing
(the one described above) and adaptive slicing. For complex components with features of
various sizes, the last method adapts the layer thickness to the real need for precision of
the given layer. This allows to increase the productivity, while maintaining the component
accuracy. In PBF processes this method is di cult to apply as it is not possible to vary
the layer thickness without changing the other process parameters.
Another method is the multi-directional slicing, which is used to slice the STL model
with several sets of planes in di↵erent directions. This approach is particularly suitable
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for complex parts that are composed of regular features, especially with several main
directions and overhanging surfaces.
Furthermore, for the free-form components such as revolving parts, the non-layer-wise
slicing method can be used, cutting the model with free-form surfaces [146]. However, the
last two methods cannot be used in any AM process, but are suitable only for techniques
that allow to change the growth direction of part during the process, such as the DED
technology.
1.3.3 Additive Fabbrication Process and Post-Processing
(a) Side image of spatters during selective
laser melting [95].
(b) Impeller produced with powder bed fu-
sion technology [107].
Figure 1.12: Metal AM process.
Once the slicing software has generated the build instructions file, it can be sent to the
AM machine.
Before starting the process, some machines may require to set some specific process pa-
rameters that were not yet established in the previous step. In flexible machines it is also
possible to have some parameters that require optimization to suit the specific part that
is to be build. However, other machines may have very closed systems, in which only
material and resolution can be set.
When all settings are made, the AM process can be started: the first few steps of the
AM procedure are semi-automated tasks that may require considerable manual control,
interaction, and decision making. Subsequently the automated layer upon layer process
starts and the part begins to take shape.
As discussed above, there are di↵erent printing techniques and various materials that can
be elaborated. The process can take a few hours, up to several days, depending on the
number and size of the parts, as well as their orientation on the build platform and the
process parameters used.
At the end of the process, the output of the AM machine should ideally be ready for
use. Although this is possible in some applications, post-processing is often required: part
separation (from build platform), manual support removal, manual finishing, cleaning,
machining, shot peening or tumbling operations can be performed as needed.
As mentioned above, some metal AM processes need also a stress relieving heat treatment
before separating the part from the build platform or a hot isostatic pressing (HIP) to
reduce material porosity and enhance mechanical properties [38, 29].
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Once obtained the desired outcome, parts are ready for use in various applications, which
will be briefly mentioned in the following paragraph.
1.4 Process Advantages, Limitations, and Applications
Figure 1.13: Cost vs. Complexity in AM processes and in conventional manufacturing
[31].
AM technologies underpin a production concept that is opposing to subtractive tech-
niques. Adding material instead of removing it from a solid block brings several benefits.
The first among these is the greater freedom of design with respect to traditional manufac-
turing [29]. Because of constrains of conventional processes, designers often have to find a
compromise between aesthetics, functionality and costs at the risk of losing the essence of
their initial concept. Every detail added involves extra processing, so as geometric com-
plexity increases, the associated production cost also increases.
On the other hand, in AM processes, the geometrical complexity of components is for free:
the more geometrically complex the part is, the more suitable it is for AM (see Figure
1.13). Although there may be limitations due to overhangs and the use of supports (in
some cases are di cult to remove), the AM technology can produce geometric details that
would be otherwise unfeasible. Even with 5-axis milling or the most complex injection
moulding or die-casting systems, it is impossible to achieve certain features, especially
internal ones. The clearest examples are internal cooling channels, especially conformal
ones, which are often unfeasible with traditional technologies. Conformal cooling channels
follow the external geometry of the component to enhance heat transfer with a refriger-
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ant liquid. Industrial injection moulding case studies have confirmed that these cooling
systems lead to more uniform temperature distributions, reduced cycle times, reduced
corrosion, longer maintenance intervals and part quality improvement [130]. Thanks to
the achievable internal features, injection moulding and heat exchangers are application
fields where it makes sense to use additive techniques.
Thus, the greater design freedom and the consequent achievable geometrical complexity
entail a series of advantages if used properly. Another example is replacing several sim-
pler parts with a single more complex one, reducing assemblies and inventory costs. This
approach is named Part Consolidation and in some cases it can be extended to complete
assemblies with moving parts (Instant Assemblies) [29, 31]. To produce complete assem-
blies, a minimum gap between the moving parts is needed. The material in these gaps is
not processed and can be removed after production, leaving the surrounding parts free to
move. By reducing the number of components to be produced, there may be the elimina-
tion of production steps and potentially also tooling (costly and time-consuming). Similar
considerations can be made in general for all complex objects that are produced in one
process step with AM.
Another way to use design freedom is light-weighting; by performing a finite element anal-
ysis, it is possible to iteratively remove unnecessary material from component, maintain-
ing its mechanical performance. Topology optimization is not a recent design approach;
however, at present it is possible to take full advantage of its potential, thanks to AM
technologies [29]. Lightweight structures are especially used in aerospace and automotive
industries, where the reduction in weight can lead to significant energy savings over the
entire product life [130].
In these industrial fields, AM technologies lead also to another advantage: the reduction
of the buy-to-fly ratio, which is the ratio of input material weight to final part weight. For
traditional manufacturing processes, buy-to-fly ratio for aerospace components can be as
high as 10:1 up to 20:1.
On the other hand, the near net shape products obtained with AM processes can po-
tentially have a 1:1 ratio, which means 10-20 times less wasted material (supports and
allowances have to be taken into account) [31].
To reduce components weight, with AM it is also possible to implement lattice or cellu-
lar structures. These structures are topologically ordered, three-dimensional open-celled
structures composed of one or more repeating unit cells. There are several types of cells
and are defined by dimensions and connectivity of their constituent strut elements, which
are connected at specific nodes. By tuning cell topology (connectivity) and geometry (cell
size and strut dimensions), lattice structures can produce unique mechanical, electrical,
thermal and acoustic properties [86].
In addition to aerospace applications, these structures can also be used in the biomedical
field: the reduction in sti↵ness, due to special lattice structures, allows the medical implant
to resemble the natural mechanical behaviour of the human bone. Moreover, the porosity
of the material due to these structures, facilitates osteointegration. These two features
reduce a common problem of medical implants, the stress shielding e↵ect [86]. This phe-
nomenon occurs when metal implants are used to repair fractures or in joint replacement
surgery. Although rigid metal plates stabilize the fracture site, the higher sti↵ness of the
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implant results in bone loss (bone density reduction) as a result of decreased physiologic
loading of the bone [96].
Figure 1.14: Seven lattice topologies: (a) body-centred cube (BCC); (b) body-centred cube
with vertical struts (BCCz), (c) gyroid, (d) matrix phase of D-gyroid, (e) face centred cube
(FCC), (f) face centred cube with vertical struts (PFCC), (g) Boolean combination of BCC
and FCC (F2BCC) [101].
Moreover, producing components with AM allows mass customization. Indeed, the
typical short time-to-market of new products o↵ered by AM opens the door to compo-
nents that are customized to the needs of each individual customer. This advantage is
often exploited in the medical and dental fields, where the medical device design starts
from CT of the target patient, thus allowing the perfect coupling between bone and pros-
thesis [29]. Customization is not unusual also in the jewellery industry: many companies
allows to customize their jewellery, sometimes allowing the customer to design himself the
desired object to be produced with AM.
Although AM techniques are used in various fields of application nowadays, they still
present some issues. As these technologies are relatively new, there is still a lack of reg-
ulation: in recent years ISO and ASTM standards have introduced new AM regulations,
but metrology and quality control are still challenging. These challenges are related to
the part materials, geometries, and surfaces. Since the part material and geometry are
created simultaneously in AM, components must be inspected for defects in the bulk ma-
terial (unexpected porosity, larger internal voids, inclusions, etc.). It is worth noting that
AM materials have not the same properties as their bulk counterparts. Thus, special
characterization techniques are needed for additive materials [130].
Furthermore, in many metal AM processes, the resulting material may be a↵ected by
growth direction; in some cases, microstructure (anisotropy), surface quality and dimen-
sional accuracy may vary with part orientation. This is also due to the presence of supports
structures, which may a↵ect the part quality and require considerable e↵ort to remove
them, a↵ecting the cost. Indeed, post-processing operations may significantly a↵ect the
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component cost.
The challenge grows when process parameters are changed to achieve di↵erent component
performance, so considerable e↵ort is required for application design and for setting pro-
cess parameters [31].
From the production economy point of view, it is true that the time-to-market of new
products is typically low, but the build rates of AM technologies are also very low. Com-
bined with the high cost of both the machines and materials used, this entails a very high
cost of production, especially for metal AM. Moreover, AM techniques are discontinuous
processes and therefore economies of scale cannot currently be applied [31].
Generalizing, it can be claimed that metal AM technologies are convenient in the pro-
duction of parts that have a high buy-to-fly ratio, have a complex shape and/or internal
features, have a high cost of raw material, have slow machining rates and are di cult and
expensive to machine [31].
At the same time, the design freedom and unique features o↵ered by AM processes require
di↵erent process-specific design rules and tools, which make up the so-called Design for
Additive Manufacturing (DfAM) [29, 130]. To achieve the maximum benefit of AM tech-
nologies, designers need to change their mindset and overcome the “cognitive barriers”
imposed by past experience and conventional processes [130].
Eventually, to overcome process and materials limitations, further research e↵ort is needed
to increase machines capabilities (dimensional accuracy, surface roughness, mechanical
performance, etc.) and expand available materials that can be used.
Figure 1.15: Various components produced through SLM technology in the LAMAFV G





2.1 SLM Process Workflow
Figure 2.1: SLM process workflow.
In the previous chapter, a general AM process chain has been described, focusing
mainly on the build job preparation. From an operational perspective, the latter step is
typically carried out in Magics RP environment, where STL model correction, positioning,
supports generation and slicing operations can be performed.
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Once the slicing files are generated, they can be loaded into the SLM machine to proceed
with further settings. In the Concept Laser M2 Cusing, the machine used in this work,
the process parameters have to be assigned to each workpiece when the respective file is
loaded. The adopted material has also to be defined in the machine user interface in order
to automatically set the inert gas flow parameters, such as the target oxygen percentage
during the production and the flow speed.
Before starting the production process, a new build platform (grinded and shot blasted)
and a new powder scraper (coater) has to be installed. Both components have to be man-
ually adjusted in order to place the build platform to laser focus distance and align the
powder scraper to get a constant layer thickness.
If there is not enough powder, the feed container is filled with fresh powder (this aspect
will be discussed later) and the first layer is generally laid manually by the operator in
order to verify that everything is fine. At this stage, the process chamber is filled with
the inert gas (Nitrogen or Argon), which acts as a shielding, avoiding unexpected reaction
of gaseous particles with the materials (burning and explosion). It is worth recalling that
some materials are susceptible to oxygen even at room temperature (e.g. titanium and
aluminium alloys); therefore, also preliminary operations have to be carried out in inert
atmosphere.
When the oxygen content of the build chamber reaches the target value, the process start
button can be pressed and the laser starts to selectively melt the powder bed, layer upon
layer. The process can take from a few hours, for smaller parts, up to 1-2 weeks of
continuous manufacture for larger workpieces. After production, the fabricated parts are
immersed in the unprocessed powder. Therefore, the remaining powder has to be removed
in order to release the components and thus to detach the build platform from the ma-
chine.
Due to the high thermal stresses inherent in SLM process, a stress relieving heat treat-
ment is often required before removing the workpieces from the build platform. Basically,
it consists in heating and maintaining a temperature close to the tempering temperature,
followed by slow cooling in order to avoid the formation of new internal stresses.
When the workpieces (and the build platform) reach the room temperature, they can be
removed from the build platform with a sawing machine (row but quick) or through a
wire erosion machine. Any support structures must subsequently be removed manually
or through machining operations. Shot peening and tumbling processes can also be car-
ried out in order to increase the surface finish, being careful not to reduce dimensional
accuracy. Eventually, the components produced and post-processed are ready for end-use
applications.
2.2 Lasers
One of the technological elements behind the SLM process is the LASER, which stands
for Light Amplification by Stimulated Emission Radiation. Its operation is based on the
stimulated emission of photons (first enunciated by A. Einstein in 1917 and subsequently
considered at the application level around the 1950s). This physical phenomenon con-
sists of the stimulation of an excited atom by a photon, producing the decay of electrons
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Figure 2.2: Phenomena describing the interaction between electrons and photons [108].
from the unstable high energy orbit (high energy state), to the stable one at lower energy
(ground state). The result is an emission of two photons, all strictly with the same fre-
quency and phase [47].
It is worth noting that not all atoms are in the ground state because they always have
some thermal energy above absolute zero. Moreover, an atom in ground state can make
a transition to a higher energy level when it absorbs a photon with su cient energy (ab-
sorption).
Under normal conditions (i.e. if the emission is not stimulated), atoms in a high energy
state can make a transition to a lower state whenever they “wants to”: electrons decay
into the lower orbit at completely random successive moments, returning the energy in
the form of photons, all with the same light energy, but directed in any direction. This
natural phenomenon is called spontaneous photonic emission.
The laser, on the other hand, is able to produce multiple stimulated emissions and channel
photons into a single unidirectional, monochromatic, and perfectly phased beam. To do
this, lasers have a particular structure, which consists of three parts: the active medium
(solid, gaseous, semiconductor or even liquid), the pumping system (electric current, flash
lamps or laser diodes), and the resonant, which is a mirrors system that forms an optical
cavity. In a generic laser system, the active medium is placed between a high reflective
mirror and a partially reflective mirror (see Figure 2.3). Since the distance between them
is a whole multiple of half a wavelength of laser radiation, the mirror system constitutes
a resonant optical cavity. Once the pumping system starts emitting light (or electrical
energy), excited atoms begin the state transition and photons are forced to oscillate back
and forth between the mirrors producing a cascade of photons that amplifies the light.
To ensure this light amplification, the majority of atoms in the active medium must be in
an excited state, so spontaneously emitted photons are more likely to stimulate emission
than to be absorbed by atoms in the ground state. This is called a population inversion,
because the population is inverted from the normal situation in which more atoms are in
lower levels than in higher levels [47].
When the radiation reaches a certain intensity, the photons penetrate the partially reflec-
tive mirror and produce a coherent (photons have same wavelength and phase) unidirec-
tional beam, typically characterized also by a small divergence angle (beam divergence
depends on the nature of the resonator, the width of the emitting area, and di↵raction).
Once the laser beam is focused using an appropriate optical system, the free-propagated
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Figure 2.3: Scheme of a generic laser system.
radiation naturally converges until it reaches the focal point, where the beam diameter is
minimal (d0, beam waist), and then diverges with a certain divergence angle that gradu-
ally grows along the beam axis. When the laser hits a perpendicular surface, the diameter
of the intersection area is called spot diameter (ds) and its size depends on the defocus
distance. The transmitted intensity profile on processed surface strongly depends on the





where ✓ is the beam divergence angle, w0 is the beam radius at the waist (d0/2) and   is
the wavelength. The minimum M2 value is 1 for a di↵raction-limited Gaussian beam.
From the viewpoint of energy, the laser e ciency can be measured in di↵erent ways;
the most used measurement typically is the overall or wall-plug e ciency, which is the
fraction of the energy delivered to the laser that emerges in the laser beam [47]. This
overall e ciency, in turn, depends on the e ciency of each step needed to convert the
energy provided by the wall-plug into a laser beam.
Considering a generic electrically powered laser, the steps are the following:
• Electrical energy enters the laser system through a power supply, which converts
much of the input energy into drive current that is passed through the active medium
(the related e ciency is called power-supply e ciency);
• Much of the electrical energy is deposited in the active medium (related e ciency is
energy-deposition e ciency);
• Much of the deposited energy excites atoms (or molecules) to produce a population




Figure 2.4: (a) Laser beam propagation after a focusing lens and, (b) typical fiber laser
beam intesity profile (Gaussian distribution).
• The laser system converts much of the energy of the population inversion into light
by stimulated emission (related e ciency is laser transition e ciency – for optical
pumping it is called quantum e ciency);
• Much of the stimulated emission emerges in the laser beam through the optical cavity
(related e ciency is energy extraction e ciency)
In every step, there is a loss of energy, so the wall-plug e ciency is the product of all
step e ciencies. Similar considerations apply to optically pumped lasers (e.g. solid-state
lasers), which have some extra steps, although many are more e cient than most gas
lasers (electrically powered).
As can be imagined, the overall e ciency depends on the laser type; in particular on the
pumping system and on the active medium used.
Concerning the latter, those commonly used in industrial systems are:
• Gaseous blend of electrically excited carbon dioxide (CO2);
• Neodymium-doped Yttrium-Aluminum crystal (Nd:YAG);
• Ytterbium-doped glass (Y b) drawn in thin fibers (optical fiber).
The CO2 laser is one of the earliest and most widespread gas lasers. In this laser type,
the gas state medium fills a discharge tube that is electrically pumped by a DC or AC
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current to induce the population inversion for lasing.
Due to its high e ciency (5÷20%), high output power (0.1÷20kW ) and low cost, the CO2
lasers are extensively used for cutting, drilling, welding and marking operations. However,
their emission is relatively non-stable because of thermal expansion and contraction of the
system structure due to the heat generated in the energy pumping process. Due to these
thermal stresses, the overall optics should be checked for fatigue every 2000 hours [70].
Although they were used in the first metal-SLS machines, CO2 lasers are no longer used
in metal-AM nowadays. As a matter of fact, the long infrared operation wavelength of
CO2 lasers (10.6µm) results in limited throughput due to low light absorption coe cient
of metals in the infrared region. Nevertheless, 10.6µm wavelength is particularly suitable
for polymeric materials processing and therefore CO2 lasers are widely used in SLA and
SLS technologies.
A more suitable laser for metal processing is the Nd:YAG laser, in which the solid medium
(Nd3+ : Y3AL5O12) is optically pumped along the radial direction by a flash lamp or
pumped by an 808nm laser diode in the axial direction, to produce a near infrared wave-
length of 1064nm. As can be seen in Figure 2.5, at this operating wavelength the light
absorption coe cient of metals is far greater than that in the infrared region [70]. Fur-
thermore, comparing the wavelengths of CO2 and solid-state lasers (10µm and 1µm re-
spectively), the shorter wavelength of Nd:YAG allows to reduce the minimum spot size,
leading to greater precision in laser processing. In fact, by specifying the waist radius in
equation 2.1, it can be seen that it is directly proportional to the wavelength. So, if the
wavelength is reduced from (10µm to 1µm, the waist radius is also reduced by 1/10.
Nd:YAG lasers can reach an output power similar to CO2 ones (up to 16kW ) and the
Figure 2.5: Light absorptivity at di↵erent wavelengths of various materials [24].
light beam can be delivered by flexibles optical fibers, thanks to their particular operating
wavelength. Therefore, the delivery e ciency of Nd:YAG lasers is higher with respect to
CO2 lasers, which have a lack of optical fibers that can deliver their wavelength range.
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Laser CO2 laser Nd:YAG laser Y b-fiber laser
Application SLA, SLM, SLS, DED SLM, SLS, DED SLM, SLS, DED
Operation wavelength 10.6µm 1.06µm 1.07µm
E↵ciency 5÷ 20% Lamp pump: 1÷ 3%,
Diode pump: 10÷ 20% 10÷ 30%
Output power (CW) Up to 20kW Up to 16kW Up to 10kW
Pump source Elettrical discharge Flashlamp or laser diode Laser diode
Operation mode CW & PW CW & PW CW & PW
Fiber delivery Not possible Possible Possible
Maintenance periods 2000 hours
200 hours (Lamp life),
10’000 hours (Diode life)
Maintenance free
(25’000 hours)
Table 2.1: Specifications of representative lasers for metal-AM [70].
Conventional Nd:YAG lasers are typically pumped by Xenon flash lamps, which are char-
acterized by low electrical-to-optical e ciency. The unabsorbed energy is dissipated as
heat, which enhances the temperature of the optical elements, inducing unexpected ther-
mal lensing and birefringence e↵ects and, therefore poor beam quality.
Another weakness of Nd:YAG lasers is the short lifetime of the flash lamps (200 hours).
Nevertheless, this issue can be overcome by using laser diodes as pumping system, which
have also a higher electrical-to-optical e ciency (the overall power e ciency can increase
up to 5 times the lamp-pumped laser one). Although Nd:YAG lasers are heavily used in
AM research works, over the past decade they have being replaced by more compact and
e cient Y b-fiber lasers [70].
These lasers are typically pumped by laser diodes with 950÷ 980nm wavelength and are
capable of producing near-infrared laser beams in 1030÷ 1070nm output wavelength (as
for Nd:YAG, very suitable for metal processing). The active medium of this laser type
consists of a rare-earth doped optical fiber. Among the various rare-earth elements used
for fiber doping, Ytterbium is the most suitable for high power generation because of high
quantum e ciency (⇠ 94%).
With respect to early gas and solid-state lasers, Yb-fiber lasers have in general much
higher wall-plug e ciency, reducing operating costs and making higher laser powers prac-
tical. Moreover, the high surface-to-volume ratio of fibers and the general system com-
pactness eases the heat removal, limiting both the laser beam quality degradation and the
need for active cooling. In fact, given the high quality of the fiber laser beam, the intensity
profile is generally considered to be perfectly Gaussian (M2 = 1).
In addition, as a fiber laser is made, no optical surface is exposed to dirt and dust, from
the pumping diode to the end of the fiber delivering the laser beam. This is a major
advantage because surface damages are avoided and the maintenance needs are radically
reduced, with respect to the other laser types (at least 25000 hour of use). Therefore
Yb-fiber lasers are by far the most used in industry, and are the ones referred to by the
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term ”fiber laser” [47].
Figure 2.6: Scheme of a generic fiber laser pumped with a laser diode.
With regard to the modulation of laser power, it is typically done directly by control-
ling the energy provided by the pumping system. Indeed, direct modulation is particularly
suitable for semiconductor diode lasers, in which the light can be electronically modulated.
As a matter of fact, laser diodes are reasonably linear over much of their operating range,
so they can be modulated with continuously varying analog signals. By modulating the
laser diode, it can therefore be easily modulated also a diode-pumped solid-state laser [47].
Another crucial feature of lasers is the duration of emission in the time domain: laser op-
eration modes can be classified into continuous wave mode (CW) and pulsed wave mode
(PW) [18, 47, 70]. A CW laser emits a beam continually (many lasers can emit stably
for hours, days, or longer); whereas in PW mode, lasers emit only within a short pulse
duration at fixed repetition rate.
The operation mode can be managed by the pumping system and internal devices thus
many lasers can operate in both conditions. However, lasers are most commonly operated
in CW mode in metal-AM, due to the higher volumetric deposition (2   3 times higher)
and, more generally, the higher build rate (higher scan speed) [18]. On the other hand,
PW mode reaches better process resolution, due the minor thermal energy dissipation to
the material surrounding the melt pool. For instance, Caprio et al. [18] determined pro-
cess resolution through single track width measurements in SLM technology and noticed
greater accuracy with PW mode (from 350µm of CW to 200µm of PW).
The SLM system used in the experiments described in this dissertation is the Concept-
Laser M2 Cusing, in which a continuously operated Y b-fiber laser with 1067nm wavelength
is mounted. The laser beam produced is then delivered through an optical fiber to a gal-
vanometric scanning system, whose commercial name is varioSCAN. This optical system
is mainly composed of three devices:
• The scan head, which is in turn composed of two galvanometric mirrors that allow
the deflection of the laser beam on the X-Y plane of the build platform;
• The F-theta lens (optional in the varioSCAN module), which is a particular lens




Figure 2.7: Schematic representation of the varioSCAN unit [115].
• The dynamic focusing unit, which is a particular mirror system that allows to con-
tinuously adjust the image field size, working distance and spot size over the full
processing field.
Concerning the scan head, the two mirrors are mounted on very small rotary motors (called
galvanometers) and are positioned orthogonally to each other such that the rotary motion
of the two mirrors translates to linear motion in X- and Y-axis of the laser beam. The
small size of the motors provides high-speed positioning, short settling times, and high
acceleration and deceleration, which is ideal for high-speed, short-distance motion.
The F-theta lens are widely used in laser-AM of metals as it allows to easily reduce the
static defocus error, due to the fixed focus length of typical static focusing units. Indeed,
without the F-theta lens, the image field of the scan head would be spherical on the entire
build platform. By installing a F-theta lens, instead, there is a flattening of the image field
that allows to consider perfectly flat at least the region close to the center of the processing
field. However, as can be seen in Figure 2.8, an imprecise focusing of the laser beam still
occurs at the edge of the processing field [152]. This may be acceptable for machines
with a small build platform, but for larger industrial machines with greater build volumes
is often needed also a dynamic focusing unit to eliminate this error. Actually, this unit
could solve the problem of static defocus error without needing an F-theta lens (so much
so that in the varioSCAN system the latter lens is an optional), but it is not unusual to
find systems that mount both devices.
Basically, referring to the Figure 2.8, the defocus error can be resolved by moving the
expander lens so that the focal spot lies back on the build platform. Thus, by giving an
appropriate adjustment of the beam expander lens position, the laser can be focused in
any region of the flat focal plane.
In addition to the static error, the focus unit also allows to correct dynamic errors due to
the inertia of the galvanometric mirrors and permits to change laser spot diameter during
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Figure 2.8: Schematic illustration of the dynamic focusing unit operation [152].
the process according to a specific scanning strategy. Basically, the varioSCAN converts
the two-dimensional scan head (X-Y plane) into a three-dimensional laser deflection unit.
It is worth noting that changing the spot diameter with the varioSCAN unit is not the
same as laser defocusing, in which a defocus distance is intentionally introduced. Indeed, in
the literature there are various studies in which authors changed the spot size by defocusing
the laser beam to increase the productivity (up to 840%). For instance, Metelkova et al.
[93] pointed out that the increase of the beam diameter without changing the optical
setup for each diameter lead to di↵erent results with respect to an in-focus beam with the
same theoretical diameter. Furthermore, there are also di↵erences between positive and
negative defocusing:
• In case of negative defocus distance, the convergent nature of the beam enhances the
e ciency of the laser penetration, “drilling” deeper inside the material (melt pool is
deeper);
• For positive defocus distance, this phenomenon is attenuated as the beam is diver-
gent. Being less energy e cient, the process is less sensitive to heat input variations,
leading to a more stable melt pool.
In other words, defocusing lead to di↵erent types of laser-material interactions, which are
not only governed by the beam diameter, but also by its convergent or divergent nature
[93].
Regarding laser-material interaction, it is worth noting that in laser-PBF processes
the laser interacts with a powder-coated substrate and not with a bare one, as happens in
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Figure 2.9: Influence of the convergent and divergent nature of the laser beam on the melt
pool morphology [93].
laser welding. There are several physical di↵erences in processing powder instead of dense
material, the main of which is the absorption coe cient (absorptivity) of the material.
Indeed, several studies can be found in literature where it is experimentally proven that
the powder absorption is significantly higher than the one of the same dense material
(about two times higher). As the absorption coe cient is the ratio of energy absorbed
by the material to the input energy, this means that LPBF process e ciency is higher
compared to conventional laser processes. The higher absorptivity can be explained by
the multiple reflections and scattering of the laser radiation in the powder material, which
also result in higher optical penetration depth [134, 153].
However, as for dense materials, the powder absorptivity is not a constant value, but
it varies according to energy input parameters and powder properties. This makes it
rather complicated to determine the energy e↵ectively absorbed by powders during the
process. For instance, Trapp et al. [134] studied the e↵ective absorptivity of CW 1070nm
laser light for bare and powder-coated discs for three di↵erent materials by using direct
calorimetric measurements. Laser power and scan speed were also varied to investigate
their influence on powder absorptivity. As can be seen in Figure 2.10, they have found
that the absorptivity curve as function of laser power can be divided in three regimes:
• Regime I – At low power, the powder absorptivity is about two times higher com-
pared to the dense material one. Indeed, in this regime not all the powder is com-
pletely fused. The increase in the fraction of powder being molten with the increasing
power is consistent with the dramatic decrease in absorptivity. As the material is
completely fused (minimum in the curve), the powder-coated substrate and the dense
material have a qualitatively comparable absorption coe cient;
• Regime II – By increasing the laser power even more, the material starts to evap-
orate, and the resulting recoil pressure generates a keyhole (this phenomenon will
be discussed later). The multiple laser light scattering on keyhole walls results in a
dramatic enhancement of absorptivity;
• Regime III – At high power, the fast absorptivity growth saturates as part of the
laser radiation is absorbed by the vapours and only a part of the laser intensity hits
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the keyhole (as mentioned above, the laser has a Gaussian distribution).
Also scan speed have an e↵ect on absorptivity: by increasing the scanning speed, the
entire curve along the power-axis becomes stretched, shifting the trends described above
to higher power levels.
Figure 2.10: Absorptivity of 316L steel with a 100µm powder layer compared to the
absorptivity of a bare disc at v = 100mm/s (a) and 1500mm/s (b) [134].
As can be seen in Figure 2.10, absorptivity is highly dependent on laser parameters
and its trends are distinctly di↵erent for powders and dense material.
Concerning powder properties, powder size and powder distribution also have an influence
on the laser absorptivity. Spierings et al. [14] compared three di↵erent particle size
distributions and two layer thicknesses of SS 316L powder and found that finer particles are
easier to be melted and therefore are beneficial for high part densities and high mechanical
strength. On the other hand, bigger particles enhance the breaking elongation, nearly
reaching the values of conventional stainless steel.
Furthermore, Zhang et al. [156] investigated experimentally and through simulation the
influence of particle size on laser absorption, confirming that the powder layer absorptivity
diminished while increasing particle size. Indeed, small particles enhance the multiple
reflections in powder bed, strengthening the interaction between neighbouring particles
and therefore promoting absorption.
These studies only showed some of the possible e↵ects of powder properties in laser-PBF
processes. In the following paragraph, the material properties will be deepened, pointing
out their e↵ects on the process.
2.3 Materials
2.3.1 Powder Properties
Powder properties play a key role in the quality of additively manufactured parts and
the assessment of the complex interaction between these two aspects is of paramount
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Figure 2.11: Visualization of the relationships between powder properties, bulk powder
behaviour, powder performance in process and finally the manufactured part quality as
elaborated by di↵erent research groups [139].
importance. Although there is still a lack of a comprehensive understanding of powder
property-part quality relationship, numerous investigations focusing on this topic have
been published in recent years.
Vock et al. [139] provide a comprehensive overview on past and current research activi-
ties focusing on the influence of powder quality on di↵erent aspects of the PBF processes
and part properties. As can be seen in Figure 2.11, the powder-related properties can be
categorized into multiple levels and each distinct property can influence multiple features
of the building process, which in turn a↵ect di↵erent aspects of the part quality.
The first level (the lowest) describes the pure physical and chemical properties of indi-
vidual powder particles, which are particle morphology, particle size distribution (PSD),
impurities content, chemical composition, moisture, particle density and material physical
properties.
The second level describes the behaviour of the powder ensemble as a whole; in other
words, the achievable powder packing density, the complex behaviour of powders when
subjected to movement or stress (flowability) and the physical properties of the bulk pow-
der material. These features are strongly influenced by the powder properties and the
interaction between particles (interparticle forces), such as electrostatic interaction, sur-
face tension, Van der Waals forces, friction, etc.
The third level describes the behaviour of powder under process-specific conditions, namely
the laser-powder interaction (previously discussed), the powder bed behaviour at preheat-
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ing temperature, the sudden scattering of powder during the process (called smoke) and
the rakeability, which quantifies the layer forming quality (layer homogeneity, density,
continuity and reproducibility). Lastly, the sum of various aspects in each level reflects on
part quality features, such as density, accuracy, surface roughness, mechanical properties
and internal build flaws.
As can be seen from the complexity of the scheme in Figure 2.11, interconnecting the
properties of the individual powder particle with bulk powder behaviour, in-process per-
formance and part quality is a challenging task and there is still a great deal to be done.
For the sake of brevity, the most relevant results on the mainly studied aspects in the
literature will be summarized below:
• Particle size distribution – PSD has a significant influence on bulk powder behaviour.
Indeed, Karapatis et al. [55]found that PSD influences the layer density in LPBF:
a wide PSD, biased towards fine particles, leads to high powder bulk density, while
conversely, a narrow PSD worsens layer density, but improves flow properties. Con-
firming this last statement, many authors found that flowability increases with de-
creasing width of the PSD and with the increase of particle size (coarser particles
flow better) [139]. Furthermore, bulk powder physical properties are also influenced
by PSD. For instance, Gong et al. [39] stated that thermal conductivity is sensi-
tive to PSD, finding that smaller particles show a higher conductivity. Lastly, as
discussed in the previous paragraph, PSD influences also laser absorption: small
particles promote laser absorption due to the enhancement of multiple reflections in
powder bed [14, 156];
• Powder morphology – the impact of particle shape on bulk powder behaviour, in-
process performance and final part quality is complex to be described and general
statements are di cult to be made. According to Schulze [116], particle morphology
a↵ects flow properties: coarse spherical-shaped particles (typically smooth) have
better flow properties than rough, sharp-edged, non-spherical particles. However, in
case of small particles, which are more prone to adhesive forces, rough particles may
exhibit a better flow behaviour. Karapatis et al. [55] confirmed that sphericity lead
to good flow behaviour, optimal packing density, and good layer deposition, while
Spierings et al. [122] found that an increase of ellipticity (deviation from perfect
spherical to ellipsoidal form) improves flowability in general;
• Flowability – this term generally defines the behaviour of powder when it is mobilized
or subjected to stress. For a better understanding, imagine two powder samples
contained in jars, one is granulated sugar and the other is flour. Rolling the jar
containing sugar on its side will produce a fluid movement in the powder (the sugar
will fall smoothly), keeping a constant flow pattern. If rotating the flour container
instead, the powder movement will be intermittent, mostly of agglomerates. In this
case it is possible to slightly move the jar and find that nothing happens, and then
an avalanching event occurs as the powder collapses to a new position. In this loose
packing state, these two powders lie at opposite ends of the flowability spectrum:
sugar would be described as ”free-flowing” and flour as ”cohesive”. The challenging
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task is how to assess and quantify flowability: as Vock et al. reported, several
methods can be found in the literature which attempt to quantify flow characteristics
(such as flow energy, angle of repose, avalanching behaviour, etc.) and typically
correlate them with the powder physical properties and the quality of powder layer
formation. However, Vock et al. pointed out that flow characteristics should be
tested with equipment as close as possible to the process conditions in order to have
reliable results and the term flowability must be specified with regard to the applied
testing method (details and references about available testing devices can be found
in Vock et al.’s review [139]);
• Rakeability – this is the most investigated in-process performance aspect related to
PBF. For instance, Karapatis et al. [55] investigated the factors that influence the
quality of the powder layer, identifying powder flow and powder packing as the most
contributing properties. Furthermore, Lyckfeldt et al. [84] found that the degree of
cohesion has to be low to promote good flow properties but in the same time the
powder layer should stay uninfluenced by shear stresses when depositing the next
powder layer. This implies a high enough flow energy driven by a high tap density
rather than cohesive forces. Spierings and Amado correlated in-process performance
with part properties: Spierings et al. [14] found that coarser powders lead to a lower
powder layer density and an increased surface roughness of the produced part, while
Amado et al. [4] stated that powder spreading quality influences the mechanical
properties and homogeneity of the part density. In addition, Sun et al. [125] ad-
dress experimentally the powder layer formation with a powder deposition system
(identical to the PBF machine one) in which a digital camera was installed. This
enabled the authors to rake the powder under conditions very close to the process
ones and to study raking quality by a statistical analysis of the images acquired with
the camera. Despite this work, very few studies that use similar setups can be found
in the literature, therefore more systematic studies will be necessary to correlate the
impact of rakeability on final part quality in conditions as close as possible to the
analysed process.
2.3.2 Powder Production
The key in manufacturing high quality components by L-PBF processes is to control
the fundamental properties of the powder [9]. Although there are several systems for
metal powder production (details can be found in Dixon’s review [30]), nowadays the
most common methodology is gas atomization. In fact, this production system allows
to obtain small particles of predominantly spherical shape. As discussed above, these
features are very important to ensure good flowability and rakeability, hence good final
part quality. For instance, Li et al. [77] studied the densification behaviour of gas and
water atomized SS 316L powder during SLM and confirmed that samples fabricated from
gas atomized powder achieved denser structure than samples obtained from water atomized
powder (water atomization is another widely used powder production technology). Indeed,
authors found that gas atomized powder allow higher packing density with respect to water
atomized ones, which generally have an irregular shape (see Figure 2.13).
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Figure 2.12: Schematic representation of gas atomization process [97].
Furthermore, gas atomized powders have lower oxygen content, leading to better wetting
ability for SLM process. Indeed, the whole gas atomization process is generally carried out
in vacuum or under an inert atmosphere, allowing the protection of the alloying elements
from oxidation.
Typically, these systems are designed for dry powder collection and their height can reach
about 6-10 meters, ensuring complete solidification of particles before reaching the bottom
of the tank [9]. An example of a gas atomization system can be seen in Figure 2.12.
In this system, the metal to be atomised is first melted and then exposed, through a
special nozzle, to a high velocity gas jet which causes the liquid metal to break up into
small droplets. To control the particle size, it is possible to vary the design of the atomizing
nozzle, the gas pressure, and the size of the metal stream [30]. The droplets subsequently
solidify in flight to form the powder, which includes a wide range of sizes. Powders are
then classified, usually by sieving or by air classification, into size ranges appropriate for
various applications [135].
It is worth noting that although smaller particles can reach a diameter of about 1 micron,
they are composed of millions of atoms. It is therefore clear that the term ”atomization”
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is strictly inaccurate, however it has become the generally accepted term to describe the
production of particles below 150 microns.
Figure 2.13: Example of SEM images showing characteristic morphologies of stainless steel
powder: (a) gas atomized; (b) water atomized [77].
2.3.3 Powder Recycling
In SLM process, only a portion of the powder laid in the building volume is actually
lasered to build up a component. The powder surrounding the part remains predominantly
unchanged. This fact makes LPBF techniques potentially resource e cient processes; un-
melted powders can be collected and recycled in the subsequent build jobs. However,
process e ciency is highly dependent on the condition of un-melted powders and on the
recycling strategy.
Concerning the latter, powder recycling can be done according to four main strategies
[139]:
• Strategy A – used and sieved powder is mixed with virgin powder after each build
job in constant proportion;
• Strategy B – used powder is mixed with powder of the same age after each cycle;
• Strategy C – reintroduction of sieved powder after each build job without mixing
with other powders;
• Strategy D – used and sieved powder is added to the top of the unused virgin powder,
no mixing takes place.
In the first strategy, the continuous batch refresh by adding virgin powder to the used
one allows to slow down the degradation of the powder over time. However, this recycling
strategy results in a large number of di↵erent powder conditions and small powder frac-
tions can reach an extremely high cycle age. Furthermore, mixing together powders of
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di↵erent production batches prevents the traceability of feedstock material, often required
by certifications [83].
In the strategy B, the powder batch is allocated to as many build jobs as possible, leaving
a residue powder, which is subsequently mixed with powder of the same condition. This
strategy results in a collective degradation of powder and therefore it is more suitable for
high requirements regarding traceability. According to Vock et al.’s review, Strategy C
is the most used in published recycling studies. This is probably due to the absence of
powder mixing, which ensures traceability. Indeed, the whole powder batch used is in the
same condition and the e↵ects of recycling on powder properties can be systematically
studied.
The last strategy (Strategy D) is very practical from a production point of view, as the
powder used and sieved is reintroduced without removing the remaining powder of the
previous build job and without performing any mixing operation. However, homogeneity
of the powder batch is compromised, and this could be reflected on produced parts qual-
ity.
In the literature, numerous studies on recycled powders e↵ects can be found, in which
authors correlated powder cycle age with powder properties and part quality, finding the
maximum number of powder reuse.
For instance, Lutter et al. [83] determined the maximum number of possible use cycles for
recycling strategy B regardless of powder quality degradation. This study gives the nat-
ural upper limit of the number of use cycles, which varies around an average of 35 cycles
(ranging from 1 to 117 cycles) for various production scenarios. As confirmed by Vock et
al.’s review, most of the published recycling studies on LPBF stay well below the upper
natural cycle limit calculated by Lutter et al., ranging from 2 up to 38 cycles (average
value is 12 cycles). This may be due to the di↵erent recycling strategy adopted (mainly
strategy C), to the limited number of tests performed in some studies and to di↵erent
regulations adopted for powder quality assessment.
Summarizing these works, the authors have found a general increase of oxygen content in
the analysed powders, a slight shift of PSD to larger particle sizes, a slight modification
of morphology (particles become rougher and less spherical) and the possible presence of
by-products, such as condensates and spatters. Powder degradation, in turn, may have an
e↵ect on part quality: many studies revealed a decrease of UTS, yield strength, ductility
and impact toughness, while surface roughness has been increased.
However, the literature showed scattered results and often very di↵erent from each other
(improved, decreased, or even una↵ected), despite referring to similar starting alloys and
process parameters. These results may be due to the slight e↵ect that, in many cases,
powder recycling has on part quality, but it also highlights the need for a standardised
methodology for recycled powder assessment.
2.4 Process Parameters
The SLM technology presents over 50 di↵erent process input variables that impact the
characteristics of the finished part, creating a significant challenge in understanding pro-
cess physics and developing an e↵ective process control strategy [121]. Broadly speak-
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Figure 2.14: SLM process parameters classification [155].
ing, these factors can be classified into four main categories: laser-related, scan-related,
powder-related and temperature-related [155]. In Figure 2.14, a simple classification of
the main process parameters can be seen.
Most of laser-related variables (laser type and wavelength) and powder-related factors
(powder characteristics and material properties) have already been discussed in the previ-
ous sections. These variables can be considered as ”predefined parameters” because, once
chosen, they cannot be manipulated during a typical build process with current technolo-
gies. Then, there are other variables defined as “controllable” that can be modified to
achieve the desired process performance. These are mainly laser power (P ), laser spot
size (ds), scan speed (v), layer thickness (t), hatch spacing or hatch distance (Hd), scan
strategy and powder bed temperature.
Since the process itself consists of supplying energy to a powder bed using a laser source, it
is reasonable that the first process parameters to take into account are the ones that deter-
mine the amount of input energy. In fact, laser power and spot size define the irradiance





for a Gaussian beam at the focal plane. It is worth noting that for most machines used in
the literature works, the laser spot size is fixed and therefore the irradiance is determined
only by laser power.
Another parameter related to the input energy density is the scan speed, that is, the speed
at which the laser moves on the X-Y plane in the work area. Indeed, for lasers operating
in continuous mode, this parameter defines the exposure time of the lasered surface and,
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whose unit of measure is W/mm. This is the simplest expression that is often used as a
metric to compare SLM process results under di↵erent sets of laser power and scan speed,
since these two parameters are the most investigated in the literature, keeping constant
the other factors.
Thus, laser power and scan speed e↵ects are typically not studied separately, but rather
by making more general considerations about LED: when the LED is too low, the energy
delivered to the powder bed is insu cient and the poor melting conditions lead to the
retention of a high number of macroscopic pores (from tens to hundreds of microns in
size) in the final parts. These pores have a deleterious e↵ect on mechanical properties,
such as tensile strength and fatigue resistance. In addition, low LED values lead to low
thermal stresses and thus low component warps, while surface quality is typically poor
due to melt pool instabilities (this aspect will be treated later).
On the other hand, when the LED is too high, the melt pool becomes very deep and
re-melting of multiple layers occurs. In this condition, the melt pool can reach the metal
boiling temperature and vaporization of the alloy can take place, leading to intense melt
pool convection flows and vapour driven gas bubbles can be trapped in the material,
increasing again porosity. Furthermore, The higher the LED, the more severe the con-
traction of the molten metal in the solidification process. In this condition, components
are characterized by high residual stresses and thermal warps, while the surface quality is
typically high [11, 85, 155].
Therefore, it is fundamental to define the right LED window in which a compromise be-
tween residual porosity, mechanical performance, surface quality and geometrical accuracy
can be found.
Figure 2.15: Schematic representation of the interaction between laser beam and powder
bed.
However, LED involves only two of the main process parameters and its validity is
limited to experiments in which only power and speed are modified. Campanelli et al.
[17] formulated an alternative expression of energy density that takes into account also





whose unit of measure is W/mm2. The spot size defines the area exposed to the laser
radiation and therefore it is of great influence on process resolution and productivity:
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keeping constant the energy density, the smaller the spot diameter, the smaller the melt
pool width [21].
Liu et al. [79] investigated the e↵ect of the laser spot size in SLM using SS 316L powders.
For a reduction in beam size from 48 to 26µm, improvements in the part density, surface
finish, and mechanical properties were reported. Makoana et al. [88] used two di↵erent
systems with di↵erent spot diameters (80 and 240µm) to investigate the e↵ect of spot size
variation during laser-based PBF. It was found that a smaller beam diameter and smaller
laser power resulted in a narrower and shallower molten pool, leading to smaller hatch
spacing and layer thickness.
Despite extensive research e↵orts in SLM, it is worth noting that only few researches on
spot size e↵ect can be found in the literature, especially on the feature resolution. Since the
laser spot size is fixed in most literature works, the aforementioned expression of energy
density is not common and no additional information is added compared to the LED.
Figure 2.16: Top view of laser melted tracks from SS316L powder on steel substrate.
Thickness of the deposited powder layer h varies in the range 0 ÷ 400µm, laser power is
50W and scan speed varies in the range 0.04÷ 0.28m/s [148].
A more common expression is the Volumetric Energy Density (VED or EDV ), which





whose unit of measure is W/mm3. The thickness of the powder layer raked multiple times
during the whole process has a substantial influence on the material response to laser
radiation and considerably a↵ects the process productivity and resolution. Basically, the
thickness of a raked layer determines how much powder will be melted by a single laser
scan.
Generally, the choice of this parameter stems from a trade-o↵ between the build rate and
the resolution: the lower the layer thickness, the higher the resolution (low staircase e↵ect)
and the lower the productivity. On the contrary, the higher the layer thickness, the lower
the resolution and the higher the productivity. Actually, Yadroitsev and Smurov [147]
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found that thinner layer thicknesses provide a stabilizing e↵ect for the laser melted tracks
and allow to increase the scan speed. Thus, the reduction in build rate due to the decrease
in layer thickness is mitigated by the fact that for thin layers it is possible to operate at
higher speeds, as shown in Figure 2.16. It is worth noting that layer thickness is strongly
related also to powder properties and to the adopted recoating system [99]. Thus, the
choice of this parameter should also take into account the rakeability aspect, especially
for thin layers.
Figure 2.17: E↵ect of hatch distance on relative density of AlSi10Mg parts [2].
As for VED, there is another formulation from literature in which the spot size is





whose unit of measure is still W/mm3. As, can be seen in Figure 2.15, the hatch distance
represents the shift between two neighbouring tracks in the plane of beam scanning and





where W is the track width, whose value has to be measured from single tracks experiments
or estimated (based on spot size considerations).
The hatch distance has a great impact on laser beam – material interaction: a variation
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of hatch distance entails thermo-physical modifications of the process. Indeed, after first
scanned track formation, the laser beam directly interacts not only with the powder bed,
but also with a portion of the previous melted track. Thus, the already formed tracks will
inevitably have a heat e↵ect on the next track, impacting on the energy density needed
for a good layer formation [28].
Basically, low hatch distance can cause high VED values. As a result, vaporization may
become severe and pores can be formed due to trapped gas bubbles. Meanwhile, the large
overlapping area due to low hatch distance promotes the enhancement of surface roughness,
which is unfavourable for powder spreading and subsequent printing. Therefore, more
pores can be formed at the corner of the overlapped melt tracks because of the rough
surface [158].
On the contrary, increasing hatch distance increases the gap between two neighbouring
tracks, until reaching their isolation (no overlapping area). At high hatch distance values,
poor surface finish and large irregular pores can be observed in the final parts. Such pores
may arise from gaps between neighbouring tracks, due to lack of overlap. Moreover, the
gaps are hard to be filled up due to the high melt pool viscosity and low penetration depth
of the melts, which are related to low VED (hatch distance is inversely proportional to
energy density) [149, 158].
(a) Monodirectional. (b) Bidirectional. (c) Meander.
Figure 2.18: Di↵erent continuous exposure strategies.
Another factor that significantly a↵ects the process outcome, especially in terms of
porosity and residual stresses, is the scan strategy. There are numerous ways to scan the
layer surface and several studies on this topic can be found in the literature.
The continuous line scanning is the basic scan strategy, in which the scan vectors of the
laser path are continuously scanned with a constant hatch distance over the entire layer.
As can be seen in Figure 2.18, continuous scanning can take place according to 3 di↵erent
exposure approaches: monodirectional, bidirectional and meander. In the continuous
monodirectional scanning each scan vector has the same direction, while in the continuous
bidirectional scanning neighbouring vectors have opposite direction. The meander strategy
is similar to the bidirectional one, but the laser does not interrupt the exposure passing
from a scan vector to the other.
However, scanning large areas with continuous scan strategy could induce high residual
stresses due to the high thermal di↵erence in the opposite ends of the scanning vectors
[63, 65].
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Thus, the direction of scan vectors is typically rotated at a certain angle for each layer
(see Figure 2.19). Rotating layer-by-layer the exposure direction promotes isotropy and
porosity distribution uniformity.
(a) Constant. (b) Alternating. (c) Rotating.
Figure 2.19: Di↵erent layer exposure strategies.
In some cases, di↵erent process parameters within a single layer can be beneficial for
part production, thus the hull and core or skin and core strategy can be used. In this
strategy, the layer is divided into two areas: the outer contour, which is the skin area,
and the central region, which is the core area. This approach allows to set high layer
thickness in the core area, hence reducing the build time, and low layer thickness in the
skin area, to maintain a high accuracy and good surface finish. However, this scan strategy
requires a preliminary process parameter optimization step, in order to define optimal sets
of parameters for both scanning areas. In addition, its impact on the part performance
remains poorly understood [27].
The most used scan strategy for industrial applications is the island strategy, which consists
in splitting the entire layer area into numerous local squared areas (islands) that are
scanned in a random order. As can be seen in Figure 2.20b, at each successive layer, the
islands scan vectors are rotated by 90 degrees and shifted by 1 mm along both X and Y
axis.
By applying this scan strategy, the accumulation of defects in same location is avoided
and the residual thermal stresses in the final part are lower and more balanced. The idea
behind this strategy is the minimization of scan vector length and the random distribution
of layer heat accumulation. Indeed, Kruth et al. [65] investigated the e↵ect of scan vector
length on residual thermal stresses and found that the lower the scanning length, the lower
the thermal stresses.
Concerning thermal stresses, also powder bed temperature plays an important role.
For instance, Buchbinder et al. [15] investigated the e↵ect of preheating temperature on
thermal distortions of aluminium components during SLM process. The experiments were
performed at di↵erent build platform temperatures, starting at room temperature up to
250 C. The authors found that increasing preheating temperature the thermal gradients
during production are reduced, thus distortions can be drastically lowered, and cracks
caused by thermal stresses can be prevented. Vrancken et al. [140] performed similar in-
vestigation on Ti6Al4V, finding a reduction in residual stresses of 50%. Casati et al. [19]
investigated preheating e↵ect on mechanical properties of the AlSi10Mg alloy and found
that the highest level of hardness and tensile strength of specimens can be achieved when
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(a) Hull and core
strategy. (b) Island strategy.
Figure 2.20: Alternative scanning strategies.
the build platform is at room temperature. With the preheated platform there is drop of
mechanical performance instead. It is supposed that the rather long holding times spent
at high temperature during the process could induce a substantial overaged temper in the
components.
Kempen et al. [56] found that preheating temperature also influences the part density:
increasing build platform temperature, an increment of relative density can be observed.
Furthermore, the higher the preheating temperature, the lower the energy input is needed
to melt the powder. Therefore, the authors observed that higher scan speeds can be used
for higher preheating temperatures, producing equally dense samples.
It can be concluded that understanding the e↵ects of each parameter on the observed
process output is a challenging task because of the mutual interaction between the ef-
fects of process variables. The various energy density expressions can be useful to make
di↵erent considerations on final parts quality under di↵erent sets of process parameters.
Nevertheless, it is worth noting that these formulations are not able to model accurately
the complex physics of the process. Indeed, Bertoli et al. [11] investigated the reliability
of VED as a design parameter by comparing single tracks of SS 316L produced with dif-
ferent sets of process parameters and found that VED does not accurately describe the
track shape evolution. Indeed, the VED is able to reduce the combinations of parameters
needed for the detection of the process window but is unable to identify the latter accu-
rately.
For better understanding the limits of energy density formulations, the melt pool physics
will be discussed in the following section.
2.5 Melt Pool Physics
SLM process involves complex physical phenomena such as absorption and scattering of
laser radiation, heat transfer, phase transformation, fluid flow within the molten pool,
evaporation, emission of material, and chemical reactions [71, 148].
When the laser beam interacts with the powder bed, most of the energy flux is absorbed
by the powder particles, leading to localized melting. Although this process is similar to
laser beam welding, the laser – powder particles interaction adds significant complexity
to the process physics, as discussed in the previous paragraphs. The melted region, called
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Figure 2.21: Schematic representation of the general phenomena in the SLM process [22].
melt pool, has typically higher width than the beam spot size and it has an elongated
circular shape in the opposite direction of scanning. As can be seen in Figure 2.21, the
melt pool depth is greater than powder layer thickness and re-melting of solid substrate
takes place. Partial melting of preceding layer is paramount to form a solid part and
achieve high density and good mechanical performance. Furthermore, the molten track
can be subdivided in three regions: a depression region placed at the laser spot, a tail end
region located near the end of the melt track, and a transition region in between [58].
Because of typical laser intensity profile (Gaussian distribution) and of heat transfer mech-
anisms, the melt pool is characterized by a high temperature gradient between the central
region below the laser spot and the melt pool boundary. Indeed, the surface temperatures
below the beam spot can become high enough to reach boiling values. Once the mate-
rial evaporates, the resulting recoil pressure creates a melt pool surface depression, which
gives the name to the region below the laser. Moving towards the melt pool boundary,
temperatures drop until reaching the solidification value. At the boundary region, there
is a transition between liquid and solid phase where both states of matter coexist. This
region is denoted as mushy zone (yellow area in Figure 2.21) and it is characterized by a
high capability in adhering powder particles onto it due to high viscosity and a very rapid
cooling rate [103].
Since the heat of laser source can be transmitted up to hundreds of microns from the melt
pool, in the region close to it a heat a↵ected zone can be formed (green area in Figure
2.21).
After laser exposure, the melted region rapidly solidifies due to heat conduction with the
solid substrate and, convective and radiative heat transfer with the inert gas atmosphere.
The metallurgical properties of the resulting solid track depend on cooling rate and on
melt pool stability. As a matter of fact, the melt pool is highly dynamic and its shape con-
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stantly evolves during the process [60, 103]. The main driving forces that a↵ect the melt
pool shape evolution are surface tension forces, recoil vapour pressure and viscous forces
[128]. These ones are highly dependent on temperature distribution thus on energy input,
which in turn is defined by process parameters. Therefore, depending on the technological
parameters, the melt pool reshaping can range from a quasi-stationary shape (with little
deviations) to significant changes in geometry.
The main physical phenomena that a↵ect this dynamic behaviour are Rayleigh-Plateau
instability, Marangoni convection and recoil pressure, which will be briefly discussed in
the following sections.
2.5.1 Rayleigh-Plateau Instability & Balling e↵ect
Figure 2.22: Water dropping from a tap [159].
The most obvious physical phenomenon that a↵ects the melt pool dynamics is the
Rayleigh-Plateau instability, or capillary instability. First observed by Savart [113] and
later explained by the experiments of Plateau [106] and Rayleigh [111], this phenomenon
is well known in fluid dynamics. Indeed, to detect such instability it is su cient to
observe the jet of water issuing from a tap. By slowly closing the faucet, the cylindrical
liquid flow gradually reduces its diameter until separating in small droplets (Figure 2.22).
This phenomenon is mainly related to liquid surface tension, or rather to surface energy
minimization of the system. Basically, when the aspect ratio (diameter/length) of the
liquid cylinder is lower than a certain threshold, the system tends to separate into droplets
with equal volume in order to minimize surface area and thus surface energy of the system.
By applying axial harmonic disturbances with di↵erent wavelengths to a vertically falling
liquid stream (liquid cylinder), Lord Rayleigh found the stability limit condition of the
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where D is the cylinder diameter and L is the perturbation wavelength [148]. In a real
system, tiny perturbations are always present. For instance, in the case of faucet there
is a vibration due to friction between the liquid stream and the nozzle. Resolving the
perturbations into sinusoidal components, it can be observed that some components grow
with time and other decay. Among the growing components, the one that grows faster
dominates the stream shape evolution if there is enough time to increase perturbation
amplitude. Basically, if the dominant perturbation wavelength (L) exceeds the jet cir-
cumference (⇡D), the fluid system becomes instable and the liquid stream breaks up into
drops (Equation 2.8).
Figure 2.23: Segmental cylinder of a liquid on the substrate: (a) non-disturbed; (b) dis-
turbed [148].
Yadroitsev et al. [148] extended the analysis of this phenomenon to single tracks
formation in SLM. Authors modelled a melted track as a liquid segmental cylinder attached
to a solid substrate by a contact band with a fixed width. As shown in Figure 2.23a, the
contact width is specified by angle  . Considering the equation of a segmental cylinder
with harmonically disturbed radius (Figure 2.23b), they found that the system is stable
at any perturbation wavelength if   < ⇡/2 (less than a half cylinder). On the other hand,
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which is less than the limit for the free circular cylinder of Rayleigh-Plateau because the
segmental cylinder with   = ⇡ is still attached to the substrate by a line and deforms with
the loss of the axial symmetry. Thus, the segmental cylinder is in general more stable than
the free circular one. Basically, the lower the angle  , the greater the stability of the melt
pool. On contrary, if   is high and the circumference-to-length ratio is low, the melt pool
becomes instable and it breaks up into droplets. In early studies on SLM process, this
instability was named balling e↵ect, since the resulting melted track consisted of a series
of “balls”. In literature the term balling is widely used and identifies a process region in
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which the melt pool is a↵ected by the Rayleigh-Plateau instability.
In terms of processing conditions, balling regime occurs at low energy input and lack of
fusion takes place. In this condition, the temperature ranges between solidus and liq-
uidus temperatures and there is insu cient substrate penetration (  angle is close to ⇡).
According to Yadroitsevs et al. [148] experimental results, substrate penetration (i.e. a
decrease in   angle) is crucial for stabilizing the melt pool. This can be obtained by
increasing laser power or by decreasing scan speed. Furthermore, the authors found that
a decrease in scan speed decreases melt pool length and increases its width. This leads to
greater circumference-to-length ratio, which is beneficial for stability.
Figure 2.24: SEM images showing the balling characteristics of single scan tracks under
di↵erent scan speeds [76].
Wang et al. [143] performed a dimensionless analysis on the energy equation controlling
the SLM process and proposed a dimensionless number that allows to define the threshold
below which lack of fusion occurs: the so-called single track melting e ciency. This
parameter represents the ratio of the energy density of laser to the one required by su cient
















where A is the absorptivity, P is the laser power, v is the scan speed, t is the layer
thickness, ⇢ is the density, c is the heat capacity and T0 is initial powder temperature,
while w0 is the beam radius at the waist. Assuming that the focal plane is coplanar with
powder bed, w0 = ds/2.
Here, Tm
eff is the e↵ective melting point, that is:
Tm




where Tl is the liquidus temperature and Lm is the latent heat of melting.
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where ⌧ is the time that the laser needs to cover a characteristic length w0.
According to Equation 2.11, the energy density of laser should be higher than the sum of
sensible and latent heat to ensure single track continuity (Nm > 1). Nm  1 condition is
typically obtained at low laser power and high scan speed, or high values of layer thickness
or spot size. So, by increasing laser power or by reducing scan speed, layer thickness or
spot diameter, the formation of a continuous and smooth single track can be ensured.
This is in accordance with the work of Yadroitsev et al. [148].
Although this threshold can be useful to predict the process region in which balling
Figure 2.25: LPBF process map indicating the zones of instabilities [43].
phenomenon may occur and therefore to reduce the number of processing conditions to be
investigated for process optimization, the single track melting e ciency cannot accurately
describe the balling occurrence. As a matter of fact, these simple analytical models are not
able to fully capture the process complexity and the mutual interaction between physical
phenomena.
For instance, in the case of balling phenomenon, the Rayleigh-Plateau instability is not
only related to lack of fusion, but it can also occur with high laser power and high scan
speed values.
In this particular processing condition, there is a su cient substrate penetration. Never-
theless, the temperature below the laser spot reaches boiling values and material evapora-
tion takes place. The consequent recoil pressure (which will be discussed later) interacts
with Rayleigh-Plateau e↵ect and viscous shear forces, leading to the periodic formation
of humps and valleys in the resulting melted track [43]. Since the track shape resembles
the one obtained in case of lack of fusion (a series of droplets), this processing condition
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was often related to balling phenomenon. However, in recent studies, high-power and
high-speed instability has been called humping e↵ect, so that it can be distinguished from
balling phenomenon (see Figure 2.25). In addition, Tang et al. [128] provided insights into
Figure 2.26: Surface topologies of SS 316L simulated tracks with varying viscosities. (a)
to (d) were fabricated with zero viscosity, with processing parameters of (a) 100W and
0.4m/s, (b) 200W and 0.8m/s, (c) 300W and 1.2m/s, (d) 400W and 1.6m/s. (e) was
achieved with a viscosity of 2x10 2kgm 1s 1 , a power of 400W and scan speed of 1.6m/s
[128].
the underlying mechanisms of humping formation through simulation approach, which was
subsequently experimentally validated. According to the authors, humping is triggered by
material evaporation at high-scan speed condition. The resulting recoil pressure produces
a backward momentum that moves the molten material backward to the transition region
of melt pool. In this stage, the intense flow inertia tends to eject molten material at the
tail end region, whereas high surface tension has an opposite e↵ect. For high-speed LBPF
(elongated melt pools), also viscous shear stresses can decelerate the backward fluid flow
and reduce flow inertia. Thus, the competition between surface tension and flow inertia
results in the accumulation of molten material at the tail end region. Since the rear part
of melt pool is close to a thin liquid cylinder attached to a solid substrate, the molten
material preferentially breaks into separated droplets with smaller surface area. With the
occurrence of Rayleigh-Plateau instability, the swelling in the tail end region accounts for
the formation of humps after solidification.
To better appreciate the e↵ects of viscous forces, the authors performed simulations with
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di↵erent viscosities and found that humping defects become more sever in absence of vis-
cous forces. Referring to Figure 2.26, case (d) and case (e) were simulated with same
process parameters, but di↵erent viscosities were applied. In the first case, viscous forces
were not considered, while in the second case a viscosity of 2x10 2Kgm   1s   1 was
applied. It is evident that high viscous shear stresses prevent humping defects, whereas
their absence exacerbates melted track instability. Furthermore, considering case (a) to
(d) in Figure 2.26, the authors confirmed that tracks produced with same energy density,
but di↵erent sets of laser power and scan speed, lead to di↵erent results, as experimentally
observed by Bertoli et al. [11]. In other words, this result shows the limits of energy den-
sity analysis, which can be used to roughly exclude process instability zones but cannot
accurately define the right process window.
2.5.2 Marangoni Convection
Figure 2.27: Schematic representation of how “tears of wine” are generated by the
Marangoni e↵ect [23].
The Marangoni e↵ect is the mass transfer at the interface between two phases (typically
liquid and gas) due to a surface tension gradient, which in turn is due to thermal gradients
and/or concentration gradients [23].
This e↵ect was first observed in the so-called ”tears of wine” by James Thomson (Lord
Kelvin’s brother) in 1855 [131]. However, it was the Italian physicist Carlo Marangoni
who explained the nature of this phenomenon, presenting his experimental results in the
doctoral thesis published in 1865 [90].
As already mentioned, the Marangoni e↵ect can be easily observed by looking at a glass
of strong wine. Since ethanol and water have di↵erent evaporation rates, a concentration
gradient takes place. The resulting surface tension gradient lifts liquid upwards against
gravity along the surface of the glass by some millimeters.
Another way to obtain the Marangoni e↵ect is through thermal gradients. As a matter of
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fact, surface tension of any substance is a decreasing function of temperature. Considering
a liquid-gas interface having a hot region and a cold region (Figure 2.28a), surface tension
will have high values in the cold region and low values in the hot region. This imbalance
in surface tension will cause a surface motion from the warmer to the colder liquid surface
regions. Furthermore, because of liquid phase viscosity, the surface motion will propagate
within the liquid, giving rise to convective flows. This phenomenon is called thermal
Marangoni convection or thermo-capillary convection.
In the SLM process, Marangoni convection is the basis of melt pool dynamics. Because
(a) (b)
Figure 2.28: Schematic representation of the e↵ect of surface tension gradient due to
temperature gradient on the free surface of a liquid [114] (a), and of melt convection
pattern in the melt pool [26] (b).
of laser intensity profile (Gaussian distribution) and of heat transfer mechanisms, the
processed material will be hotter below the laser spot and colder at melt pool boundary.
The resulting thermal gradient triggers a convective flow that moves the fluid along the
free surface from the center to the edges of the melt pool. When the flow reaches the
edges, it deflects down the liquid-solid interface and reverses up to the center, getting a
full counterclockwise (or outward) convection pattern (see Figure 2.28b).
In case of thermal gradients, the intensity of Marangoni flow can be expressed by the








where d /dT is the surface tension gradient (N/(m ·K)),  T is the temperature di↵erence
along the melt pool radius (K), L is the characteristic length of the free surface (m), µ is
the dynamic viscosity (Pa · s or Kg/(m · s)), and ↵ is the thermal di↵usivity (m2/s).





where   T is the surface tension di↵erence (N/m), L is the characteristic length of the
free surface (m), µ is the dynamic viscosity (Pa · s or Kg/(m · s)), and ⌫ is the kinematic
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viscosity (m2/s).
A good outward flow intensity is essential for melt pool stability [20]. In fact, the melt flow
recirculation is beneficial to increase the melt pool size (width, length and for metals also
depth) and to cool down the surface region beneath the laser spot, reducing vaporization.
Generally, a high surface tension gradient helps the smoothness of the resulting melted
track, reducing balling occurrence. However, an excessive Marangoni flow leads to material
splashing and, combined with high recoil pressure, can generate the so-called “keyhole”
phenomenon, which will be treated later. The right Ma value can be achieved by setting
the correct process parameters. Indeed, Dai et al. [26] found that the Marangoni number
approximately increases in a linear relationship with the enhancement of the applied energy
density.
Figure 2.29: Marangoni convection in a weld pool: (a,b,c) low-sulfur steel, (d,e,f) high-
sulfur steel [61].
(a) (b)
Figure 2.30: Marangoni convection with an outward surface flow in a NaNO3 pool (a),
and Marangoni convection with an inward surface flow in a NaNO3 pool containing 2mol%
C2H5COOK as a surface-active agent (b) [61].
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However, it is not always possible to manage convective flows inside the melt pool
using process parameters. Although the surface tension gradient is generally negative for
metals, there are conditions in which it becomes positive, hence the resulting convective
flow is reversed (clockwise or inward).
One of the main causes of the Marangoni flow inversion (from outward to inward) is the
presence of surface-active elements within the melt pool. In SLM and welding of metals,
the most critical surface-active elements are oxygen and sulfur. In addition, element en-
richments of a multi-element alloy can also be surface-active. For instance, Si, Cr, Mo can
be rejected during the austenitic solidification in SS 316L and cause local surface tension
variations; the same can happen with the precipitation of Si in Al-Si alloys [157].
The resulting convective flow pulls the liquid material from free surface edges to the cen-
tre, modifying melt pool shape: width and length are reduced, while the surface height
becomes irregular (formation of hills and valleys). Because of this, positive tension gradi-
ents negatively a↵ect the melt pool stability, leading to balling phenomenon [20, 26].
The intensity of solutal Marangoni flow can reach 3-5 times that of thermal flow and it








where d /dC is the surface tension gradient,  C is the concentration di↵erence of the
surfactant, L is the characteristic length of the melt pool, µ is the dynamic viscosity, and
D is the surfactant di↵usivity.
In SLM research works, solutal Marangoni flow is often studied in case of oxidation. For
instance, Dai et al. [26] developed a simulation model in which the influence of O element
on fluid flow driven by surface tension gradient was considered. The material used was
AlSi10Mg, which was considered firstly pure and after in presence of oxidation. Their
simulation confirmed that the surface tension can be dramatically decreased by ⇠ 20% as
the oxidation is formed in the melt pool. In such condition, the convective flow reverses
to form a clockwise circulation and experiments confirmed that balling e↵ect takes place.
Despite the extensive works that can be found in literature, especially for thermal Marangoni
flow, very few studies have taken into account both Marangoni e↵ects together. To do









where A is a temperature coe cient, R is the gas costant,  s is the saturated surface
excess, Kseg is the equilibrium absorption coe cient of surface-active elements, ai is the
activity of surface-active elements, and  H0 is the standard heat of adsorption. Through
this formulation, temperature and concentration variations of melt pool can be taken into
account. However, all coe cients in the equation must be known.
2.5.3 Recoil Pressure & Keyhole
In L-PBF processes the depth of the molten pool is typically controlled by conduction of
heat in the underlying solid material. However, under certain conditions, the melt pool
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.31: (a) Melt pool shapes and temperature field during the keyhole collapse and
porosity formation [25]; (b) Metallographic cross sections of a single track a↵ected by
keyhole porosity [59].
evolution can be controlled by material evaporation. As previously stated, the surface
temperatures below the beam spot can become high enough to reach boiling values. When
the molten material begins to evaporate, there is an instantaneous volume increase, which
generates the so-called recoil pressure [59]. According to Qiu et al. [109], the recoil
pressure can be defined as follows:











where p0,  Hv and R are atmospheric pressure, enthalpy change due to evaporation and
universal gas constant, respectively, while Tm is the melting temperature and Tv is the
boiling temperature.
The recoil pressure causes a melt pool surface depression, which forms a vapour cavity. If
the laser energy input is high enough to evaporate a large portion of the molten material,
this cavity becomes deeper and multiple reflections of the laser beam take place within
it, enhancing radiation absorption. This causes further deepening of melt pool, which can
reach depths of hundreds of microns (the laser literally “drills” the substrate). As long as
the radiation is applied, the melt pool is ejected upward under the e↵ect of recoil pressure,
keeping most of the molten material at the top (see Figure 2.31a).
Due to high thermal gradients, Marangoni convection is the dominant mode of heat trans-
fer and it also has an influence on melt pool upward ejection. Indeed, the top region of
the melt pool is wide due to the strong outward Marangoni flow, whereas the bottom of
the melt pool is narrow. The resulting melt pool cross-section view resembles the shape
of a keyhole (see Figure2.31b), so this operational regime is called keyhole mode.
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Once the laser has moved away, vaporization and therefore recoil pressure are immediately
stopped. Accordingly, due to gravity and surface tension forces, the upper part of melt
pool rapidly collapses from above the keyhole, entrapping gas inside it. Indeed, the small
quantity of liquid in the lower part moves too slowly to fill the keyhole from the bottom
and a residual porosity at the end of solidification is almost always formed in this partic-
ular operational regime [25]. Therefore, keyhole mode should be avoided during L-PBF
processes in order to obtain components with low residual porosity.
Figure 2.32: Longitudinal cross section of a single track produced with SLM technology.
Voids arising from keyhole mode melting can be observed near the bottom of the melt
pool [59].
Figure 2.33: An illustration of conduction mode (A), transition mode (B), and keyhole
mode (C) melt pools in terms of the vaporized region shape [105].
It is worth noting that in laser processes which involves melting, there are mainly two
di↵erent operational regimes: conduction mode and keyhole mode. As can be expected,
heat conduction is the dominant heat transfer mechanism for conduction mode, while heat
convection is the dominant mechanism for keyhole mode melting [105]. Depending on pro-
cessing conditions, one heat transfer mechanism prevails over the other and determines
the operational regime type. In addition, Patel et al. [105] defined a transition mode,
which lies between the two main regimes. This regime occurs when both heat transfer
mechanisms are involved and the melt pool shape evolution is dependent on fluctuating
laser absorptivity, which in turn is a function of the number of reflections between the va-
porization walls, in addition to the energy input. For the sake of simplicity, the transition
mode will not be considered hereinafter.
In the literature, various authors have found a threshold separating the two main opera-
tional regimes, which is generally called keyhole threshold. Firstly, Hann et al. [46] found
that the melt pool depth normalized by the beam size ( ⇤) is a function of normalized
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where  H is the specific enthalpy, hs is the enthalpy at melting, A is the absorptivity, P
the laser power, ↵ is the thermal di↵usivity and ds is the laser spot size.
This result agrees with the physical interpretation of the analyzed problem: material
cannot melt or vaporize unless the local enthalpy is high enough for phase change to occur
[46].
In a later work, King et al. [59] assumed that the condition for keyhole mode to occur is:
Tmax   Tb (2.20)
where Tmax is the melt pool peak temperature and Tb is the boiling temperature of mate-
rial.
By using Hann’s et al. definition and after some substitution and assumptions, the authors














where  is the thermal conductivity and Tm is the melting temperature. This keyhole











This formulation suggests that keyhole threshold is directly defined by laser power, scan
speed and spot size. However, Yang et al. [151] confirmed that also layer thickness has












which takes into account also the layer thickness t.









This modified threshold has been validated with single track experiments and authors
found an excellent agreement with experimental results for Ti6Al4V alloy. However, the
model developed by Yang et al. for predicting melting mode threshold has been exper-
imentally validated only for one material. Thus, further tests with di↵erent materials
should be done to ensure overall validity of the model.
According to King et al. [59] and Patel et al. [105], it cannot be expected that these
analytical models can accurately explain the complex physics of the process. As a matter
of fact, the oversimplification of layer thickness e↵ects, the assumption of temperature
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independent physical properties and various other assumptions related to SLM-machine
properties can contribute to the model uncertainty. Nevertheless, these models can be
helpful for narrowing down the initial selection of process parameters for new alloys or for




Preliminary Investigation on Small
Laser Spot Size
3.1 Introduction to process parameters optimization
Despite the obvious potential of SLM technology, process parameters optimization still
plays a very important role today. As reported in the previous chapter, various complex
phenomena can occur during the production and can lead to the formation of various





Among all, porosity is the main defect to avoid, as it harms the mechanical performance
of the components produced. As a matter of fact, unwanted porosity entails defects in
the workpiece microstructure and a↵ects both mechanical strength and fatigue behaviour.
The main causes of porosity are related to overheating phenomena (e.g. keyhole) and, on
the other hand, to lack of fusion (bad connection between tracks and/or layers).
Another issue that in general a↵ects SLM components are residual stresses. Indeed, it is
well known that the rapid heating and subsequent rapid cooling, due to the fast laser scan
during the process, entail high thermal gradients in the workpiece. Basically, when a new
layer is produced, its temperature is far above the underlying layers. Thus, the new layer
will first expand uniformly, and the cooler underlying part will restrict this expansion,
resulting in compressive stresses that act on it (see Figure 3.1a). When the laser stops to
scan, the new layer will cool down faster than the part below, resulting in the development
of tensile stresses in the new layer (see Figure 3.1b). The magnitude of these stresses is
typically high, and it can reach the yield strength of material, due to the elevated and
localized energy input provided by the laser [10]. This typically happens at high energy
density levels. Hence, the resulting high thermal gradients and the enormous cooling rates
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can lead to permanent warps, which can involve macroscopic geometrical defects.
In fact, high thermal stresses are the main cause of part geometry defects. However, it
can be also due to equipment issues (e.g. damaged coater, beam deflection not correctly
calibrated, etc.) or wrong design choices (e.g. insu cient support structures, wrong part
orientation, etc.).
Lastly, surface defects include all those defects that increase the surface roughness. In
Figure 3.1: Thermal stresses (a) when a new layer is produced and (b) when the new layer
cools down [10]; (c) thermal warping during SLM fabrication of an overhanging surface
[141].
agreement with Balbaa et al. [8], the main cause of surface defects is the formation of
periodic humps that are composed by adjacent scan tracks on the top surface. In practice,
large and well overlapped tracks lead to smoother surfaces, while thinner tracks and low
overlap rates entail higher roughness. Clearly, tracks shape is related to energy input, thus,
to process parameters. As a consequence, low roughness can be obtained at high energy
density levels, while high roughness is the result of low energy density applied during the
process.
Other factors that a↵ect the worsening of surface finish are tracks irregularities, balling
and humping phenomena, and the ejection of molten material (spatters) due to intense
convective flows and high recoil pressure. All these phenomena entail the formation of
pseudo-spherical signatures on the workpiece surface, which were named “globules” by
Lou et al. [82].
It can be noticed that every aforementioned defect is related to process parameters. There-
fore, to reduce the entity of these defects and to obtain high quality components, process
parameters optimization is of great importance.
Despite the large number of analytical and numerical approaches (simulating the SLM
process performance) that can be found in literature, the experimental approach is often
adopted to obtain reliable results.
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As regards the latter approach, three di↵erent variations can be found in the literature:
• 3D benchmarks experiments
• single tracks + 3D benchmarks experiments
• single tracks + multi-tracks + 3D benchmark experiments
The first variation is widely adopted as it is the simplest approach; some representative 3D
components are produced by varying the main process parameters, typically according to
a Design of Experiments. Through this method, an optimal parameter set can be surely
obtained. Nevertheless, it may not be the most e cient method in terms of material con-
sumption, as a large number of specimens has typically to be produced.
Another of the most used optimization approaches entails two experimental steps. The
first step consists in the production of a series of single tracks on top of a base plate by
applying for each track a combination of process parameters (according to a full-factorial
Design of Experiments). Tracks morphology is then analysed to restrict the parameters do-
main by avoiding anomalies, such as lack of fusion and keyhole. Thus, an optimal process
region (process window) is obtained and, some 3D benchmarks are accordingly fabricated
and analysed, identifying the optimal parameters set for 3D components production.
Although this method requires an additional step, it could be very convenient, as the
Figure 3.2: Schematic representation of single track, multi-tracks and 3D benchmark
production.
material consumption can be considerably reduced. As a matter of fact, single tracks
experiments require a very small amount of material and they reduce also the number of
3D samples to be produced in the next step. The third approach entails also an inter-
mediate step; the multi-track experiments. Basically, a single layer (multiple tracks) is
produced on a base plate, according to the process window previously defined by single
tracks experiments. Then, a new process window can be obtained through the analysis of
single layers and it can be subsequently adopted for 3D benchmarks production.
The latter method is not very common; however, it is theoretically the most complete
approach for process optimization.
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With regard to the process parameters investigated, laser power, scan speed and layer
thickness are typically analysed in each experimental phase involved, while hatch distance
(or overlap rate) and scan strategy are only studied in multi-track and/or 3D benchmarks
experiments.
It is worth recalling that laser spot size is often ignored and only few studies on this topic
can be found in the literature. However, Makoana et al. [88] studied the spot size e↵ect
by producing single tracks with two di↵erent LPBF systems that had di↵erent laser spot
diameters(80µm and 240µm). The authors found that track width was significantly re-
duced when the smallest spot diameter was applied.
This result entails a higher process resolution and therefore smaller and more accurate
geometrical details can be produced, as suggested by Chen et al. [21]. As a confirmation
of this, a novel SLM technology has been recently developed; the micro-SLM. This tech-
nique is similar to SLM technology; however, very small laser spot and ultra-fine powder
are involved in the process. These peculiarities result in a considerable increase in both
system complexity and costs. Further details on micro-SLM can be found in the review of
Nagarajan et al. [99]. It is worth reporting that no commercial machines have been found
at the moment.
In this work, starting from the idea that a smaller spot diameter involves a higher pro-
cess resolution, the conventional SLM process was investigated when the smallest available
laser spot diameter was applied. Thus, the aim was to investigate laser power and scan
speed e↵ects through single tracks experiments, in order to find the optimal process win-
dow for 50µm spot size.
In the following sections, the powder material and the SLM equipment is described, as
well as the methodology adopted for specimens production and analysis. Eventually, the
morphological and geometrical characterization of tracks, as well as their microstructure
and microhardness are discussed. It is worth reporting that the work described in this
chapter was published in the journal Data in Brief (Elsevier) [136].
3.2 Materials and Methods
The material chosen to carry out the experiments was the extra-low-interstitial grade
of Ti6Al4V alloy, as it is widely adopted in many strategic industrial sectors such as
aerospace, automotive, energy and biomedical. Most applications in these industrial fields
require very small and/or complex geometric features.
The characteristics of the Ti6Al4V powder applied in this research are given in Table 3.1
and in Figure 3.3. The powders were characterized by using a scanning electron microscope
(Zeiss Evo 40 ) equipped with an energy dispersive X-ray spectroscope (INCA X-sight).
The grains had a spherical shape (Figure 3.3a), with diameters ranging from 6.5µm to
80µm with a slight negative skewness. The median diameter value was 35.88µm, whereas
the 10th and 90th percentiles were 21.45µm and 52.19µm respectively, as illustrated in
Figure 3.3b. A sample of the powder was embedded in epoxy resin and underwent met-
allographic preparation in order to obtain a mirror like surface. Afterwards the specimen
was etched by applying Kroll’s reagent for 1min and then analysed by an Olympus SX-41
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Chemical element Al V Fe O C N H Ti
Ti6Al4V (% weight) 6.5 4.14 0.18 0.1 0.008 0.007 0.003 89.06
Table 3.1: Chemical composition of Ti6Al4V powder used for the experiments [136].
optical microscope in order to determine the microstructure of the powders. The mi-
crostructure was composed by Ti martensite, obtained by a rapid cooling of molten metal
during the production of the spheres (see Figure 3.3c).
Figure 3.3: Characterization of Ti6Al4V powder: (a) morphology inspected by SEM; (b)
particle size distribution; (c) metallographic analysis [136].
Parameters Ti6Al4V Baseplate Single Tracks Levels
Laser Power 225W 50÷ 400W 8
Scan Speed 1300mm/s 250÷ 2500mm/s 10
Spot Size 155µm 50µm 1
Layer Thickness 25µm 25µm 1
Overlap Rate 40% - -
Scan Strategy Islands - -
Table 3.2: Process parameters used for the production of baseplates and single tracks
[136].
The specimens were manufactured with a Concept Laser M2 Cusing machine equipped
with a 400 W single-mode CW ytterbium-doped fiber laser. The beam intensity had a
Gaussian distribution with the beam quality factor M2 = 1.08, and the emission wave-
length was 1067nm. The spot size was regulated to 50µm, according to the 1/e2 classical
definition that was also adopted by Xiang et al. [144]. The optical system of the machine
included a Scanlab intelliSCAN 30 two-axis scanning system and a Scanlab varioSCAN
40i dynamic focusing unit.
Both the laser power and the scan speed were varied in a wide range, as highlighted in the
design of experiments shown in Table 3.2. The layer thickness was 25µm throughout all
the experiments. All the single tracks were scanned in counterflow with respect to the pro-
tective gas flow. This choice was made in order to avoid the interaction between the laser
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beam and the process fumes, as well as to prevent the precipitation of slags on the material
to be processed. To mimic standard operating conditions, single tracks were printed on
the top surface of basic structures that were produced during the previous layers of the
same job. All the basic structures were printed by using the same parameters, and top
layer passes were set at an angle of 45  with respect to the track direction. The adoption
of such bases as single track substrates did considerably simplify the experimental activity
by concurrently better reproducing the real process conditions. Single tracks distribution
on such substrates is shown in Figure 3.4.
After platform removal the tracks were classified according to their morphology seen from
Figure 3.4: Design of experiments [136].
the top by using the same SEM/EDXS device adopted for powder characterization. After-
wards, all the specimens were cross sectioned by an abrasive refrigerated wheel, embedded
in epoxy resin and then ground and polished to obtain a mirror like surface. The last pol-
ishing step of the material was done by using colloidal silica. The sections were then etched
using Kroll’s reagent for 1min and then analysed by the optical microscope. Eventually,
the cross-section microstructure was examined as well as the presence of melting defects
(voids, gas porosity, and inclusions) in order to achieve a complete track characterization.
To determine the presence of Heat-A↵ected Zones in the proximity of the scan track, or
of di↵erent microstructures between the base and the scan track, a Vickers microhardness
profile (load of 0.05kgf for 15s) across the scanned track was acquired starting at a depth
of 50µm with respect to the base top surface.
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Figure 3.5: Schematic representation of single track scanning operation [136].
3.3 Results and Discussion
3.3.1 Morphological classification
Single tracks were firstly analysed to determine their morphology, and then metallographic
analysis and dimensional measurements of their cross sections were carried out. Single
track scanning is schematically illustrated in Figure 3.5. An example of single track top
and cross section views is given in Figure 3.6, where most of the typical defects a↵ecting
track morphology are visible.
As can be seen from Figure 3.7a, di↵erent kinds of single track morphology were obtained.
Specifically, the tracks were classified into five distinct categories according to their mor-
phology, as follows:
• Strongly discontinuous (I): the track was absent or only some isolated solidified
drops caused by the balling phenomenon were found;
• Discontinuous (II): a partial track formation was achieved owing to a slightly
higher energy density;
• Continuous but irregular (III): substrate alteration was continuous; however,
the resulting track was strongly jagged. Moreover, at low laser power levels, many
partially melted particles were found near the track;
• Regular and thin (IV): the track was continuous and predominantly regular.
Track width was about twice the laser spot diameter. A high-power level combined
with medium-to-low scanning speeds promoted a stable melt pool;
• Regular and thick (V): the track was continuous and regular like in the previous
case; however, its width was higher and its depth was much deeper because of the
higher energy density. Tracks were a↵ected by the typical keyhole porosity owing to
excessive material evaporation. The e↵ects of flows inside the melt pool can been
seen in the top views.
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Figure 3.6: (a) Top view of a single track with typical defects and (b) cross section
measurements, where the Heat A↵ected Zone is also visible [136].
Figure 3.7: (a) Examples of top and cross-section views of representative single tracks and
(b) process map obtained [136].
The process map obtained is reported in Figure 3.7b. As done in recent research
works [75], single track results can be roughly classified by using the linear energy density
(EDL = P/v).
From the results presented in Figure 3.7b, no track or a strongly discontinuous track was
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formed (categories I and II) when EDL was less than 0.05J/mm owing to the insu cient
amount of energy transferred to the powder and to the balling phenomenon. For EDL
levels in the range between 0.10J/mm and 0.20J/mm (category III), several morphological
defects were found, as shown in Figure 3.6a. Specifically, single tracks of category III were
a↵ected by irregularities and necking. Partially melted powders together with spatter
generation were also observed under these conditions. On the other hand, continuous
and regular shapes can be observed for EDL values between 0.20J/mm and 0.40J/mm,
whereas above 0.40J/mm a substantial evaporation of materials takes place. This enhances
the energy absorption of the laser source, thus causing an excessive track penetration. In
addition, vapor cavity collapses during the cooling phase and typical keyhole voids can be
seen in the cross-section views. This gives rise to single tracks of category V. From the top
views, the only visible di↵erence between category IV and category V is the considerably
greater thickness of the tracks belonging to the latter category.
In short, the best single tracks were found when 0.20  EDL  0.40J/mm. However, this
window does not ensure an adequate 3D printing of bulk parts because of the expected
heat accumulation e↵ects in the presence of multi-track and multi-layer configuration [28].
Process parameters corresponding to lower energy densities – from 0.1 to 0.2J/mm –
should be considered as the best candidates for a successful 3D printing.
Figure 3.8: Box plot of the (a, b) width, (c, d) depth, (e, f) height, and (g, h) contact
angle of the track at di↵erent laser power and scanning speed levels [136].
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3.3.2 Track Geometry Measurements
From the analysis of SEM images, the following characteristics were determined: the
track width W , height H, depth D and contact angle ✓ were evaluated and are defined
in Figure 3.6b. Statistical boxplots showing the behaviour of the observed quantities are
reported in Figure 3.8. The analysis of variance was carried out in order to determine the
most important dependencies between the observed variables and the process parameters.
Eventually, the interpolating models represented in Figure 3.9 were determined through
the stepwise regression algorithm that was executed both in natural and logarithmic scale.
The results from the analysis of variance and from linear regression are reported in Table
3.3.
Figure 3.9: (a) Width, (b) depth, (c) height, and (d) contact angle of the single tracks.
The scan speed axis is oriented from right to left [136].
3.3.3 Microstructure
Metallographic analysis was also carried out in order to achieve a complete physical char-
acterization of the single tracks and of the underlying substrate. As it is visible in Figure
3.6b, the microstructure was fully composed of Ti martensite. This indicates that the
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Geometric feature ANOVA (p-value) Model R2 µ✏ [%]  ✏ [%]
P [W] v [mm/s]
Track width 7.59e-15 1.95e-32 645P 0.2v 0.4 0.90 9 11.4
Track depth 2.29e-11 1.91e-14 120.3P 1.3v 1 0.94 18 31.9
Track height 0.071 0.3296 26.7 + 7.2 · 10 2P 0.13 38.8 50.3
Contact angle 0.4455 0.0004 126.8 + 8.14 · 10 6v2 0.20 18.2 22.4
Table 3.3: Analysis of variance and interpolating models of the geometric features. µ" and
 " are the systematic and random relative errors, respectively [136].
material underwent high cooling rates during and after the solidification. The formation
of martensite was likely due to the high di↵erence between the volume of the single track
and the volume of the base that was already solidified when the single track study was car-
ried out. The microstructure did not depend on the process parameters, and no secondary
phases generated by the reheating of the material were detected in the Heat-A↵ected Zones.
Figure 3.10: Microhardness trend with respect to (a) laser power, (b) scanning speed, and
(c) measurement location [136].
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3.3.4 Microhardness
The microhardness analysis was carried out by considering only the samples obtained with
a laser power of 200W , 300W and 350W with a scanning speed of 250mm/s, 500mm/s
and 750mm/s. For each of these combinations, microhardness was inspected every 50µm
along the horizontal axis as shown in Figure 3.10c. The hardness profiles were in agreement
with the microstructure of the scan track. No appreciable di↵erences in hardness values
were found. The mean hardness corresponded to a Ti martensite phase.
3.3.5 Final Remarks
In this work, an experimental study on the SLM process of Ti6Al4V powder when using
50µm laser spot diameter was carried out. For this purpose, the e↵ects of both laser power
and scan speed on single tracks formation were investigated, according to a full-factorial
Design of Experiments.
A complete characterization of single tracks was carried out in order to establish the opti-
mal process window, develop statistical models on track geometrical features and evaluate
the microstructural characteristics of the specimens produced.
Lastly, a preliminary 3D benchmark production was carried out in order to verify the
enhancement of process resolution due to the adoption of 50µm spot parameter set. In
Figure 3.11: Lateral face topographies of lattice structures produced with two di↵erent
process parameter sets.
accordance with Di et al. [28] work, which studied the heat accumulation e↵ect due to
multi-track and multi-layer production, the optimal parameter set was chosen in the up-
per left region above the category IV region (referring to (P, v) plane). In particular,
the adopted laser power and scan speed were 150W and 1500mm/s, respectively. Thus,
two 3D benchmarks were produced in order to compare standard parameters (reported in
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Table 3.2) with 50µm spot parameters. The benchmark geometry chosen was a Face and
Boundary Centred Cube with vertical struts (FBCCz) lattice structure and the nominal
beam diameter was dnominal = 0.5mm.
After samples production, the surface topography of a lateral face of the structures was
acquired through a 3D optical profiler (which will be described in the following chapter).
Ten beam diameter measurements were then carried out for each lattice structure pro-
duced. Subsequently, the mean diameter (dmean), the mean absolute error (Emean), the
standard deviation of the absolute error ( E) and the mean relative error (✏mean) were
computed. As can be seen from the results reported in Figure 3.11, the reduction in spot
diameter from 155 to 50µm led to an increase of 22% in dimensional accuracy. This con-
firmed that small spot size parameters are suitable for the production of more accurate
lattice structures. Therefore, further investigations into the spot size e↵ect could be of
great interest, as it would allow the development of production strategies that adapt the




New Methodology for Process
Parameters Optimization
4.1 Introduction
Figure 4.1: Quality descriptors for 3D benchmarks found in the literature.
Nowadays, there are various process parameters optimization methodologies available
in the literature. As reported in the previous chapter, these can be divided into analytical,
numerical or empirical approaches. Since this work deals with an empirical method, only
approaches based on experimental testing will be discussed.
With respect to this type of methodologies, in Table 4.1 are reported various studies found
in the literature, which were published in the last three years. Summarizing Table 4.1,
the most adopted optimization method consists directly in the production and evaluation
of 3D benchmarks. The second most commonly used method entails the analysis of both
single tracks and 3D benchmarks.
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[34] 2018 x x Alumina x x x x x
[45] 2018 x AlSi10Mg x x x x x
[62] 2018 x Inconel 625 x x x x x
[64] 2018 x x x Ti-18Zr-14Nb x x x x x x x
[102] 2018 x x x AlCuMg x x x x x
[119] 2018 x x Ti6Al4V x x x x x
[120] 2018 x x Ti6Al4V x x x x
[144] 2018 x x Ti6Al4V x x x
[3] 2019 x x STS 630 x x
[13] 2019 x x AlSi10Mg+4Cu x x x x x x
[52] 2019 x W-7Ni-3Fe x x x
[72] 2019 x x Sc- & Zr- 7075 Al x x x x x x
[80] 2019 x x x x SS 316L x x x x
[104] 2019 x x Cu7.2Ni1.8Si1Cr x x x x x
[127] 2019 x NiTi x x x x
[145] 2019 x x Ag x x x x x
[150] 2019 x Invar 36, SS316L x x x x
[154] 2019 x x AlSi10Mg x x x
[8] 2020 x x Inconel 718 x x x x x x
[32] 2020 x SS 316L x
[40] 2020 x x Ti6Al4V x x x
[44] 2020 x Inconel 738LC x x x x x x x x
[57] 2020 x NiTi x x x
[78] 2020 x FeCoCrNi x x x
[132] 2020 x CoCr x x x x
[137] 2020 x x x Ti6Al4V+3Cu x x x x x
[142] 2020 x ODSN x x
Table 4.1: State-of-the-Art summary table of methodologies for process parameters opti-
mization. The main quality descriptors adopted in each work are reported.
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It is worth noting that multi-track experiments (that are a single layer or multi-layer
single tracks) are not very common.
Regarding materials, Ti6Al4V is still the most investigated one, followed by SS 316L and
AlSi10Mg. However, the current trend is to investigate new materials and new alloys that
were not available before for this technology.
By analysing literature works, 13 quality descriptors were defined (see Table 4.1).
In studies that include single track analysis, the most investigated ones were track ge-
ometry and melt pool flow phenomena. In particular, track width and track depth were
the most measured features, while balling and keyhole phenomena were mainly recognized.
Through the observation of various process signatures on track morphology, a process map
is often defined. However, no standardized methodology was found, and each author de-
fined their own method, based on their expertise. Furthermore, the bibliographic research
has highlighted that height profile of single tracks has not been investigated with the aim
of process parameters optimization.
In studies that include simulation, heat transfer mechanisms and thermal modelling of the
process were considered, thus the temperature distribution and the thermal history were
studied.
As can be seen from Figure 4.1, the most adopted quality descriptors for 3D benchmarks
were relative density, surface roughness, tensile properties, micro-hardness and microstruc-
ture, while individual topographic features, residual stresses, dimensional accuracy and
build time were less investigated.
It is worth noting that no literature work has been found in which the surface waviness
has been taken into account for process parameters optimization. As a matter of fact, the
review performed by Townsend et al. [133] on surface texture metrology for metal AM
confirmed that surface texture characterisation is mostly based on computing ISO 4287
texture parameters on profiles and Ra parameter is by far the most widely adopted.
In a more recent work, even Lou et al. [82] noticed from their state-of-the-art summary
that the majority of published works on PBF processes characterize the surface following
the traditional routes (i.e. Ra or Sa parameters are considered), without giving special
consideration on the unique characteristics of PBF surfaces. In addition, the authors
proposed a novel surface characterization framework based on automatic extraction of
individual topographic features. A similar approach was developed also by Senin et al.
[118]. Nevertheless, there are no scientific works that apply these novel characterization
techniques on process parameters optimization.
With respect to the main process parameters investigated and the size of the DoE adopted,
the same considerations can be made as in Chapter 3.
From the state-of-the-art and from the work described in Chapter 3, a range of critical-
ities of current available process optimization methodologies were found, which can be
summarized as follows:
• Single tracks analysis gives very useful information; however, most authors prefer
directly analyse 3D benchmarks. This is probably due to the long time needed for
single tracks inspection, especially for cross sections;
• There is a lack of objective quality descriptors for single tracks analysis (tracks
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characterisation is based on author’s expertise);
• Surface characterization of 3D Benchmarks is almost based on roughness measure-
ments, without considering other specific quality descriptors;
• In general, there is a lack of standard methodologies for process parameters opti-
mization.
In this work, a novel process parameters optimization technique will be proposed in order
to overcome to some extent the aforementioned critical issues. In particular, the aim is to
develop an automatic, reliable and objective methodology for process optimization based
on optical metrology. Basically, the methodology consists of single tracks analysis and
subsequent 3D benchmarks characterization. However, an original algorithmic approach
based on optical metrology data has been developed for both single tracks and 3D bench-
marks surface characterization. This allows to automatize to some extent the data analysis
phase, defining new descriptors that make the methodology reliable and objective.
Due to its quickness, various process parameters can be analysed in a wide range, and one
or more optimal parameter sets can be defined. This is particularly useful for strategies
that adapt parameters to part-geometry, such as adaptive slicing, hull and core strategies
(or similar) and multi-laser production, which require more than one process parameter
set.
4.2 Equipment - Optical Profilometry
The investigation of SLM process output through surface characterization plays an impor-
tant role in the presented methodology. Therefore, it is worth introducing some available
measurement techniques for this purpose.
The most prevalent imaging methods for areal topography measurements are Imaging
Confocal Microscopy (ICM), Focus Variation (FV) and Coherence Scanning Interferome-
try (CSI) [69, 92]. Although these techniques have distinct features and di↵erent operating
logics, all three technologies can work in the same machine (with appropriate adjustments).
As a matter of fact, the 3D optical profiler used in this work, the Sensofar S neox Five
Axis [94], allows to operate with all aforementioned techniques by easily applying di↵erent
software and hardware settings. The optical schematics of S neox can be seen in Figure
4.2 (b).
The main peculiarity of this microscope is the Digital Micro-mirror Device (DMD), also
called reflective microdisplay (see Figure 4.3). The device consists of an array of micro-
mirrors, each of which has only two possible states: switched on (behaving as reflective)
and switched o↵ (no light is reflected). Basically, when the light source is collimated and
directed onto the microdisplay, various illumination patterns can be obtained by switch-
ing on a set of micro-mirrors with di↵erent logics. Passing through the optical path, the
light subsequently illuminates a portion of the workpiece surface and the light reflected or
scattered from the latter is imaged back to the camera (detector), which records a signal
for each pixel [92].
In addition, to acquire the whole surface topography, the objective has to be linearly
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.2: (a) Sensofar S neox Five Axis; (b) Optical schematics of a microdisplay scan
confocal microscope [92].
Figure 4.3: Digital Micro-mirror Device [87].
moved along the optical axis (Z axis stage) through a vertical scanning system. This
allows the focal plane to cross the vertical range from below to above the surface. If the
latter is larger than a field of view (FoV), the workpiece has also to be moved with X
and Y axis stages and more scanning operations are required to obtain the entire surface
topography. The S neox used in this work has also the 4th and the 5th axis, allowing
more complex positioning of the workpiece. However, these additional axis were not used
in the presented methodology.
In conclusion, depending on the logic adopted by the microdisplay to reflect light, on the
camera recording mode and according to the type of objective mounted, the S neox can
switch from a measurement technique to another. The following will briefly describe the
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functional operation of each technique, highlighting their pros and cons.
4.2.1 Imaging Confocal Microscopy
Figure 4.4: Example of confocal microscopy image of an SLMed surface, where the slits
pattern can be seen.
Sensofar S neox is in all respects a confocal microscope. As a matter of fact, if only
one micro-mirror is switched on, the light source illuminates only a single point of the
workpiece surface. So, if the light reflected or scattered from the latter is recorded by only
one pixel of the camera, optical sectioning light rejection can be achieved. In this configu-
ration, the machine actually behaves as a classical confocal microscope; the microdisplay
represents the illumination pinhole and the camera behaves as a confocal aperture pinhole
and detector simultaneously [92].
However, point by point scanning (such as laser scanning microscopes) is very slow and
typically other faster scanning strategies are applied. Basically, to obtain an optically
sectioned image, the illuminated regions on the workpiece have to be restricted by a struc-
tured illumination pattern and the reflected or backscattered light has to be detected by
a second pattern, identical to the illumination one. The detection pattern blocks the light
that comes from surface regions out of the focal plane [69]. So, by moving the objective
along the optical axis, the camera records only the points belonging to the focal plane at
each Z stage step. The final result is an image representing the entire surface topography
of the scanned workpiece.
Structured illumination and detection patterns can be a set of equally distributed pixels,
slits or any other pattern that restricts the amount of illumination (S neox uses slits).
Concerning the objective, this technique requires an episcopic objective (EPI - light travels
through the objective twice) with very low depth of field. The achievable height resolution
is dependent on numerical aperture (NA), thus on magnification. At the highest NA in air
(0.95), the height resolution is about 1 nm and the highest measurable local slope is about
72  [92]. However, the higher the NA (higher magnification), the smaller the working
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distance and the FoV. Thus, with high magnification objectives, only flat components can
be scanned, and measurements can take long time. On the contrary, with low magnifi-
cation (low NA) objectives, the working distance and FoV become greater and also the
shape of quite rough components can be measured, however loosing height resolution and
measurable local slope angle. In practice, confocal technique is the middle way between
the technologies considered.
4.2.2 Focus Variation
Figure 4.5: Schematic diagram of the focus variation technology [100].
Focus variation works with brightfield images, which can be obtained by switching on
all micro-mirrors of the microdisplay and recording a simple image with the camera.
This technique is another way to take advantage from low depth of field objectives and
vertical scanning. Indeed, confocal microscopy and focus variation can be applied with
the same type of objectives.
The basic operation of focus variation starts by recording a sequence of images while the
optics is vertically moved along the optical axis. The result is a stack of brightfield images
(vertical image stack). Subsequently, the local contrast of each pixel within an image
is measured by algorithmically combining information about the surrounding bright and
dark pixels (this results in a lateral resolution that is less than the pixel size). The pro-
cedure is repeated for the same pixel in all the images of the vertical stack (see Figure
4.5). After these computations, a contrast curve is available for each pixel, spanning the
whole set of vertically stacked images. Finally, the z location of each pixel is computed
by an algorithm that determines the maximum contrast value for each curve [100]. In
other words, the final image is composed by pixels that have the maximum contrast value,
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which means that all saved pixels are exactly in focus position.
Height resolution is di cult to establish for this technique, since it depends on various
factors, such as texture contrast, applied algorithms, numerical aperture and light wave-
length.
From the practical point of view, surfaces with no evident texture (smooth surfaces) cannot
be measured, as no focus position can be retrieved [92]. To try to overcome this problem,
wavelength or magnification (thus NA) can be changed: an optically smooth surface may
appear optically rough when wavelength or magnification is reduced.
On the contrary, the main advantage of focus variation lies in the ability to measure high
local slopes and in its rapidity. As a matter of fact, this technique is most typically used
with low magnification objectives for shape and form acquisition of components with rough
surfaces (thus it is highly suitable for metal AM components). Roughness measurements
can also be performed as long as the analysed surface has high values of Ra (or Sa).
4.2.3 Coherence Scanning Interferometry
Figure 4.6: Images of interference fringes on a curved surface with low coherence illumi-
nation [69].
Coherent scanning interferometry uses a broadband light (white light) as illumination
source, since the broadening of the spectral emission reduces its coherence length. Indeed,
this method is also denoted as low coherence interferometry or white light interferometry
[110].
The typical imaging system is analogous to that of a confocal microscope except for a
modification in the optical path. As a matter of fact, to use interferometry with the
Sensofar microscope, all micro-mirrors have to be switched on and a special objective has
to be mounted: a two-beam interference objective. This kind of optical system allows to
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divide the incoming coherent light into two beams of equal intensity, directing one beam
onto a reference mirror and the other onto the workpiece. Both light waves are then
reflected and directed to the detector. Their combination produces interference fringes,
which permit to measure the optical path di↵erence.
The height information is obtained by stepwise moving of the objective (vertical scanning)
and taking an image at each step. The final surface image results from combination of the
single step images.
More in detail, during scanning operation, the camera records intensity data for each
pixel in successive camera frames. The intensity measured at one pixel results in a curve
as it is displayed in Figure 4.7. The intensity correlogram consists of a periodic signal
modulated by a Gaussian envelope and it can be used to find the best focus position for
each pixel through an algorithm. Basically, surface heights are deduced by noting where
the interference e↵ect is stronger.
Figure 4.7: CSI signal for a single pixel showing the modulation envelope [69].
The achievable height resolution is about 0.1 nm regardless of magnification of the
objective; hence this technique is the highest precision measuring technology considered.
In practice, CSI allows to have a fine autofocus at every point of field of view and suppres-
sion of spurious interference from scattered light (very low noise). Nevertheless, the main
drawbacks of this technique are the impossibility of measuring optically smooth surfaces
with relatively high local slopes and, its slowness [92].
4.3 General Methodology
This section will provide an overview of the general methodology, summarizing all the
steps required to achieve process parameters optimization. The first five steps can be
included to single tracks analysis, while the other steps can be related to 3D benchmarks
characterization. For each macro group, an entire chapter will be devoted later, in order
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to explain in detail all stages necessary to achieve the final goal.
STEP 1 - Single Tracks Production
The methodology starts with the production of a series of single tracks, according to a
full factorial DoE. Single scan lines have to be produced by varying the main process
parameters. Typically, laser power and scan speed are investigated at this step. However,
due to rapidity of analysis steps, also laser spot size and/or layer thickness can be included
in the DoE. For the sake of simplicity, only spot size has been considered in this work.
Since single tracks production requires a small amount of material, it is also convenient
to consider a large range of process parameters levels in order to analyse a process map
as wide as possible. This will not significantly a↵ect cost and time of production.
STEP 2 - Surface Topography Acquisition of Single Tracks
After samples production, single tracks top surface can be acquired by an optical metrology
technique. For this purpose, coherence scanning interferometry is preferred, because of its
high precision and because it requires less processing steps during results analysis (noise
is practically absent). In addition, the equipment used for samples scanning allows to
acquire the whole topography of each single track in an automated way. As a matter of
fact, it is possible to take a reference position at the beginning of the first scanned track
and, by knowing the (x,y) coordinates of each scanned track, a grid scan strategy can be
applied for the automatic acquisition of all tracks topographies. Since the working area of
the optical profiler is limited, single tracks should be produced on a small build platform
or on SLMed plates that has to be later removed from platform and held together with a
customized samples holder (3D printed).
The output of scanning operation is a point cloud that represents the (x,y,z) coordinates
of the acquired surface, which is composed of single track surface and a portion of the
substrate where the single track was produced.
STEP 3 - Single Tracks Recognition
Once all point clouds of each single track are automatically acquired, it is possible to
perform a first classification step. Through a statistical distribution analysis of points
that compose a single point cloud, it is possible to automatically recognize the presence
of a single track (segmentation algorithm). By doing so, point clouds are divided in two
categories: point clouds that include a single track and point clouds that include only the
substrate (no single track is recognized).
This step is completely automatic and it is performed by using MATLAB programming
platform.
STEP 4 - Single Tracks Classification
For this second classification step, only point clouds that include a single track are consid-
ered. Firstly, a more accurate segmentation algorithm is used for single track detection.
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Afterwards, single tracks can be divided into two categories: continuous and discontinuous
tracks. The track continuity (i.e. the stability) is determined by a novel descriptor, which
is based on spectrum analysis of track profile. Basically, this step separates tracks with
evident balling or humping phenomena from continuous and smooth ones. The whole clas-
sification procedure has been developed with MATLAB and it is completely automated.
It is also worth noting that by detecting the points belonging to a single track, it is possible
to automatically measure track width, which is essential for hatch distance selection in 3D
benchmarks production.
STEP 5 - Process Window
The two-steps classification algorithm allows to define a process map in the (P, v) plane
(for each level of spot size), in which three categories can be defined: insu cient energy
density, continuous and discontinuous tracks. In addition, two curves can be computed:
the single track melting e ciency curve and the critical scan speed curve (vcr = vcr(P )).
The first curve defines an energy density limit below which no single tracks are formed
(separation between point clouds that include a single track and point clouds in which no
track is recognized), while the second curve defines a scan speed limit above which track
stability is compromised. The latter is the most interesting curve, as it can be used to
define the process window for later 3D benchmarks experiments. As a matter of fact, by
defining the process window in the neighbourhood of the maximum value of critical speed
curve, it is possible to:
• maximize productivity, as the maximum of the critical speed curve represents the
maximum scan speed for which a stable track is obtained; hence a good quality 3D
component is likely to be produced in this process condition;
• be as far away from the keyhole as possible, thus also avoiding the need of cross
section analysis.
Therefore, a small DoE centred at the maximum of the critical speed curve can be defined
for next production step.
STEP 6 - 3D Benchmarks Production
After the definition of the process window for single tracks, it is necessary to compute
hatch distance through track width measurements while preserving a fixed overlap rate.
At this step, also the scan strategy has to be chosen in order to set all main process
parameters for production of 3D components. For the sake of simplicity, overlap rate
and scan strategy have not been investigated in this work. However, this methodology is
suitable also for further investigation on these two parameters.
It is also worth noting that the process window defined for single tracks drastically reduces
the process region to be investigated.
Consequently, a DoE of 3D benchmarks with 3 levels of power and 3 levels of speed
(centred at the maximum of critical speed curve) can be produced for each level of spot
size and/or layer thickness taken into account. A three-dimensional cube of side 8 mm
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has been chosen as benchmark geometry, as it is the simplest and the most common shape
used for process optimization.
Figure 4.8: Flowchart of the proposed methodology.
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STEP 7 - Surface Topography Acquisition of Benchmarks
The cubes produced have then to be removed from the build platform and collected in
specific holders for subsequent surface measurements. The cube-holders (3D printed) are
required for a precise positioning of samples below the 3D profiler objective. As for single
tracks measurements, by taking a reference position at the first cube and by knowing the
(x,y) coordinates of the other samples, it is possible to automate the acquisition of the
surface topography of each cube. However, with respect to single tracks, cubes surface is
significantly greater and acquisition with interferometry would take a long time.
Therefore, focus variation technique is preferable, as it is the fastest available methodology
and roughness of SLMed surfaces is enough high for a good topography acquisition.
The output of scanning operation is a point cloud that represents only the top surface of
the cube sample, since it will give enough information for process parameters selection at
this optimization step.
STEP 8 - Benchmarks Characterization
From the generated point clouds, it is possible to extract profiles for roughness analysis
and consider the whole surface for areal topography characterization. With respect to the
latter, a novel descriptor has been defined and an automated procedure has been devel-
oped in MATLAB environment.
Density measurements must also be carried out, since relative density is a descriptor of
mechanical performance of produced parts (low porosity means high mechanical perfor-
mance). For density measurements, Archimedes method is recommended, as it is rapid,
non-destructive, and gives su ciently accurate data.
Eventually, through roughness profiles, areal topography characterization and density mea-
surements, it is possible to compute a series of quality descriptors.
STEP 9 - Optimal Parameter Sets
Once defined the quality descriptors, dimensionless values are computed for each descrip-
tor in order to sum the results and obtain a final descriptor that takes into account all
investigated aspects. The benchmark with higher value of this final quality parameter
represents the optimal parameter set.
This procedure has to be done for each level of layer thickness or spot size, in order to de-
fine the various optimal parameter sets needed for the target adaptive production strategy
(e.g. skin and core or adaptive slicing strategy).
4.4 Design of Experiments
In this work, a design of experiments approach has been applied for the production of both
single tracks and 3D benchmarks. The factors investigated were laser power, scan speed
and laser spot size, while the other process parameters were kept constant. In particular,
layer thickness was set to 25µm, the gas flow was against the scanning direction and no
build platform pre-heating was performed. The same experimental approach was applied
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Chemical element Fe Cr Ni Mo Mn Si P C S
316L stainless steel (% weight) Rest 17,7 12,6 2,35 1,14 0,61 <0,045 0,025 0,004
Table 4.2: Chemical composition of SS316L used for the experiments.
for two di↵erent materials: Ti6Al4V and SS316L.
These two materials are widely applied in SLM production and were chosen to validate
the proposed method. As a matter of fact, it will then be possible to compare the results
of the methodology with the process parameters used by the machine manufacturer.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.9: (a) Particle size distribution and (b) SEM image of SS316L powder.
Titanium powder was identical to that used in experiments described in Chapter 3,
while stainless steel powder characteristics are given in Table 4.2 and Figure 4.9. Even
stainless steel powder was analysed by the scanning electron microscope – SEM Zeiss
Evo 40 equipped with EDXS INCA X-sight. Thus, a sample of powder was embedded in
epoxy resin and underwent lapping and etching for optical metallographic inspection, as
shown in Figure 4.9 b). It can be noticed that particles had a spherical shape (typical of
gas-atomized powder) with diameters at 10th and 90th percentile equal to 18.169µm and
45.436µm, respectively. The 50th percentile diameter was 28.719µm. All specimens were
manufactured with the Concept Laser M2 Cusing machine, equipped with a 400W single-
mode ytterbium-doped laser (1067nm wavelength) and a varioSCAN dynamic focusing
unit (spot size range was 50÷ 500µm).
4.4.1 Single Tracks DoE
With respect to single tracks experiments, a full factorial DoE with 3 factors has been
carried out. In particular, eight levels of laser power (50÷ 400W ), ten levels of scan speed
(250 ÷ 2500 mm/s) and three levels of laser spot size (50 ÷ 250µm) were investigated.
Therefore, 240 specimens were fabricated for each material (480 total samples). Details
of DoE are summarized in Table 4.3.
Referring to the DoE ranges, the P -range was defined as large as possible, while an upper
limit was set for the v-range. As a matter of fact, the maximum speed that can be set in
the M2 Cusing is 7500mm/s. However, this value is very high and no literature work was
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Parameters Ti6Al4V Baseplate SS316L Baseplate Single Tracks Levels
Laser Power 225W 180W 50÷ 400W 8
Scan Speed 1300mm/s 600mm/s 250÷ 2500mm/s 10
Spot Size 155µm 120µm 50÷ 250µm 3
Layer Thickness 25µm 25µm 25µm 1
Overlap Rate 40% 30% - -
Scan Strategy Islands Islands - -
Table 4.3: Process parameters used for the production of baseplates and single tracks.
found in which an optimum scan speed has reached such a high value. Thus, considering
both literature works and Concept Laser parameters for various materials, it was chosen
an upper limit of 2500mm/s, which is 1000mm/s above the standard parameters with
higher speed provided by the machine manufacturer. The step sizes, on the other hand,
were chosen in order to limit the number of experiments to a reasonable, albeit high, value.
It is worth reporting that the choice of a full factorial DoE is due to the need to validate
the methodology. Indeed, the performance evaluation of the algorithmic framework that
will be discussed in next chapter requires as much data as possible and, every operating
condition must be tested. Furthermore, the adoption of a full factorial DoE will also allow
to compute some experimental curves, such as the melting e ciency curve and the critical
speed curve, that otherwise would not be possible to identify.
It is also worth recalling that single scan lines were produced on the top surface of
Figure 4.10: Single tracks layout on build platform. Light-blue labels are the identification
marks of the baseplates.
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rectangular baseplates that were 3D printed during the previous layers of the same job. All
baseplates were fabricated using default parameters and island scan strategy was applied.
Hence, scan lines that make up the top layer of baseplates were printed at an angle of 45
degrees with respect to single tracks.
The reason behind this design choice lies in various advantages that baseplates printed
together with the single track specimens entail:
• the layer thickness can reasonably be assumed to have the desired value. As a matter
of fact, the layer thickness reaches a stable value after the production of first layers;
• the substrate surface is as similar as possible to that obtained in operating conditions.
Thus, the laid powder bed would have more representative characteristics;
• the substrate temperature is higher than room temperature. This allows to some
extent to compensate for the heat accumulation e↵ect due to multi-layer production,
which would not happen in the case of tracks produced directly on build platform.
These statements were confirmed to some extent by Mishra et al. [98]. As a matter
of fact, the authors studied the e↵ect of surface morphology on the melt pool geometry
in single tracks production. Basically, three types of substrates were used in a single
tracks study, keeping constant the process parameters (except laser power): polished, shot
blasted and laser deposited substrates were investigated. The authors found that the track
geometry features (width and height) can vary up to 30% when di↵erent substrates are ap-
plied. Moreover, the same authors did also suggest that laser deposited substrates should
be generally preferred for single track analysis, since they better represent the substrate
characteristics under real operative conditions; the process typically takes place on a laser
deposited surface for almost the entire production time. Thus, more reliable results will
be obtained, especially for track width measurements, which are crucial for hatch distance
selection and the suppression of porosity due to bad connection between tracks.
Nevertheless, it is worth noting that the adoption of SLMed substrates implies the need
to have default parameters for their production. This could be a limit for the presented
methodology, since it is not possible to apply this experimental approach in case of new
materials development. However, further investigations on the e↵ect of the substrate to-
pography could be performed, in order to find some kind of correction factor that takes
into account the di↵erences between substrates applied in single tracks studies.
From the algorithmic point of view, track recognition on a polished (or shot blasted) sub-
strate would be easier (the substrate would be almost flat); therefore, excellent results are
expected in this case.
The layout of the specimens produced can be seen in Figure 4.11, where it can be noted
that ten single tracks per baseplate have been placed, maintaining a distance of 3 mm from
each other and from the edges of the single baseplate. Overall, 24 baseplates were included
for each build job, in groups of 8 for each spot size level. This means that the samples
needed for the investigation of one material were all fabricated in the same build platform.
As can be seen from Figure 4.10 and Figure 4.11, an intuitive spatial distribution was
applied, as samples number was quite high and, by doing so, the risk of errors during
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the analysis has been suppressed. However, location e↵ects and gas flow consequences
could be expected. Therefore, spatial randomization will be a point of interest for future
development of the methodology.
Figure 4.11: Single tracks DoE for one level of laser spot size.
4.4.2 3D Benchmarks DoE
Even the DoE used for 3D benchmarks characterization includes 3 factors: laser power,
scan speed and laser spot size. The experiment size needed in this step is small: a factorial
design with 3 levels for each factor is su cient (3 ⇥ 3 ⇥ 3 = 27 samples). Nevertheless,
some extra levels for laser power and scan speed were added to the experiment in order
to better validate the methodology.
In practice, 36 samples were fabricated for each material investigated (72 total samples).
While the levels of laser spot size were the same of single tracks DoE, the selection of laser
power levels and scan speed levels was more articulated. As a matter of fact, for each
material, 3 di↵erent process maps were obtained from single tracks analysis: one (P, v)
map for each spot size level. In every map, a critical speed curve was defined and the
ideal 3⇥ 3 (P, v) DoE was centered at the maximum of the aforementioned curve. Hence,
di↵erent laser power and scan speed values have been taken into account for each spot size
level.
For the sake of clarity, the DoE of every spot level can be seen in Figure 4.13 and Table
4.4 for Ti6Al4V, while the ones for SS316L are reported in Figure 4.14 and Table 4.5. As
can be seen in Figure 4.12b, the main factorial design is basically composed by a 3x3 full
factorial design and by 3 axial runs. These additional points will be used to ensure that
the optimum processing condition is inside the core DoE.
It is also worth noting that only 18 samples were positioned on each build platform; hence,
two build platforms were needed for each of the investigated materials (Job 1 and Job 2).
Indeed, by placing the samples along a negative slope diagonal line (see Figure 4.12 a),
the maximum number of sample for build platform is limited. However, by doing so, each
cube will be singularly engaged by a portion of the coater blade and interaction between
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(a)
(b)
Figure 4.12: (a) 3D benchmarks layout on build platform; (b) Factorial design applied for
each spot level.
samples during the powder spreading phase will be avoided. As a matter of fact, if a cube
damages the coater blade, the other samples will not be a↵ected by that damage and a
good powder spreading will be guaranteed.
After production, all samples were removed from build platform and no thermal treatment
was performed. Afterwards, support structures were manually removed from samples and
each 3D benchmark was collected in a special holder for subsequent analysis.
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Ti6Al4V
Parameters Spot 50µm Spot 150µm Spot 250µm Levels
Laser Power 100÷ 300W 100÷ 300W 150÷ 350W 3+2
Scan Speed 1500÷ 2250mm/s 1000÷ 1750mm/s 500÷ 1250mm/s 3+1
Layer Thickness 25µm 1
Overlap Rate 30% 1
Scan Strategy Bidirectional&AlternatingExposure 1
Table 4.4: Process parameters used for the production of Ti6Al4V 3D benchmarks.
Figure 4.13: Design of experiments for Ti6Al4V.
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SS316L
Parameters Spot 50µm Spot 150µm Spot 250µm Levels
Laser Power 50÷ 200W 50÷ 250W 150÷ 350W 3+2
Scan Speed 250÷ 1000mm/s 250÷ 1000mm/s 250÷ 1000mm/s 3+1
Layer Thickness 25µm 1
Overlap Rate 30% 1
Scan Strategy Bidirectional&AlternatingExposure 1
Table 4.5: Process parameters used for the production of SS316L 3D benchmarks.




5.1 Single Tracks Recognition
5.1.1 Input Data
(a) (b)
Figure 5.1: (a) Build chamber during the production of the baseplates; (b) Setup for
topographies acquisition.
The full factorial DoE of single tracks was produced on a single build platform for
each material. After production and some post-processing operations, single tracks were
collected in 3D-printed holders for subsequent topography acquisition. The 3D profiler
was the Sensofar S neox Five Axis and the objective mounted was the Nikon DI-20x,
which is an interferometric objective with a magnification of 20x and a working distance
of 4.7mm. The field of view (FoV) was 845⇥ 707µm2; with a resolution of 0.69µm/pixel
(pixel size can be set by the operator), that corresponds to 1224⇥ 1024 pixels.
A stitching area composed by one row and 16 columns with an overlap rate of 15% was
necessary for the acquisition of the whole topography of one single track. This means
that the scanning area was composed by 16 FoVs and the nominal area dimension was
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Figure 5.2: Flow chart of the methodology for single tracks analysis.
11.61 ⇥ 0.71mm2, or 16830 ⇥ 1024pixels. In addition, the Z stage acquisition range was
370µm, 6% of white light intensity was used and autofocus algorithm was applied at each
FoV.
Once defined the acquisition recipe for one single track (SMR - Single Measurement
Recipe), the Multi-Measurement Recipe (MMR) was defined in order to acquire automat-
ically, in one scanning operation, all single tracks belonging to a sample holder. Actually,
the MMR for one holder was divided into two blocks (see Figure 5.3a) due to the large
amount of data. As a matter of fact, the high resolution of topography acquisition implies
large files dimension; approximatively 400 MB per file (⇠ 15 million points). Hence, the
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number of tracks acquired in one scanning operation were halved (from 80 to 40 samples
per scan) in order to be managed more easily.
The result was a collection of TXT files (one for each single track) containing the spatial
coordinates of each surface topography. An example of a TXT file can be seen in Figure
5.3b. It is worth recalling that each topography obtained from the 3D profiler consists
in an image (or an image stack). However, a point cloud can be obtained by computing
pixels intensity with a properly calibrated conversion factor. The centre position of pixels
defines the (X,Y) coordinates, while the pixels intensity can be converted to Z coordinates.
It is also worth reporting that each topography has not exactly the same area dimensions.
Indeed, the number of measured points varies between scans as the acquired topography is
not always the same and critical local slopes can be present (metal AM surfaces are char-
acterized by high roughness values). Nevertheless, the measured points rate was always
over 90% and its variation was small. Therefore, the small variation of area dimensions
can be practically neglected.
Once all topography files were generated, each of them was automatically renamed with
a string containing the values of the process parameters investigated in the DoE (e.g.
‘s50P150v2000.txt’ means a track produced with a spot size of 50µm, a laser power of
150W and a scan speed of 2000mm/s).
(a) (b)
Figure 5.3: (a) Scanning preview of the 3D optical profiler; (b) Example of a point cloud
saved as a TXT file.
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5.1.2 Point Cloud Pre-Processing
Downsampling
After point clouds generation, TXT files were one by one automatically imported and
processed in MATLAB environment. The first operation was points downsampling, which
was necessary to reduce the calculation time of the next steps. No sophisticated algorithm
was applied to resample the point clouds, as there were no particular conditions to be
met in terms of point spacing (e.g. uniformity). Basically, one point every twenty was
considered from the coordinates list. This means that the number of points was reduced
from ⇠ 15 millions to ⇠ 750000 points.
Nevertheless, the original point clouds were preserved in order to apply the various modifi-
cations computed at each step. In other words, the computations of thresholds, statistical
models, etc. were performed only on downsampled point clouds, while the operations that
modify the point cloud were applied also to the original ones.
Denoising
Traditional algorithms for point cloud denoising largely rely on local surface fitting or
on local/non-local averaging and permits to remove outliers and noise from dense point
clouds. However, noise is very low in case of topography measurements with low coherence
interferometry. Therefore, denoising step was ignored in this work in order to optimize the
computation time of the whole analysis. As a matter of fact, denoising operation could
take a long time, especially for point clouds with a large number of points.
Eventually, even if some noise was present in the analysed point clouds, the described
methodology was enough robust to overcome this problem.
Levelling
Figure 5.4: Point cloud before and after levelling operation.
The last operation of pre-processing step was the levelling of point clouds. Basically,
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the tilt of a point cloud was adjusted by interpolating a plane and subtracting it from the
topography.
The canonical equation of a plane is:
aX + bY + cZ + d = 0 (5.1)
where a, b, c, d are real numbers, while X,Y, Z are coordinate vectors. This equation can
be rewritten as follows:
Z =  0 +  1X +  2Y (5.2)
where  0 =  d/c,  1 =  a/c and  2 =  b/c. If we consider ZE (Z estimated) as the
response of a multiple linear regression and, X,Y of target point cloud as predictors,
coe cient estimates ( 0, 1, 2) can be computed by regression:
ZE =  0 +  1XptCloud +  2YptCloud (+ ✏) (5.3)
where ✏ is the vector of residuals. Equation 5.3 represents the plane that interpolates
the target point cloud. Once the vector ZE was defined, it was subtracted from the Z
coordinates of the target point cloud in order to remove the topography tilt:
 Z = ZptCloud   ZE (5.4)
where Z is now the updated Z coordinate vector of the leveled point cloud. After levelling
operation, the whole point cloud was also shifted in order to place the origin of z-axis at
the mean value of Z coordinates.
5.1.3 Segmentation Algorithm
High Points Detection
Figure 5.5: Two representative results of points height segmentation.
The segmentation algorithm starts with the detection of points that lie above a certain
Z threshold. As a matter of fact, the single track surface should be in theory higher than
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the substrate, since it was produced in the layer after the end of baseplate production.
However, this is not entirely true due to the high roughness of the substrate and the
presence of spatters and macro-humps, whose points could fall within the threshold.
To partially overcome this problem, three substrate topographies (no track presence) were
investigated and a threshold (zth,sub) was defined on the basis of a statistical consideration:
zth,sub = mean(ZptCloud) + 3 ⇤ std(ZptCloud) (5.5)
As a matter of fact, a point cloud representing only the substrate, that is the baseplate
surface, is characterised by a gaussian distribution of Z coordinates, centred on the origin.
Thus, by considering only the points above 3 standard deviations from the mean, it can
be reasonably assumed that the ⇠ 99.7% of points belonging to the substrate are ignored.
The threshold was computed for three substrate topographies and then the average value




III) = 40[µm] (5.6)
Once defined zth, points higher than the threshold were automatically detected and saved
separately (ZptCloud > zth). Two representative results of points height segmentation can
be seen in Figure 5.5. It can be noticed that in the point cloud containing a single track,
also some spatters and portions of substrate were detected. Therefore, the zth threshold
is not su ciently accurate for track detection and additional steps are required for this
purpose.
High Points Distribution Analysis
Once separated the high points from the rest, their spatial distribution was analysed. In
particular, the points distribution with respect to y-axis (transverse to the direction of the
track) was considered. Two representative distributions can be seen in Figure 5.6. It can
be noticed that if a track is present, the distribution resembles a Gaussian one (Figure
). Thus, the number of points for each central bin was way higher than in case of the
substrate alone. Therefore, a threshold on number of points per bin was defined:
nth = mean(N) + std(N) (5.7)
where N is the vector of number of points per bin. Basically, the higher the N(i) value,
the higher the number of points belonging to the (x,z) plane passing through a specific y
coordinate. In this case, nth is a mobile threshold and depends on spatial distribution of
points.
In case of track presence, the distribution of elements belonging to vector N resembled a
half Gaussian distribution with a highly positive Kurtosis (leptokurtic).Thus, nth was a
high threshold and only a portion of points that belonged to a single track were satisfying
the condition N > nth. On the other hand, nth value was very low in case of point clouds
that didn’t had a single track and more points were considered.
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.6: High points distribution of (a) a point cloud that includes a single track and,
(b) a point cloud that includes only the substrate.
Point Clouds Classification
The nth mobile threshold was used in the previous step for the detection of high points
that had a relevant numerosity along the x axis (single track axis). However, nth is not
only a threshold, but it can be further used as a statistical descriptor of point clouds
distribution. This implies that point clouds can be classified on the basis of nth value. As
a matter of fact, point clouds that include a single track will have high values of nth. On
the contrary, point clouds that include only the substrate will have very low nth.
With a view to make a distinction between point clouds containing a single track and point
clouds that include only the substrate, a threshold on nth value was defined. To compute
this new threshold, a point cloud with a continuous single track was analysed (in general,
a continuous and well-formed track can be found at very high energy density levels). Once
performed the first steps of the analysis, it was verified that the nth threshold had kept
the points for the entire length of the single track. Afterwards, the 10% of the nth value
of that track was taken as a reference:
nth
10% = (nth)STcontinuous ⇤ 10% ' 300pt (5.8)
Therefore, nth10% was used as a new threshold for point cloud classification: if a point
cloud had a nth value greater than nth10%, then a single track was present. On the contrary,
the point cloud included only the substrate (nth < nth10%). Thus, energy density wasn’t
enough for consistent powder melting.
Clearly, this threshold depends on the total number of points of the topography. Therefore,
if the data acquisition settings are modified (resolution, etc.), then the nth10% must be
calibrated again.
The practical meaning of this new threshold is the following: if the length of molten
material along the scan path of a single track is higher than the 10% of the total length of
the nominal track, then a track can be recognized. This includes both discontinuous tracks
(presence of balling or humping) and continuous ones. On the contrary, if the length of
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molten material is less than the 10%, then it can be reasonably assumed that no track is
present.
From the physical point of view, the nth10% threshold allowed to define an empirical single
track melting e ciency curve.
An example of a computed process map can be seen in Figure 5.7, in which point clouds
with no track were distinguished from point clouds that include a single track.
Figure 5.7: Example of a process map obtained from single track recognition.
5.1.4 Point Cloud Post-Processing
The following operations were performed only on point clouds that include a single track.
Indeed, the point clouds in which no track was recognized were ignored in the following
steps of the analysis.
Point Cloud Alignment
Once the point clouds that not include a single track were removed from the analysis, the
remaining point clouds were post-processed for further analysis steps.
The first operation was the point cloud alignment, that is the alignment of the single track
with the x-axis. This step is essential for an accurate track detection, since a part of the
logic behind the next segmentation algorithm lies in defining some thresholds along the
y-axis. Thus, if the track is not correctly aligned with the x-axis, then a relevant error
will be introduced.
Previously, a portion of single track points were detected through zth and nth thresholds.
However, nth threshold was ignored in this step and the points that only satisfied the zth
criterion were considered. As previously mentioned, these points may include also points
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that do not belong to a single track. Therefore, a simple filter on Y coordinates distribution
was applied in order to roughly consider only single track points. Basically, the average (µ)
and the standard deviation ( ) of the Y coordinates vector of high points were computed.
Afterwards, all points outside the µ ± 2  range were removed (see Figure 5.8a). With
respect to the (x,y) plane, the remaining points were then used for the interpolation of
a straight line, which represents the single track axis. The explicit equation of a straight
line belonging to the (x,y) plane is y = mx + q. Thus, the regression model of the line
that interpolates the points detected can be written as follows:
Yhighpt = mXhighpt + q (5.9)
where m is the slope of the line and q is the y intercept.
Once computed the regression, coe cient m can be used in a rotation matrix R for the
alignment of single track axis. The rotation matrix has to rotate the entire point cloud























where ✓ = atan(m).
(a) (b)
Figure 5.8: (a) Filtering operation on high points and, (b) alignment operation result.
Point Cloud Cropping
Nevertheless, the rotation of the point cloud entailed also a misalignment of point cloud
borders with respect to the (x,y,z) reference system. Therefore, a two-step cropping oper-
ation was needed to regain a rectangular area aligned with the reference system. The first
cropping operation was performed along x-axis. Basically, after computing the centre of
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the single track, the extremes of the point cloud where removed and a point cloud of 8mm
of length was considered (see Figure 5.9a). This operation was necessary also to remove
the side e↵ects of track shape, which are the typical initial hump and the final depression
zone.
After x-cropping, to regain a rectangular area, also a cropping operation along y-axis was
necessary. Therefore, two extreme slices of the point cloud were considered and local Y
minimum and maximum were computed (see Figure 5.9b). Afterwards, points not within
the two limits (Ymax and Ymin) were removed and a rectangular area was obtained.
(a) (b)
Figure 5.9: Cropping operations along (a) x-axis and, (b) y-axis.
Grid Resampling
The previous steps, in particular levelling and point cloud alignment, had a negative e↵ect
on point spacing. As a matter of fact, points were no longer evenly spaced with respect
to (x,y) plane. Therefore, a resampling algorithm was developed to retrieve the uniform
spacing of points. In practice, a grid with a cell size of 2µm was applied to the (x,y) plane
and the z-coordinates of the points within each cell were averaged. By considering the
centre position of each cell as (x,y) coordinates and the average results as z-coordinates,
a new equally spaced point cloud was obtained.
Database Generation
Eventually, all point clouds (and related data) were saved in a MATLAB database. The
conversion of point cloud format, from TXT to MAT files, entailed a memory space saving
of more than 90%. Indeed, approximatively 30 GB per set of single tracks (there was one
set for each spot level and material) were reduced to about 2 GB. This memory space
optimization was of great relevance for the next analysis steps, in terms of computation
time.
5.2 Single Tracks Classification
5.2.1 Input Data
The second step of single tracks analysis entailed a further classification phase. The
previously generated databases were loaded in MATLAB environment and only point
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clouds that include a single track were considered in this step. The main features of these
topographies were the following:
• point clouds were levelled (no tilt) and z-axis origin was set to the average value of
Z-vector;
• single tracks were aligned with the x-axis;
• with respect to (x,y) plane, point clouds had a rectangular area and 8mm of the
single track was considered (initial hump and final depression zone were removed);
• the point spacing was 2µm, however, some missing data (small holes) were present
in the point clouds.
5.2.2 Refined Segmentation Algorithm
High Points Detection
Since the point clouds were not the same as in the previous step, high points were again
detected. In this case, the threshold was chosen again on the basis of a statistical analysis
of three substrate topographies. Thus, the threshold value was zth = 40µm and all points
with a z-coordinate below the zth were removed from the analysed point cloud.
Points Distribution Analysis
High points distribution was again investigated; however, the purpose was di↵erent with
respect to the earlier step. Previously, the aim of tracks recognition was to identify a
portion of points belonging to the track, removing as many points as possible of the
substrate. A statistical descriptor of the point cloud was then defined. To do this, a high
threshold was applied in order to avoid false positives. However, many track points had
been removed along with the substrate points. To include more points and overcome this
problem, a lower threshold was defined in this phase:
nth
0 = mean(N) + 0.5 ⇤ std(N) (5.11)
where N is the vector of number of points per bin. It can be noticed that the standard
deviation value was halved, with respect to Equation 5.7. This is because the distribu-
tions of N-vector had high values of standard deviation and, by halving std(N), nth0 was
su ciently reduced. However, the reduction of the threshold value entails the possibil-
ity that points in the substrate will be included. Thus, further segmentation step was
needed to better recognize track boundaries and make the algorithm more reliable. It is
worth highlighting that no substrate points were included in each track analysed in this
work (more than 300). Nevertheless, it is an eventuality that could happen due to the
high variability of track shape and of substrate topography, especially in case of highly
discontinuous tracks (low ED).
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.10: (a) High points distribution and, (b) (y,z) view of a single track point cloud.
Segmentation Refinement
This step represents the main di↵erence with respect to the previous segmentation algo-
rithm.
Once defined nth, the elements of N-vector that exceed the threshold were analysed. Thus,
an algorithm that finds the maximum y-interval in which N(i) > nth was developed. Ba-
sically, each y-interval that satisfied the aforementioned condition was saved separately.
Afterwards, the one that had the maximum  y was identified. Thus, the first-attempt
values y0min and y
0
max were saved. However, these y-limits were not exactly the track
boundary limits. This is because zth and nth detect only high points that have a rele-
vant numerosity along x-axis (track axis). Thus, points that belong to the edges of the
track were ignored and only the central region was taken. To consider also track edges, a
further statistical analysis was performed: the average value and the standard deviation
of y-coordinates satisfying the maximum-interval condition were computed and new ymin
and ymax were defined as follows:
ymin = mean(Yinterval)  2 ⇤ std(Yinterval) (5.12)
ymax = mean(Yinterval) + 2 ⇤ std(Yinterval) (5.13)
where Yinterval is the vector of y-coordinates between first-attempt values of ymin and
ymax. By doing so, most of track points were considered, as can be seen in Figure 5.10b.
Therefore, the new y-interval was used for track points detection and automatic track
width measurements:
W = ymax   ymin[µm] (5.14)
where W represents the track width. Afterwards, a di↵erent interval was defined also
for substrate points. The purpose of this operation was to define a new z-reference for
subsequent steps. To ensure track points removal, a wider y-interval for single track points
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was defined:
ymin = mean(Yinterval)  5 ⇤ std(Yinterval) (5.15)
ymax = mean(Yinterval) + 5 ⇤ std(Yinterval) (5.16)
This new interval was then removed from original point cloud and the average of z-
coordinates of the remaining points was computed:
zref = mean(Zsubstrate) (5.17)
where zref is the new z-reference value. Thus, zref was subtracted to the Ztrack vector in
order to align the point cloud of the track with the mean height of the substrate.
Figure 5.11: Example of single track recognition with new segmentation algorithm.
5.2.3 Single Tracks Profile Analysis
Profile Extraction
In the previous step, points that belonged to the substrate were removed from the point
cloud. Thus, only single track points were considered. To evaluate the continuity of a
single track, it was decided to extract a profile along the track-axis (x-axis). For each
track, the profile was positioned at the mean value of the Y-vector of the point cloud:
yprofile = mean(Ytrack) (5.18)
where Ytrack is the vector of y-coordinates of a single track point cloud. From the prac-
tical point of view, a small y-interval was actually chosen to extract the track profile
(yprofile ± 1[µm]). This was necessary for numerical reasons and it entailed a small draw-
back. As a matter of fact, by considering a small range of y-coordinates instead of a precise
coordinate, more than one point (maximum two) could be taken for each x-coordinate of
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the profile. The height di↵erence of multiple-points case was investigated in order to assess
the extent of the z-coordinate error. It was found that the height di↵erence between profile
points with same x-coordinate was in the order of magnitude of tens of nanometers, thus,
negligible.
The extracted profiles presented also another issue: points were not entirely equally spaced,
since there were some missing data due to small holes in the original point cloud.
Both issues (multiple points and missing data) were easily solved by a resampling opera-
tion. By using the MATLAB function resample, the profile data were resampled in order
to obtain a uniform spaced signal in the spatial domain. Basically, resample function uses
a polyphase antialiasing filter to resample the signal with a specific sampling frequency
Fs. In this case, the sampling frequency was not referring to the temporal domain, but
to the spatial domain. Thus, its unit of measure was 1/µm and the value was set to
Fs = 12 [1/µm], since the point spacing of original point cloud was 2µm.
(a) (b)
Figure 5.12: (a) Profile extraction and, (b) profile resampling operation.
Profile Analysis
Once extracted and resampled the profiles, the average height and the standard deviation
of the spatial domain signal were computed as preliminary investigation. The mean value
of the signals was not particularly interesting, since the tracks a↵ected by evident balling
or humping phenomena had similar values to those of well-formed tracks. As a matter of
fact, a “ball” or a hump is typically higher than a regular-shaped track. So even though
the tracks were discontinuous, their average height was high enough to be comparable to
the height of a continuous track. On the contrary, the standard deviation of the signal was
more representative. To deepen the analysis, a fast Fourier transform (FFT) was applied
to convert the profile signal from spatial domain to frequency domain representation.
It is worth recalling that the aim of this step was to find a descriptor that distinguishes
discontinuous tracks from continuous ones. In other words, the purpose was to recognise
the occurrence of balling or humping e↵ects on track shape.
With respect to the frequency domain representation, a well-formed track should have a
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high fundamental frequency (f0) and some noise at high frequency (in practice, a flat spec-
trum). On the other hand, a discontinuous track should be characterized by some relevant
low-frequency components, since the balling and humping are pseudo-periodic phenomena
with a relatively low frequency (strong balling e↵ects can be observed with the naked eye).
(a) (b)
Figure 5.13: Spectrum of (a) a discontinuous track profile and, (b) a continuous one.
Based on this reasoning, a novel descriptor was defined to quantify the extent of
discontinuity of the analysed tracks. In other words, the energy associated with the
frequency components due to balling or humping phenomena was measured and used
as a descriptor of track continuity. This descriptor was named balling energy(Eb).
Since the fundamental frequency actually represents the average height of the profile, the
first five frequency components were cutted-o↵ in order to remove the profile mean value
e↵ect, which was not representative for continuity analysis. Even frequency components
above f = 0.025[1/µm] were removed in order to reduce the high-frequency noise.
After this operation, a threshold on the amplitude of frequency components (|Pz(f)|) was
defined in order to detect relevant components:
pth = mean(Pz) + 2 ⇤ std(Pz) (5.19)
Thus, only frequency components that satisfied the condition Pz > pth were considered.
Some examples of results obtained from the application of this threshold can be seen in
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where Pb is the vector of amplitudes that satisfied the condition Pz > pth and Eb is the
balling energy. As a matter of fact, the sum of all Pb values actually represents the area
of that components in the amplitude spectrum, which is the energy associated with those
frequency components.
Single Tracks Classification
In the previous step, the balling energy was computed for each scanned track. This
descriptor quantifies the extent of track discontinuity. Hence, a threshold on Eb was found
in order to distinguish continuous tracks from discontinuous ones. To do this, an empirical
threshold was defined by analysing all data available. Firstly, single tracks were manually
analysed by an operator and a reference process map was defined for all spot size levels
and for each material (six process maps). In each process map, single tracks were classified
as follows:
• Continuous: single tracks that belong to this category were well formed and regu-
larly shaped;
• Discontinuous: tracks were a↵ected by balling or humping phenomena;
• Ambiguous: in some cases, the operator was not able to interpret the status of a
track, since its shape was a middle ground among continuous track and discontinuous
one.
The latter track category was removed from analysis, since it would had introduced un-
certainty in the reference data. It is worth reporting that ambiguous tracks were about
7% of the total amount of scanned tracks (5% of all point clouds).
After manual classification, an optimization algorithm was developed in order to find the
energy threshold (eth) that maximizes the accuracy of the automatic classification based
on balling energy. Basically, a mobile eth threshold was defined. By sliding it over the en-
tire Eb-vector of each data set, the energy threshold was fixed at the value that maximizes
the classification accuracy, which was defined as follows:








⇤ 100 [%] (5.21)
where
• n00 is the number of discontinuous tracks that satisfied Eb < eth (OK)
• n01 is the number of discontinuous tracks that satisfied Eb   eth (BAD)
• n11 is the number of continuous tracks that satisfied Eb   eth (OK)
• n10 is the number of continuous tracks that satisfied Eb < eth (BAD)
An example of process map obtained from automatic classification can be seen in Figure
5.14b.
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It is worth reporting that ambiguous tracks were also classified by the automatic method-
ology. Once performed the classification, the curve that separated continuous tracks from
discontinuous ones was defined for each process map. The maximum value of that curve
was then used as centre for next 3D benchmarks DoE.
(a) (b)
Figure 5.14: (a) Example of a manual process map (result of an operator’s analysis) and,
(b) same process map obtained from the algorithm.
5.3 Results & Discussion
5.3.1 Single Track Melting E ciency Curve
With single track recognition, point clouds containing a scanned track were distinguished
from those that include only the substrate topography. To do this, a novel statistical de-
scriptor (nth) was defined in order to classify point clouds in an automatic and objective
manner.
The boundary line that separates the two point cloud categories had also a physical in-
terpretation. As a matter of fact, this line defines an empirical energy density threshold,
below which the energy input of the laser is not enough to complete powder melting. Ac-
cording to Wang et al.[143], this threshold was named single track melting e ciency. In
addition, the authors defined an analytical formulation of this energy density threshold,
as mentioned in Chapter 2. For convenience, it is worth recalling the equation of single






where A is the absorptivity, P is the laser power, v is the scan speed, t is the layer thickness,
⇢ is the density, c is the heat capacity and T0 is initial powder temperature, while w0 is
the beam radius at the waist. The condition Nm = 1 represents precisely the meaning of
point cloud threshold computed in single track recognition step. Therefore, the following
relation was computed for each process map in order to compare the analytical equation
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Parameter Sym. Units Ti6Al4V SS316L
Density ⇢ Kg/m3 4220 7950
Heat capacity c m2/(s2 ·K) 546 450
Latent heat of melting Lm m2/s2 3.65⇥ 105 2.713⇥ 105
Melting point Tl K 1923 1723
Laser absorptivity A   0.38 0.33
Table 5.1: Physical properties of the employed materials.
with experimental results:
v = coeffAP (5.23)






The physical parameters adopted for the computation are reported in Table 5.1. It is
worth noting that the values of ⇢ and c were chosen in the solid phase, since the heat
accumulation process mainly happens before melting. This assumption was in accordance
with Wang et al. [143].
As can be seen from Figure 5.19, analytical formulation tended to overestimate the energy
density threshold at high laser spot size, while it tended to underestimate the threshold
at 50µm spot size. It can be also noticed that the discrepancy increased mainly as the
laser spot size increased. The reason behind this could be related to laser absorptivity of
the powder bed. As a matter of fact, more particles will be processed through the laser
beam when the spot diameter is increased (spot area is greater). This means that more
beam reflections will occur in the powder bed, increasing the absorptivity to an asymptotic
value. On the contrary, the spot diameter will be comparable with the average powder
particle size and absorptivity will be smaller when ds is minimal. In order to identify
a correction factor for the analytical formulation, the discrepancy between experimental
threshold and analytical one was investigated. The discrepancy was defined as follows:
 c = coeffE   coeffA (5.25)
where coeffE is the coe cient of Equation 5.23 obtained from experimental data.
In Figure 5.15b are plotted the c values for both materials investigated and the regression
curve that interpolates the data. The equation of the latter was the following:
 c = f(ds) =  0 +  1ds +  2ds
2 =  11.29 + 0.17ds   4.39 ⇤ 10 4ds2 (5.26)
Basically,  c represents the correction function for Equation 5.23 and can be useful for
the prediction of “no track” region. However, further investigations would be needed to
achieve a more reliable  c function and a deeper understanding of the phenomenon.
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.15: (a) Experimental and analytical angular coe cients of melting e ciency and,
(b) discrepancy between experimental threshold and analytical one.
5.3.2 Critical Speed Curve & Optimal Parameter Sets
The single tracks classification algorithm divided continuous tracks from discontinuous
ones. The whole algorithm was essentially based on track profiles data analysis. Indeed,
the track classification was performed by the FFT analysis of profile signals and by the
definition of the balling energy threshold (eth). The result was a series of process maps,
which can be seen in Figure 5.20 for Ti6Al4V and in Figure 5.21 for SS316L.
Through the distinction between continuous and discontinuous tracks, a boundary curve
was computed, as for single track recognition. In this case, the curve cannot be interpreted
as an energy density threshold, given its nonlinearity in the (P,v) plane. Therefore, it was
considered as the function of the maximum permissible speed above which the scanned
tracks become discontinuous. In other words, the speed value belonging to this curve is
the highest value for which a continuous track is obtained, given an arbitrary laser power
value. This curve was named critical speed curve (vcr). As can be seen in Figure 5.20
and Figure 5.21, the vcr-curve was generally characterized by a growing segment and a
subsequent decreasing segment. The first growing section divided tracks a↵ected by balling
from continuous ones, while humping tracks were separated by the decreasing segment.
Nevertheless, it was not possible to distinguish balling from humping phenomenon through
the classification algorithm (it wasn’t part of the purpose of this work). Thus, further
investigations would be necessary to identify a characteristic that distinguishes the two
phenomena automatically.
From the point of view of process productivity, the maximum of vcr function represents
the operative condition that maximises the productivity, maintaining track continuity and
therefore producing high-quality components. On the basis of this hypothesis, the DoEs
of 3D benchmarks were centred at the maximum value of vcr curve. Thus, in the next
chapter, 3D benchmarks quality will be investigated in order to validate this hypothesis.
With respect to maximum values of the various vcr curves defined in this work, it
was possible to investigate the spot size e↵ect on process stability. Interestingly, it was
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.16: (a) Track width trend as the laser spot size varies and, (b) maximum values
of vcr curves for the various experiments performed.
noticed that the process stability was increased as the spot size decreased, in case of
Ti6Al4V process maps. This result would appear to be at odds with the stability condition
(⇡D/L >
p
2/3) defined by Yadroitsev et al. [148], as the track width decreased with
the reduction of spot diameter (⇠ 20% reducing the diameter by 100µm). However, by
reducing ds, even melt pool length may decrease. To confirm this hypothesis, it would
be necessary to measure the melt pool length during the production using an in-line
monitoring system.
Furthermore, this e↵ect was not recognized in SS316L single tracks, where an increase in
spot size entailed only an increase in laser power. This was probably due to the excessive
step size used to define power and speed levels in SS316L DoEs. As a matter of fact, the
continuous regions were small in stainless steel experiments. Thus, a di↵erent criterion
for the selection of scan speed levels would be needed in order to better investigate the
process region of interest. In this work, P -range was defined as large as possible, while
the v-range was limited to 1000mm/s above standard parameters with higher speed (thus,
the upper limit was 2500mm/s). However, a lower speed limit would have been enough
in case of SS316L DoEs, thus allowing to intensify the experiments in the optimal process
region. Since only two materials were investigated in this work, it was not possible to find
a novel criterion for the upper limit selection of scan speed.
5.3.3 Algorithm Performance
To establish the algorithm performance, the single track classification was analysed, since
it was the main step of the proposed methodology. Therefore, the topography data of
single tracks was divided into two datasets on the basis of manual continuity analysis:
continuous-tracks and discontinuous-tracks datasets. It is worth reporting that point
clouds without a single track (no track region) and those with a track manually clas-
sified as ambiguous were ignored in the analysis.
Afterwards, the datasets were further divided into computation and validation datasets.
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Figure 5.17: Representation of the computation dataset selected through Mersenne
Twister algorithm.
To do this, data points were randomly chosen by the Mersenne Twister algorithm.
The computation dataset selected this way can be seen in Figure 5.17. Therefore, the
remaining data belonged to the validation dataset.
The eth threshold was then estimated through computation dataset analysis and was
subsequently applied for single track classification on validation dataset. As previously
Figure 5.18: Accuracy function obtained by sliding eth over the entire Eb-vector.
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mentioned, the eth threshold was defined by sliding it over the entire Eb-vector and by
finding the value that maximizes the classification accuracy. The accuracy function can
be seen in Figure 5.18. In case of computation dataset, the accuracy was about 97% with
eth = 49.659. By applying the same threshold on validation dataset, the accuracy was
slightly higher (97.3%). Thus, the methodology was validated.
It is also worth reporting that the classification accuracy of all tracks, including also am-
biguous ones, was 98.5%. Therefore, this algorithmic method can also be very useful
to assist operators during situations where track morphology is unclear. Eventually, the
single tracks classified incorrectly were only 7 and were mainly distributed in 50µm spot
experiments. This is probably due to the high variability of the substrate topography and
to the reduced dimensions of single tracks produced with the smallest level of spot size.
Lastly, make a parallel between the current methodology and the work presented in Chap-
ter 3 (which was performed referring to the main literature works) is rather di cult, as the
performed investigations and obtained results are di↵erent. As a matter of fact, a complete
characterization was carried out in Chapter 3, while a rougher analysis was implemented
in this methodology. Even just by deepening only the track morphology analysis, SEM
inspection and 3D optical analysis are hardly comparable; SEM allows to obtain various
information (e.g. microstructure, cross section views, etc.), while optical inspection ac-
quires only the surface topography of the samples, even using the most precise acquisition
technique (i.e. interferometry). It is also to be considered that the SEM images are 2D,
while the image stacks provided by the optical profiler allow to obtain a 3D maps.
From the point of view of timing, it is well known that SEM inspections are very time
consuming; the acquisition of a portion of the top surface of a single track took about 20
minutes (embedding 10 tracks at once). This is mainly due to the specific pre-processing
operations required for a SEM analysis (e.g. grinding, polishing, vacuum sealing, etc.)
and, it might actually be one of the reasons why many authors prefer to produce 3D
benchmarks directly, thus avoiding single tracks studies.
On the over hand, optical inspection does not require any special preparation and, once
the samples are placed in a specific holder, the measurement can be started. This implies
also a certain degree of measurement automation (multi-measurement technique). There-
fore, a shorter acquisition time is needed; the entire track topography can be acquired in
about 10 minutes (loading 80 tracks in the samples holder). It is also worth reporting
that the acquisition time can be further halved by adopting focus variation instead of
interferometry, while reducing the measurements accuracy.
Another aspect that has to be taken into account is data analysis; the developed algo-
rithmic framework for single tracks analysis allows to process a track topography in few
minutes, providing repeatable results with a good reliability, as discussed above. This
is the main advantage against manual SEM inspection, since it is possible to analyze a
large number of experiments without strongly a↵ecting time and costs of post-process
inspections and, the obtained results are not a↵ected by the operator subjectivity.
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Figure 5.19: Melting e ciency curves at various laser spot size levels and di↵erent mate-
rials.
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Figure 5.20: Manual and automatic process maps obtained from Ti6Al4V data analysis.
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Figure 6.1: (a) Build chamber during removal of residual powder and, (b) setup for to-
pographies acquisition.
The critical speed curve was used in the previous chapter to define the DoE for each
spot size level and for each material (a total of six process windows). For each material,
two build platforms with each 18 cubic samples (8 mm edge length) were fabricated. After
production and some post-processing operations, the cubes were collected in 3D-printed
holders for subsequent top-surface topography acquisition. In this case, two kinds of
measures were performed with the 3D profiler for each cubic sample: the first measurement
was performed by using an EPI 20x objective (4.7mm working distance), while the second
measurement was executed with an EPI 5x objective (18.5mm working distance).
The measurement with higher magnification was performed in order to compute profile
roughness measures. Indeed, a stitching area composed by a column of 15 FoVs with
an overlapping of 20% was defined in order to scan, from side to side, a central band of
the cube (see Figure 6.2a). The nominal acquisition area was 844.5 ⇥ 8620µm2, which
corresponded to 1227⇥ 12492 pixels, since the resolution was set to 0.69µm/pixel.
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It is worth reporting that the central band was taken so that it was perpendicular to tracks
direction of the last cube-layer (tracks direction defines the surface lay).
The acquisition technique applied was focus variation, as the surface roughness was
(a) (b)
Figure 6.2: Scanning preview of the 3D optical profiler for (a) high magnification mea-
surements and, (b)low magnification measurements.
su ciently high. In addition, the Z stage acquisition range was 500µm, 27% intensity
of green light in HDR mode was used and autofocus algorithm was applied at each FoV.
Once defined the Single Measurement Recipe (SMR) for one cube, the Multi-Measurement
Recipe (MMR) was defined to acquire automatically, in one scanning operation, all cubes
collected in a sample holder (one holder for each spot level). The output TXT files were
comparable in size to single tracks ones; approximatively 400 MB per file (about 15 million
points). Regarding measures performed with EPI 5x objective, the purpose was to acquire
the whole topography of the cubic samples. Hence, a stitching area composed by 4 rows
and 3 columns with an overlapping of 20% was defined, as shown in Figure 6.2b. The
resolution was set to 1.38µm/pixel, which was as high as possible with such objective.
Thus, the nominal acquisition area was 8783⇥9609µm2, which correspond to 6364⇥6963
pixels. Even in this case, the adopted acquisition technique was focus variation and same
setting were applied as for the first measurement type. Nevertheless, a higher Z stage
acquisition range was set, since thermal warps were present at the edges of various cubic
samples. Thus, the acquisition range was 1200µm. In addition, the light intensity was
also raised in order to acquire even the deepest areas of the surfaces (33% intensity). The
outcome of cube topographies acquisition was a series of TXT files with approximatively 1
GB size (about 27 million points). All topography files were then automatically renamed
with a string containing the values of process parameters investigated in the various DoEs
(e.g. ‘o30s50P150v2000.txt ’ means a cube produced with an overlap rate of 30%, a spot
size of 50µm, a laser power of 150W and a scan speed of 2000mm/s). Lastly, the relative




Figure 6.3: Flow chart of the methodology for 3D benchmarks characterization.
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6.2 Profile Roughness
After topographies acquisition, all data of high magnification measurements (with EPI 20x
objective) were manually elaborated with SensoVIEW 1.3 software in order to compute
the profile roughness Ra in accordance with the ISO 4287 standard.
6.2.1 Point Cloud Pre-Processing
Denoising
Before computing roughness, all topographies were filtered with a denoising algorithm
(in SensoVIEW, this operation is called “Despiking”). In this case, noise removal was
necessary since the SMR was defined by averaging acquisition settings in order to adapt
them to all conditions. Clearly in some cases, acquisition parameters (in particular light
setting) were not optimal and some noise was acquired.
Levelling
After denoising operation, three profiles were manually chosen and subsequently elabo-
rated. According to ISO 4287 standard, the first operation to be done was the form
removal or, in this case, the levelling. The subtraction of nominal form from raw profiles
can be performed by a high-pass filter with cut-o↵  f , which removes all large-wavelength
components. However, the F-operator (form removal operator) is more often applied, since
the profile length is typically not long enough to capture form. This mathematical oper-
ator firstly determines a best fit to the nominal form, and then subtracts the fitted form
from raw data. In this case, the result of raw data interpolation was a levelling straight
line, since the nominal shape of the surface was a plane. Therefore, the F-operator was
applied to raw profiles and the primary profiles were obtained.
Filtering
Figure 6.4: Flow chart of profiles elaboration.
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The primary profiles were then filtered by a band-pass filter, according to ISO standard.
The filter applied was characterized by two cut-o↵s:
•  s = 2.5µm defines where the intersection occurs between the roughness and the
presence of shorter-wavelength components in a profile;
•  c = 2.5mm which defines the roughness and the waviness components.
The cut-o↵ values were chosen according to ISO 4287. In particular,  c = 2.5mm was
chosen as the expected roughness values were in the range of 2÷ 10µm.
From an operational perspective, after  s low-pass filtering, the waviness of the primary
profile was computed by applying a Gaussian low-pass filter with  c cut-o↵. The waviness
profile was then subtracted from primary profile and the result was the roughness profile
(see Figure 6.5). Since the filters applied were of Gaussian type, the extremes of the
profiles were removed from analysis.
It is also worth reporting that the profile length was not long enough to comply with the
5 c length recommended by the ISO standard.
Figure 6.5: Raw profiles processing.
6.2.2 Ra Measurements
Once raw data was pre-processed and roughness profiles were obtained, Ra was computed
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(a) (b)
Figure 6.6: Box plots of roughness data as a function of spot diameter, laser power and
scan speed for (a) Ti6Al4V and, (b) SS316L.
Figure 6.7: Roughness maps for Ti6Al4V benchmarks.
Figure 6.8: Roughness maps for SS316L benchmarks.
The profile roughness was computed for each 3D benchmark of the various DoEs and
roughness maps were obtained. These maps can be seen in Figure 6.7 for Ti6Al4V and in
Figure 6.8 for SS316L.
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The data collected were then divided by type of material used and a preliminary statistical
analysis was carried out. As can be seen from box plots in Figure 6.6, the increase in laser
power had in general a positive e↵ect on profile roughness, while the increase in scan speed
had a negative influence (although the trend was less marked). These observations were
in accordance with literature works. As a matter of fact, it is well known that an increase
in linear energy density (that means an increase in power and a decrease in scan speed)
entails a higher surface finish. Comparing the results of Ti6Al4V and SS316L, it was
noticed that titanium benchmarks had lower roughness values than stainless-steel ones.
The average value for Ti6Al4V was about 7.8µm, while SS316L had a roughness average
value of 13.8µm.
Referring to laser power and scan speed variations, the aforementioned Ra trends were
similar for both materials. However, the roughness trend as the speed varies was more
marked for titanium samples. Nevertheless, it must be borne in mind that the speed
range investigated in the case of titanium specimens was twice that of steel specimens.
Either way, developing a reliable model of surface roughness is challenging due to the
high variability of data, which in turn is due to the complex physics of the process. More
interestingly, the trend of roughness values was inversely proportional to the laser spot size.
Thus, the profile roughness was lower as the spot diameter increased. This e↵ect might
be due to the larger and smoother tracks produced with high values of spot diameter.
Therefore, to produce components with low top-surface roughness, high spot size values
are preferable.
6.3 Areal Waviness
The areal waviness measurements were performed on topographies acquired with the low
magnification objective (EPI 5x). These point clouds represented the whole top surface of
the various cubic samples and an “ad hoc” code was developed in MATLAB environment
for an automated analysis.
Even in this case, the guidelines of ISO 25178 standard were followed as far as possible.
It is also worth reporting that areal roughness measurements were not taken into account
since point spacing was not optimal for this purpose.
6.3.1 Point Cloud Pre-Processing
Levelling
The first operation performed on raw point clouds was the form removal. As previously
mentioned, the nominal form of the top surface of cubic samples was a plane. Thus, the
F-operator firstly determined the best fit plane, interpolating the points belonging to the
surface, and subsequently it subtracted the nominal form to the raw topography.
A similar surface levelling was performed in single track analysis. Thus, the mathematics
of this operation can be found in Chapter 5.
Basically, the primary surfaces were obtained from raw data through this operation. Never-
theless, some extra-steps were needed in order prepare point clouds for filtering operation.
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Figure 6.9: Surface topography before and after levelling operation.
Custom Denoising
Topographies acquired with low magnification objective were very noisy. This was due to
the increased light intensity used during scanning operations. However, this light intensity
level allowed to acquire even points in the deepest areas of the surface, which otherwise
would not have been captured. Another issue related to the acquisition settings were the
points acquired on side walls. As a matter of fact, the wide Z stage range of acquisitions
had also allowed to capture points belonging to the side walls. Therefore, a two-steps
denoising operation was needed in order to remove noise and unwanted points. The first
step was a point cloud filtering with the denoise function of MATLAB. Basically, the outlier
threshold was defined as 0.01 standard deviations from the mean of the average distance
to neighbours of all points. Thus, an outlier was a point with an average distance to its k-
nearest neighbours above the specified threshold. This filter drastically removed the noise
of point clouds. Nevertheless, the points belonging to the side walls were not completely
removed. Therefore, a second filtering step was performed to remove the remaining points.
To do this, the points belonging to the area bordering the edges were detected. This area
was defined by computing the centre of the point cloud in the (x,y) plane and by applying
the following condition:
find((X > (xc + 3700) | X < (xc   3700)) | (Y > (yc + 3700) | Y < (yc   3700))) (6.2)
where X is the vector of x-coordinates, Y is the vector of y-coordinates, xc and yc are the
coordinates of the point cloud centre. Basically, a band of about 0.3mm was considered
for each edge. Thus, the whole topography was divided into two areas: the central area
and the peripheral area. After this operation, the central area was used to compute the
mean height of the surface, while a threshold for Z-vector was applied on the peripherical
area:
Zperipherical > zmean,central (6.3)
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Figure 6.10: Surface topography divided into two areas: the central area and the peripheral
area.
Therefore, the points belonging to the side walls were removed through this threshold.
The result of this custom denoising function can be seen in Figure 6.11.
Figure 6.11: Surface topography two-step denoising operation.
Cropping
This step was performed in order to obtain point cloud boundaries as squared as possible.
As a matter of fact, cube edges were in most cases non uniform due to thermal warps and
other process issues. Thus, a cropping function was developed to cut the topographies
edges and a rectangular surface area was obtained. To do this, points distribution was
analysed along both x-axis and y-axis. An example of points distribution can be seen in
Figure 6.4.
Then, a threshold on points numerosity was set in order to identify and remove points
that did not have a consistent presence along the x-axis first, and along the y-axis later.
The threshold for both axes was:
NX , NY > nth (6.4)
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where nth = 100000pt. It is clear that if the topographies are not aligned with optical pro-
filer reference system, this operation will cut more points than necessary. From this point
of view, the special holder used for cubic samples positioning was su ciently accurate.
Therefore, the new point clouds were composed by only the points that satisfied Equation
6.4.
Figure 6.12: Topography points distribution along X axis and Y axis.
Grid Resampling
As for single tracks analysis, a resampling algorithm was applied to all topographies. In
practice, a grid with a cell size of 2µm was applied to the (x,y) plane and the z-coordinates
of the points within each cell were averaged. By considering the centre position of each
cell as (x,y) coordinates and the average results as z-coordinates, a new equally spaced
point cloud was obtained.
In this case, the resampling was necessary to slightly increase the points spacing (from
1.38µm to 2µm), in order to reduce the computation time of the next step.
Fill-Holes Algorithm
In the previous step, a grid with a cell size of 2µm was applied to the point cloud and
z-coordinates of the points within each cell were averaged. In practice, the point cloud
was converted in a grayscale image (that is an n⇥m matrix) with 2µm of pixel size and
the z-coordinates were the pixel intensity values.
Therefore, an algorithm was developed to fill the empty pixels. Basically, scrolling pixel
by pixel the image, if an empty value was found, it was filled by the average of the
neighbouring values.
However, if the image had multiple empty columns or empty rows, this algorithm didn’t
work, especially in the case of empty rows at the beginning of the scrolling function. It was
therefore of great importance the previous cropping operation, which eliminated empty
columns and rows in all analysed cases. Cropping function also drastically reduced the
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computation time, since most of the holes were located along the edges of the topography.
Eventually, the final result was a complete image representing the topography of the
surface taken in analysis.
Figure 6.13: Surface topography before and after fill-holes algorithm application.
Filtering
Figure 6.14: Surface topography before and after 2D Gaussian filtering ( c = 2.5mm
cut-o↵).
After pre-processing operations, the primary surface (in the form of an image) was
obtained. So, it was possible to extract the waviness surface by filtering the image with
a bidimensional low-pass filter. To carry out this operation, the filter was applied to
the frequency spectrum of the image taken in analysis. Even in this case, the filter was
of Gaussian type with same cut-o↵ used for Ra measurements:  c = 2.5mm (ISO 25178
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standard). Basically, the waviness spectrum was obtained by calculating the product of the
primary surface spectrum and a bidimensional Gaussian function with 50% transmission
at cut-o↵ length. This calculation corresponds to a convolution in the spatial domain.
However, working in the frequency domain is more computationally e cient.
Once applied the filter, the image representing the waviness surface was obtained by
computing the inverse FFT of the waviness spectrum.
Lastly, to reconvert the image to a point cloud, the (x,y) coordinates of each pixel were
determined and the pixels intensity values were used as z-coordinates. Thus, a n⇥3 matrix
was regained. An example of waviness surface obtained from this procedure can be seen
in Figure 6.14.
Figure 6.15: Simplified flow chart of surfaces elaboration.
6.3.2 Wa Measurements
(a) (b)
Figure 6.16: Box plots of waviness data as a function of spot diameter, laser power and
scan speed for (a) Ti6Al4V and, (b) SS316L.
Once raw data was pre-processed and waviness surfaces were obtained, Wa was com-
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Figure 6.17: Areal waviness maps for Ti6Al4V benchmarks.
Figure 6.18: Areal waviness maps for SS316L benchmarks.








|z(xn, ym)  zmean| (6.5)
The areal waviness was computed for each 3D benchmark of the various DoEs and wavi-
ness maps were obtained. These maps can be seen in Figure6.17 for Ti6Al4V and in Figure
6.18 for SS316L.
The data collected were then divided by type of material used and a preliminary statistical
analysis was carried out. As can be seen from box plots in Figure 6.16, the increase in
laser power had in general a negative e↵ect on areal waviness, while the increase in scan
speed had a positive influence (although the latter trend was less marked). Thus, it can be
concluded that an increase in linear energy density (P/v) entails a higher surface waviness,
which is detrimental for SLMed components quality.
Comparing the results of roughness measurements with waviness ones, it was noticed that
they had opposite trends. Therefore, the optimal parameter set should be a compromise
between these two descriptors. It is also worth reporting that no studies on surface wavi-
ness were found in the literature.
Another comparison was made on results of Ti6Al4V and SS316L. As for roughness, it
was noticed that titanium benchmarks had lower waviness values than stainless-steel ones.
The average value for Ti6Al4V was about 11µm, while SS316L had a waviness average
value of 20µm.
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Referring to laser power and scan speed variations, the aforementioned Wa trends were
similar for both materials. However, the waviness trend as the laser power varies was
more marked for titanium samples. On the other hand, the variability of waviness data
was high with respect to scan speed changes, foreseeing a nonlinearity due to the complex
physics of the process.
Moreover, the areal waviness data had di↵erent behaviours when spot size changed, de-
pending on the material processed. In general, it was noticed that waviness had minimum
values at 150µm spot; hence, this spot level was preferable to keep waviness low.
With respect to 50µm spot, the waviness data were the most scattered for both materials
and it can be concluded that this operative condition was more sensitive to changes in
laser power and scan speed. However, a larger experimental campaign would be needed
to better understand the e↵ect of laser spot size on waviness.
6.4 Boundary Characterization
In this section, a novel descriptor was proposed in order to evaluate the quality of top-
surface edges. As a matter of fact, the latter can provide useful information on the applied
operating conditions.
The data used were scans with low magnification objective (the same as those used for
waviness measurements) and the algorithmic procedure was developed in MATLAB envi-
ronment.
6.4.1 Point Cloud Pre-Processing
As for waviness measurements, the raw point clouds required some pre-processing opera-
tions before starting the actual analysis.
Firstly, a levelling operation (form removal) was applied in order to remove the surface tilt.
Thus, the best fit plane was computed and subsequently subtracted from raw topography,
obtaining a levelled surface.
Another pre-processing operation was then needed to remove points belonging to side
walls. Therefore, the same function applied for waviness surface pre-processing was ap-
plied. It is worth reporting that the first denoising step (MATLAB denoise function) was
not applied in order to preserve all points acquired, including noisy ones. Although the lat-
ter had wrong z-values, their (x,y) coordinates were correct and they were also included in
the computation of point cloud boundary, which will be discussed in the following section.
6.4.2 Boundary Detection
The aim of this analysis was to objectively evaluate the edges of cubes top-surface. Thus,
the first operation performed was the detection of the topography boundary in the (x,y)
plane, which was actually composed by points belonging to the four edges of the cubic
sample.
This operation was performed by the MATLAB’s boundary function, which is linked to




Figure 6.19: (a) Point cloud boundary detection through alpha shape disk [33] and, (b)
example of boundary detection on cubic samples topography.
is generated if an impenetrable disk with radius ↵ is rolled along the point cloud, starting
with a border point. If a point is touched by the disk, it belongs to the boundary [33].
Clearly, the value of ↵ defines the number of points involved in the boundary detection: if
↵ ! 0, all points of the dataset will be considered, while ↵ ! 1 will only consider points
that define the convex hull of the point cloud. The latter can be visualized as the shape
enclosed by a rubber band stretched around the point cloud in the (x,y) plane.
However, boundary function does not allow to set directly ↵ disk radius. Instead, the
editable parameter is the shrink factor, specified as a scalar in the range of 0÷ 1. When
the shrink factor is zero, it corresponds to the convex hull of the point cloud, while a
unitary shrink factor means the tightest single-region boundary around the points.
In this work, a shrink factor of 0.5 (default value) was applied in order to detect the points
belonging to the boundary. An example of boundary detection can be seen in Figure 6.19b.
6.4.3 Edges Error Computation
After boundary detection, a regression line was computed for each cube edge. Thus, the
points belonging to the point cloud perimeter were subdivided into four groups; one for
each edge. To do this, a function was defined to search points along x-axis first and, then
along y-axis. The vertices regions were not considered for line fitting as these regions
were in some cases highly warped due to the excessive energy input and they would have
increased the regression error. Hence, the beginning and the tail of each edge-points vector
was ignored (the first millimetre and the last millimetre). Once the boundary point cloud
was divided into the four edge-vectors, a linear regression was computed for every group
of points and the edge lines were defined. An example of this operation can be seen in
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Figure 6.20: Computation of edges lines.
Figure 6.21. Lastly, the average distance of boundary points from the respective edge lines
was computed. This parameter was proposed as a quality descriptor, since it represented
the mean error of real edges with respect to the ideal edge lines of the cubic sample. In
other words, it represented the extent of the edges jaggedness. It is worth noting that the
geometrical relations between edges (e.g. angle between two edges) cannot be evaluated
through this parameter and it was outside the scope of this descriptor.
These operations were automatically performed for each cubic sample and edges error
maps were obtained (see Figure 6.23 for Ti6Al4V samples and Figure 6.24 for SS316L
samples).
The data collected were then divided by type of material used and a preliminary statistical
analysis was carried out. As can be seen from box plots in Figure 6.22, the increase in laser
power had in general a negative e↵ect on edges error, while the increase in scan speed had
a positive influence. Thus, it can be concluded that an increase in linear energy density
(P/v) entails a higher edges error, which means that the jaggedness of edges increased
with energy input. This result had also physical sense as high energy input typically leads
to high thermal stresses (and warps) and more powder particles could adhere to the build
part due to the greater mushy zone.
Nevertheless, the most interesting result was related to the e↵ect of spot size on edges
error. As a matter of fact, it was noticed that the spot diameter had an almost exponential
relation with this descriptor: when the spot size was decreased, the edges error decreased
more rapidly. Hence, it was evident that more precise cubes were obtained with low values
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Figure 6.21: Representation of the distance between boundary points and the regression
line. The average value represents the edges error.
(a) (b)
Figure 6.22: Box plots of edges error data as a function of spot diameter, laser power and
scan speed for (a) Ti6Al4V and, (b) SS316L.
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Figure 6.23: Edges error maps for Ti6Al4V benchmarks.
Figure 6.24: Edges error maps for SS316L benchmarks.
of spot diameter. In practice, by chancing the spot size from 250µm to 50µm, the median
value of edges error was almost halved.
6.5 Relative Density
Figure 6.25: Schematic representation of the Archimedes method [7].
The Archimedes method was used to measure the density of all produced cubic samples.
This method consists in weighing a specimen in a reference fluid (typically air) and in a
second fluid, whose density is known. In this work, the second fluid was ethanol as it
is more suitable for SLM components [7]. Once the measurements were performed, the
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density was then determined by the following:




where ⇢f is the ethanol density, Wair is the weight of the sample weighed in air and Wf
is the weight of the sample immersed in ethanol. The relative density was subsequently





where ⇢reference is the respective reference density for Ti6Al4V and SS316L, whose values
are reported in Table 5.1.
Since this density measurement technique do not require any special sample preparation,
it is actually one of the fastest methods that can be applied, and the accuracy of its
results is comparable with those of other techniques (e.g. metallographic section analysis
and tomography).
The data collected were then divided by type of material used and a preliminary statistical
(a) (b)
Figure 6.26: Box plots of relative density data as a function of spot diameter, laser power
and scan speed for (a) Ti6Al4V and, (b) SS316L.
analysis was carried out. As can be seen from box plots in Figure 6.26, the only obvious
trend was the one related to laser power. Indeed, it was noticed that a decrease in laser
power led to a relative density reduction. In particular, the decrease in density was more
rapid below a certain laser power threshold: 150W for Ti6Al4V and 100W for SS316L.
In this operative condition, the energy input was probably not enough to completely melt
the powder and a relevant number of pores were formed due to bad connection between
neighbouring tracks and successive layers.
Neither scan speed nor spot size had a significant e↵ect on relative density. With respect
to spot diameter, this means that comparable density values can be obtained whatever
the laser spot used.
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Moreover, the relative density was probably not significantly a↵ected by scan speed as the
investigated range of this parameter was relatively small. In addition, the obtained values
of relative density were generally high (more than 99%), excluding axial runs values. This
proves that the process regions investigated were in the neighbourhood of the optimal
ones. Thus, in these regions no major variations in track morphology (and therefore in
relative density) due to scan speed changes were expected.
Comparing the results of Ti6Al4V and SS316L, it was noticed that the average value of
relative densities was higher for titanium. This may be due to the not optimal value of
overlap rate in case of stainless steel samples. Hence, an investigation on this parameter
should be performed for parameters refinement.
Eventually, the relative density maps can be seen in Figure 6.27 for Ti6Al4V samples and
Figure 6.28 for SS316L samples.
Figure 6.27: Relative density maps for Ti6Al4V benchmarks.
Figure 6.28: Relative density maps for SS316L benchmarks.
6.6 Optimal Parameter Sets
In summary, four quality descriptors were computed to evaluate the quality of each cubic
sample: profile roughness, areal waviness, edges error and relative density. The profile
roughness was measured to quantify the surface finish of the top surfaces, whose values
can be easily compared with literature works since Ra is the most investigated parameter
for this purpose. The areal waviness was studied to quantify the surface warps, while the
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edges error was computed in order to measure the jaggedness of sample edges. Lastly, the
relative density of 3D benchmarks was measured to verify that the specimens produced
were dense enough to ensure good mechanical performance.
To define the optimal parameter set for each spot level, various optimization criteria can
be applied depending on the required characteristics of the components to be produced.
Therefore, the following methodology, used to define a unique parameter that expresses
the quality of produced benchmarks, has to be considered a proposal.
Basically, the proposed method was based on describing the overall quality of a cubic
sample with a novel index, which takes into account every quality descriptor previously
defined; the quality factor. However, to sum non-homogeneous quantities in a final de-
scriptor, it is first necessary to split descriptors values into class intervals or to convert
them into dimensionless values.
As a first attempt, the values of each quality descriptor were classified according to a
specific number of classes, which was computed by using the equation of Scott et al. [117]:
k =
range of data⇥ 3pns
3.49⇥  s
(6.8)
where ns is the number of samples (values) and  s is the standard deviation of samples.
The class interval was then calculated by dividing the range of data by the number of
classes k. However, a di↵erent k value was found for the various descriptors, ranging
from three to four classes. That implied a non-uniform weighing of the parameters when
summed in a unique descriptor. Therefore, a di↵erent equation was tested to define the
number of classes; the Sturges et al. [124] formula:
k = 1 + 3.3⇥ log 10ns (6.9)
Through Equation 6.9, the number of classes was six for each quality descriptor. Neverthe-
less, k value was not high enough to accurately describe the quality factor trend. In other
words, the class intervals were too wide, and the trends of the various descriptors were
too discretized. For this reason, it was decided to convert the various quality parameters





where X is a generic descriptor vector, X(i) is its i-th element, while Xmin and Xmax are
its minimum and maximum values, respectively. In addition, XND(i) is the i-th element
of the new dimensionless descriptor vector. By doing so, the values of the resultant vectors
varied in the range of 0÷ 1.
After the conversion of each quality descriptor, the quality factor was defined as follows:
Quality Factor = (RD)ND   (Ra)ND   (Wa)ND   (Eerr)ND (6.11)
where ND is the acronym of non-dimensional (or dimensionless). The quality factor can
ideally vary from 1, when RD = (RD)max and the other descriptors are equal to their
minimum value (best condition), to  3, which represents a minimum RD and the other
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descriptors have maximum values (worst condition). Clearly, the higher the quality factor,
the better the quality of cubic samples.
By including all the data collected, it was possible to define the quality factor maps for
each spot size level, which can be seen in Figure 6.29 for Ti6Al4V, and in Figure 6.30
for SS316L. The maximum values of quality factor in each map represented the optimal
processing condition; thus, the optimal parameter set.
However, by analysing the results of optimal process regions, it was noticed that relative
Figure 6.29: Quality factor maps for Ti6Al4V benchmarks (all data were included).
Figure 6.30: Quality factor maps for SS316L benchmarks (all data were included).
density values or areal waviness values were not acceptable in some cases. This discrep-
ancy was probably due to how the quality factor had been formulated. As a matter of
fact, each component of Equation 6.11 had a unitary weight coe cient and this choice
was probably not suitable for evaluating the quality factor in every operating condition
analysed. Nevertheless, finding a general criterion for the definition of non-unitary weight
coe cients was challenging. Therefore, a di↵erent strategy was applied to solve this issue.
Indeed, upstream of the quality factor calculation, two thresholds were applied to the data;
one on relative density and one on areal waviness:
RD(i) > 99% (6.12)
Wa(i) < 2⇥mean(Ra) (6.13)
where Ra is the roughness vector, while RD(i) and Wa(i) are the i-th elements of relative
density vector and areal waviness vector, respectively.
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Figure 6.31: Quality factor maps for Ti6Al4V benchmarks. Only the data that satisfied
RD > 99% and Wa(i) > 2⇥mean(Ra) were considered.
Figure 6.32: Quality factor maps for SS316L benchmarks. Only the data that satisfied
RD > 99% and Wa(i) > 2⇥mean(Ra) were considered.
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Basically, all data that did not satisfy these conditions were removed from the analysis.
As a matter of fact, relative densities below 99% are typically unacceptable for functional
SLM components. With regard to waviness threshold, a surface warp entity above two
times the mean roughness value was deemed unacceptable.
After the removal of samples with unacceptable characteristics, the quality factor was re-
calculated (Equation 6.11) for the remaining samples.
Lastly, quality factor maps were defined, and more reliable optimal parameter sets were
found for each spot level.
As can be seen in Figure 6.31 for Ti6Al4V and in Figure 6.32 for SS316L, the optimal
parameter sets were at higher scan speed and/or lower laser power with respect to the
maximum values of vcr curves found with single tracks analysis (central point of each
3D benchmarks DoE). This was an expected result as it was in accordance with Di et
al. [28] work. As a matter of fact, the authors studied SLM production through single
track, multi-track and multi-layer (3D cubes) experiments. One of the main results of
their analysis was that single track process window shifted to the upper left in multi-
track and multi-layer production (referring to (P, v) plane). This means that lower laser
power and/or higher scan speed was needed to obtain well-formed tracks in multi-track
and multi-layer experiments. Moreover, the authors found that the heat accumulation on
the workpiece during the production was the main cause of this e↵ect, which was named
heat accumulation e↵ect.
Therefore, the results of this work supported their findings and demonstrated that the vcr
curve can be adopted to restrict the number of tests during 3D benchmarks production.
It is true that optimal parameter set for 3D components cannot be defined only by the
maximum value of vcr curve; however, it was demonstrated that optimal parameters are
in the neighbourhood of that process region. More precisely, at lower laser power levels
and/or higher scan speed (upper left region).
Another validation can be made through the comparison between optimal parameters sets
obtained with the presented methodology and those provided by the machine manufac-
turer. As a matter of fact, for each material, at least one level of the investigated spot
diameters was comparable with the default value used by Concept Laser. The process
parameters parallel is given in Table 6.1. As can be seen from the comparison, the op-
timal parameter sets slightly di↵ered from Concept Laser ones. The main reason lies in
the di↵erent hatch distance adopted for production; thus, further investigations on hatch
distance (or overlap rate) should be made to make a more thorough parallel. Nevertheless,
it is worth noting that, for each material, the volumetric energy density (ED0V = P/vthd)
was almost the same for both parameter sets (3.9% and  8.8% of relative error for Ti6Al4V
and SS316L, respectively), confirming that the results of the proposed methodology are
suitable for production purposes. Another reason that justifies the slight discrepancy lies
in the step size values adopted for the definition of power and speed levels of the DoEs.
Clearly, not all operating condition were investigated in order to limit the number of ex-
periments to be produced and analysed. Thus, the exact parameters values provided by
Concept Laser were not investigated in the presented study and it was not possible to
make a direct comparison. This consideration implies that the proposed methodology is
rather crude. In fact, it will be necessary in the future to refine the method by introduc-
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Material Ti6Al4V SS316L
Optimal Set Type Concept Laser Current Study Concept Laser Current Study
Laser Power (P ) [W ] 225 150 180 150
Scan Speed (v) [mm/s] 1300 1250 600 750
Spot Size (ds) [µm] 155 150 120 150
Hatch Distance (hd) [µm] 90 60 105 78
Energy Density (ED0V ) [J/mm
3] 77 80 114 104
Discrepancy 3.9% Discrepancy  8.8%
Table 6.1: Comparison between Concept Laser default parameters and optimal parameters
obtained with the proposed methodology.
ing additional experimental stages, analysing further parameters and quality descriptors.
For instance, mechanical properties were not considered in this work; however, as can be
concluded from Table 4.1, tensile and fatigue properties are widely investigated in the
literature for process optimization. Thus, mechanical testing will be for sure a point of




This dissertation aimed to investigate the selective laser melting technology, focusing on
process parameters optimization. The two main goals pursued were, on one hand, the
definition of a new algorithmic optimization method based on optical metrology data and,
on the other hand, the study of the e↵ect of laser spot size variation on the quality of
produced components. Therefore, various experiments were performed to achieve these
objectives, varying the main process parameters according to a DoE approach and extend-
ing the study to di↵erent materials (Ti6Al4V and SS316L).
The first chapter was devoted to a brief introduction on metal additive manufacturing
technologies, focusing on powder bed fusion processes. The general AM process chain was
described and the main advantages, limitations and applications has been highlighted.
From this first literature review, the following conclusions can be drawn:
• The most relevant metal AM technologies are selective laser melting and electron
beam melting. The latter has higher build rates and the components produced are
not significantly a↵ected by thermal stresses as its counterpart. However, SLMed
components are characterized by higher dimensional accuracy, surface finish and
mechanical properties.
• Adapting slicing to part geometry can increase process productivity. Although adap-
tive slicing is not a recent concept, it is still di cult to apply in PBF processes, since
the changes in layer thickness require appropriate adjustments of the other process
parameters.
• The advantages of metal additive manufacturing are undeniable, especially to pro-
duce small batches of components with high buy-to-fly ratio. Nevertheless, due to
the highly regulated industrial applications, there is a need to increase machines ca-
pabilities (build rate, density, dimensional accuracy, surface finish, etc.) and expand
available materials that can be used.
In the second chapter, an extensive state of the art on selective laser melting was
reported. The laser technology and the powder properties were widely discussed in order
to understand the interaction between the heat source and the material involved in the
process. Moreover, the process parameters that govern the melt pool dynamics were
examined and the main physical phenomena that occur during the process were accurately
addressed. Hence, the following conclusions can be drawn:
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• The literature review on process parameters related to the adopted laser technology
highlighted that there is a lack of comprehensive studies on laser spot size e↵ect.
• The laser-material interaction is highly dynamic and it is one of the factors that com-
plicate the process physics, since the laser interacts with a powder-coated substrate
and not with a bare one, as it happens in laser welding.
• The most investigated process parameters in SLM are laser power, scan speed, layer
thickness, hatch distance (or overlap rate) and scan strategy. These parameters,
together with the spot size, define the energy input provided by the heat source and
determine the thermal history of the produced parts.
• The main physical phenomena investigated in the literature are Rayleigh-Plateau
instability, Marangoni convection, recoil pressure and keyhole phenomenon. With
regard to Rayleigh-Plateau instability, two phenomena were recognized: the balling
phenomenon and the humping e↵ect. The first one is related to lack of fusion (not
enough energy input), while the second one is the result of a combination of various
forces, among which the most relevant is the recoil pressure.
The third chapter was firstly devoted to a review on process parameters optimization,
from which the most adopted methodologies found in the literature were reported. Starting
from literature works, a preliminary investigation on small laser spot size (ds = 50µm)
was carried out. The study was based on single tracks analysis; thus, 80 Ti6Al4V samples
were produced by varying laser power and scan speed according to a full-factorial DoE
and, a complete characterization was performed. The optimal process region for single
tracks was defined and a preliminary 3D benchmark was printed, in order to verify the
process performance when the new parameters are applied. The main results are listed
below:
• Through the morphological analysis of single tracks, a process map was obtained
by classifying tracks into five categories. The “Regular and thin shape” category
represented the optimal process region for single tracks production when 50µm spot
was applied.
• The width, depth, height and contact angle of single tracks were measured by SEM
inspection and some statistical models were obtained through data analysis. In
particular, track width and track depth models had a good fitting with experimental
data (R2 was 0.90 and 0.94, respectively), while track height and contact angle
models had low statistical relevance. The latter result was also recognized by other
authors and it is mainly due to the high variability of these two features along the
track axis and thus to the position of analysed cross-section.
• From metallographic analysis, it was found that the microstructure was fully com-
posed by Ti martensite and, through microhardness measurements, it was noticed




• Lastly, a preliminary production of a lattice structure was carried out in order to
verify that small spot parameters entailed higher process resolution. For this pur-
pose, various measurements of beams diameter of the lattice structure produced were
performed and it was confirmed that the dimensional accuracy was increased by 22%
with respect to standard parameter set adoption.
• This study was very useful to understand the criticalities of process optimization
methods currently proposed in the literature.
In the fourth chapter, an updated review on SLM process optimization was reported.
The novel process optimization methodology was subsequently described in its entirety,
giving an overview of the general procedure and highlighting the DoE details. An overview
on the optical metrology techniques adopted for specimens inspection was also given in
this chapter. The following conclusions can be drawn:
• The updated literature review highlighted that no works were performed on areal
waviness characterisation applied to process optimization. In addition, a few studies
on advanced AM surface characterization were found; however, none of them were
aimed to process optimization.
• The 3D optical profiler adopted in this work has three acquisition techniques avail-
able: confocal microscopy, focus variation and interferometry. The latter was pre-
ferred for single track topography acquisition, since it is the most accurate measur-
ing technique. With regard to 3D benchmarks characterization, focus variation was
found out to be the most suitable since it is very fast and the area to be measured
was much larger than single track acquisitions.
• A novel process optimization methodology was defined by exploiting the capabili-
ties of the aforementioned optical 3D profiler and the automation of the analysis
procedure, due to the algorithmic frameworks developed in MATLAB environment.
• The method presented does not provide a complete characterization of the single
tracks, as was done in the work of Chapter 3. In fact, time-consuming measures,
such as SEM analysis of cross-sections, were not performed and some information
was not considered in this methodology. However, the useful information provided by
the surfaces of analysed samples will be su cient to quickly, reliably and objectively
define the optimal parameters combinations for 3D benchmarks production.
The fifth chapter was devoted to the description of all steps that define the single tracks
analysis. The procedure started with the automatic acquisition, through the 3D optical
profiler, of all single tracks produced and each topography scanned was then elaborated
in MATLAB environment. Single tracks were first recognized in the topography and then
their mean profile was extracted in order to analyse the frequency spectrum. Through a
novel parameter, single tracks were subsequently classified and the optimal process regions
were identified. The main results are listed below:
• The algorithm developed in this work allowed to automatically recognize a single
track on a SLMed substrate and extract it from the entire topography.
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• A novel parameter that quantifies the track continuity was defined; the balling en-
ergy. Basically, this descriptor represented the energy associated with the frequency
components due to humping or balling phenomena in the frequency spectrum of
the single track profile. From a more practical point of view, the balling energy
quantified the extent of discontinuity of the analysed profiles.
• The accuracy of the classification algorithm was determined by comparing the pro-
cess maps obtained from the aforementioned methodology with those obtained man-
ually by an experienced operator. Hence, the accuracy was about 97%, validating
the methodology.
• One process map for each data set was obtained, dividing the samples into three
categories: continuous track, discontinuous track and absent track (no track). In
addition, two separation lines, which divided the samples into the various cate-
gories, were determined in the experimental data analysis: the single track melting
e ciency curve and the critical speed curve. The latter curve, which separates con-
tinuous from discontinuous tracks, was the most interesting one, since it was never
recognized before in SLM process optimization works. The critical speed represents
the maximum scan speed that produces a continuous single track, given a specific
laser power value. However, due to the complex physics of the process and the in-
su cient number of materials investigated, it was not possible to define any general
rule that could describe the behaviour of these curves as the spot and material var-
ied. The maximum of the critical speed curve is the optimal process region for single
tracks experiments, since it represents the P   v combination that maximizes the
productivity.
• The laser spot size had an evident e↵ect on the process performance; the track width
increased as the spot size increased, while the maximum of the critical speed curve
rapidly decreased as the the spot diameter increased in case of Ti6Al4V powder. The
latter e↵ect was not recognized in SS316L experiments, since the continuous region
was generally small for this material and, to recognize the aforementioned e↵ect, the
experiments should have intensified in that region. Therefore, further investigations
should be performed in order to deepen the understanding of this e↵ect.
In the sixth chapter, the description of all steps that define the 3D benchmarks char-
acterization was given. The procedure started with the automatic acquisition of all top
surfaces of the 3D benchmarks produced and, for each topography scanned, the profile
roughness, areal waviness and edges error were semi-automatically computed. In addi-
tion, density measurements were carried out in order to evaluate the relative density of
samples. Lastly, an overall quality descriptor was proposed and the process maps for 3D
benchmarks were obtained. Hence, the optimal process parameter sets were found. The
main results are listed below:
• A novel descriptor that quantified the extent of the edges jaggedness was defined.
Basically, this descriptor represented the mean error of real edges with respect to
the ideal edge lines of the cubic samples.
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• From a preliminary statistical analysis, it was found that profile roughness decreased
as the laser power increased and the scan speed decreased. This was in accordance
with literature works. In addition, the profile roughness trend was inversely propor-
tional to the spot size increase.
• On the other hand, areal waviness had an opposite behaviour: it increased as the
laser power increased and the scan speed decreased. No correspondence was found
with the literature works, as this parameter was never investigated in order to op-
timize the process. Moreover, no statistically relevant trend was found with respect
to laser spot size variation.
• The edges error had similar trends as waviness when laser power and scan speed
varied. In addition, through this descriptor, it was possible to demonstrate that
small spot size levels entailed more precise edges. As a matter of fact, there is a
direct proportionality between laser spot diameter and edges error.
• The relative density values were significantly influenced only by laser power. No
clear trends were noticed with respect to variations of both scan speed and spot size.
• The non-dimensional values of all quality descriptors were computed and a overall
quality factor was then proposed, in order to find the optimal process region for each
dataset. Thus, the optimal process parameter sets were defined for each spot level
and for each material.
• Comparing the optimal process parameters for 3D benchmarks production and the
optimal regions in the single tracks process maps, it was found that these regions
were slightly shifted in the (P, v) plane. More specifically, the process window of 3D
benchmarks was at higher scan speed and/or lower laser power compared to that
of single tracks. This was an expected result as it was also demonstrated by Di et
al. [28]. Therefore, this result confirmed that the maximum of the critical speed
curve was a powerful tool for the process window identification. As a matter of fact,
the 3D bechmarks DoE was considerably smaller than single tracks experimental
campaign and it was centred in the correct position in the (P, v) plane.
As a consequence, the proposed methodology has made it possible to objectively, reli-
ably and e ciently find the optimal parameter sets for various laser spot diameters and
di↵erent materials. It is therefore considered that the thesis objective was successfully
achieved.
In closing, this methodology can be applied for the characterization of a large number of
specimens and more process parameters (which were not considered in this work) can be
involved in the DoE. Furthermore, this optimization method can be adopted to existent
production strategies that require more than one process parameter set, such as hull and
core strategy and multi-laser scanning, and opens the door to new production strategies.
For instance, the development of scanning strategies that adapt the process parameters to
part geometry (e.g. spot size and layer thickness) could benefit from this methodology.
Clearly, the proposed method requires various refinements and there is still room for
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improvement. First of all, more powder materials should be tested in order to better
validate the methodology, develop an analytical model that describes the critical speed
curve behaviour and deepen the understanding of spot size e↵ect. Secondly, more process
parameters should be added to the experimental campaign in order to refine the optimal
process region detection.
Eventually, more quality descriptor and di↵erent geometries should be introduced for 3D
benchmarks characterization. For instance, an ad hoc 3D benchmark could be designed
for overhanging surfaces evaluation and thus a specific characterization procedure should
be developed. Moreover, tensile specimens should be added to the experimentation in
order to assess tensile and fatigue behavior of the manufactured components.
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